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FLYING SWORDSMEN RPG The sage Pei Tang-Ho ended his five



Pei Tang-Ho paused long enough to let



year trance on sacred Mount Kung. When life



the scribes copy down his words. “There is



returned to his eyes, the acolytes cowtowed



nothing the Grand Masters can do. For the



and then quickly produced their brushes, inks,



future of the Empire rests not with them.



and writing papers. The Grand Masters of the



Tiger, Dragon, Turtle, Phoenix and Unicorn



various schools within the World of Martial



must pool their might. The Xia, despised by



Arts would know his answer to their question



many as reckless and harmful to society, are



as soon as the messengers could carry them to



the key. A new generation of Grand Masters



the Twelve Provinces.



must rise from their ranks and lead the new



The sage stretched his arms and legs, rubbed his bald head, and then spoke. “The Chen Dynasty is in decline. The reign of the



order. For good or ill, the future is in their hands.” One year later, the Grand Masters are



previous emperor was a disaster. The people



putting their plans into action. Some seek to



cannot cope with bandits, plagues, monsters



restore the Chen Dynasty, some to bring it



from Hell, oppressive taxation, the list goes



down, others to simply persevere. But all seek



on. The Grand Masters wish to know what can



talented Xia to train and become the next



be done. I have their answer.”



generation of which Pei Tang-Ho spoke.
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Introduction the norms of society but follows a code of honor. In Flying Swordsmen, all player characters are Xia. They may be warriors dedicated solely to the martial arts, or they may mix their martial arts with magic or special skills. In the Flying Swordsmen RPG, these Xia come together as a team to battle villains and monsters, go on quests, seek out lost martial arts techniques, or nearly anything you can imagine.



Introduction WARNING: This is a role playing game. It assumes you, the reader, are already familiar with RPGs to some extent. There is no introduction to roleplaying, or about dice notations or rolling conventions. It assumes you already know all that, and have access to a set of standard polyhedral dice. If you're new to RPGs, and don't have a clue what's going on here, please visit our website: lordgwydion.blogspot.com/p/flyingswordsmen-rpg.html and read our online tutorial.



THE XIA CODE The Xia Code has five basic principles. The principle of individuality sets the Xia apart from society, which values conformity and group harmony. Because of this, Xia are outsiders within their culture, even though the other four principles are aligned with that of society. Each Xia is more or less free to interpret the relative importance of the five ideals, but all Xia will value each principle to at least some degree. • Benevolence: The Xia strives to help others whenever possible. • Loyalty: The Xia strives to honor his commitments to his sworn companions first, his family second, and his liege lord third. • Bravery: The Xia strives to maintain face when in danger. They do not shy away from using force if it is necessary to reach a goal. • Righteousness: The Xia strives to do what is right at all times. • Individuality: The Xia strives to maintain a sense of self-worth in a society that values conformity. The code is not set in stone, because the emphasis on Individuality is so strong. For some Xia, their every action will seek to conform to their ideals. For others, the ends will justify the means. It's up to each player to decide how they will roleplay their character. Now that you've got an idea of what the game is all about, it's time to explain how to make a character.



ABOUT THE GAME What is Flying Swordsmen RPG? It's a game where players try to recreate the wild fun of fantasy martial arts books, movies, and comics. Your characters start out as novice martial artists, but by testing their combat skills against all manner of opponents, they gain more ability. Eventually, they may become Grand Masters of their Art. Then, they can shape the future of the Empire. Will they support the young emperor and try to restore the Chen Dynasty? Will they support a warlord who has the Mandate of Heaven? Will they seek the throne themselves? It's high flying kung fu action at its best. If you've ever enjoyed movies starring Bruce Lee, Jet Li, Jackie Chan, Michelle Yeoh, Chow Yun Fat, Maggie Cheung, Donnie Yuen, and a host of others, and thought it would be fun to roleplay as that sort of character, then this is the game for you. These movies that most of you are likely familiar with, and the books and comics from China and Hong Kong that inspired them are called Wuxia, meaning “Martial Chivalry.” The heroes of these stories are called Xia. XIA Xia is a Chinese word that roughly translates to “chivalry” or “gallantry” but also refers to a breed of martial artist who lives outside 1



FLYING SWORDSMEN RPG STRENGTH (STR)



Ch. 1 Character Creation



Strength measures your character’s muscle and physical power. This ability is the primary ability for Fighters. Strength determines your starting Might stunt die.



1. CONCEPT Before doing anything else, come up with a concept for a character. The concept should be only a few words for now, but should give you an image of the type of character you want to play. The rest of the character creation process will help you flesh out this basic idea. The character might not turn out exactly as you planned if you over think this step, so keeping it simple is probably best.



INTELLIGENCE (INT) Intelligence determines how well your character learns and reasons. This ability is the primary ability for Wizards. Intelligence determines your starting Savvy stunt die. WISDOM (WIS) Wisdom describes a character’s willpower, common sense, perception, and intuition. Wisdom is the primary ability for Shamans. Wisdom determines your starting Insight stunt die.



Concepts could include “champion archer,” “drunken boxer,” or “inscrutable wise woman.” This gives you a general idea of where to best place ability scores, which class and profile (if any) you should pick, and what martial arts maneuvers, spells, and equipment to choose.



DEXTERITY (DEX) Dexterity measures hand-eye coordination, agility, reflexes, and balance. This ability is the primary ability for Thieves. Dexterity determines your starting Acrobatics stunt die.



2. ABILITY SCORES Each ability partially describes your character and affects some of his or her actions. Scores range from a low of 3 to a high of 18. Each character class has one primary ability, the most important one for that class. Two abilities are secondary – important, but not as much. The other three are considered tertiary. These distinctions are important when the character gains levels.



CONSTITUTION (CON) Constitution represents your character’s health and stamina. Constitution determines your starting Fortitude stunt die. CHARISMA (CHA) Charisma measures a character’s force of personality, persuasiveness, personal magnetism, ability to lead, and attractiveness. Charisma determines your starting Charm stunt die.



To determine an ability score, roll four six-sided dice. Discard the lowest die, and total the remaining three. Repeat this five times to come up with six scores ranging from 3 to 18. Thinking about your character concept (above), assign one score to each of the six abilities. Higher is better.



3. STUNT DICE Each ability score determines the starting Stunt die related to that ability. Stunts are the heart of the Flying Swordsmen RPG, and they are used in two ways. First, in combat, each player will select one stunt type to perform that round. The result of the stunt die provides a stunt bonus for that round, detailed below. Secondly, both in and out of combat, characters may perform Stunts. To perform a Stunt, decide which stunt type is most appropriate, and roll that stunt die plus a d20. If



Optional Methods: For lower power games, straight rolls of 3d6 will result in characters with fewer starting stunt types, but still usually one or two. Characters with no scores above 11 should be discarded and rerolled. For higher power games, roll 2d6+6. This will result in characters who have starting stunt values in most areas.
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Ch. 1 Character Creation the total meets of beats a Target Number (TN) set by the Game Master, the Stunt is successful.



4. CHARACTER CLASS There are four classes available for players to choose: Fighter, Wizard, Shaman, Thief. Each player must choose one of these classes. Each has a different role to play in the game.



For each score of 11 or greater, determine the stunt die value associated with that ability. Scores of 10 or less do not get a stunt die value immediately, but may be assigned one as the character gains levels. To determine starting Stunt die values, consult the table below.



Fighters are experts at combat. They overcome challenges with their physical skills and strength. Wizards are experts at elemental magic. They overcome challenges with their spells and intelligence.



MIGHT bonuses are added to melee attacks, melee damage, and to Stunts involving brute strength, such as lifting heavy stones or breaking a table with your bare hands.



Shamans are experts at spirit magic. They overcome challenges with their spells and wisdom.



SAVVY bonuses in combat are not set. The result rolled can be added to any single die roll the player chooses during the round. Savvy also is used for Stunts involving logical thinking or reasoning, such as solving a riddle or finding a loophole in bureaucratic regulations.



Thieves are experts at trickery. They overcome challenges with their unique skills and dexterity. 5. PROFILE Players may, if they wish, select a profile for their character. Each character class has some profiles unique to that class, which provide specialization and additional bonuses, but also restrictions and hindrances that the character must follow. Characters without a profile do not gain these benefits, but also are not limited by the restrictions.



INSIGHT bonuses are added to all saving throws against magic, and to Stunts involving perception, judgment or common sense such as detecting lies or noticing an ambush before it is sprung. ACROBATICS bonuses are added to ranged attacks, Armor Class, and to Stunts involving balance, speed, or agility such as swinging on ropes or tumbling between a demon's legs.



Game Masters may require a profile to be selected in some campaigns, or may limit the profiles that players may choose from. Some campaigns link the available profiles to organizations within the game world. GMs and players may devise new profiles using those presented below as guidelines.



FORTITUDE bonuses provide temporary hit points, and add to saving throws vs. Wood, and to Stunts involving resisting pain or physical hardship such as meditating under a waterfall, sleeping on a block of ice, or breaking free from a painful arm lock.



6. MARTIAL ARTS MANEUVERS



CHARM bonuses are added to reaction rolls with NPCs and monsters, to saving throws vs. Earth, and to Stunts involving persuasion or leadership such as bargaining with a merchant or organizing villagers into a militia. Ability Score Stunt Die



3-10 no



11-13 d2



14-15 d3



Martial Arts Maneuvers are special techniques that your character can employ in combat. They may be offensive, defensive, or allow mobility on the battlefield. Taken together, they make up your



16-17 d4



18 d6



19* d8



20* d10



21* d12



*Starting ability scores of 19 or higher are not possible, but monsters, NPCs, or experienced characters may have stunt dice of these values. No stunt die may exceed d12.
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FLYING SWORDSMEN RPG character's martial arts style. All characters gain a set number of Maneuvers determined by the character's class and level.



point total. A new level grants more hit points, better stunt dice, more martial arts maneuvers, more spells, better Thief skills, sometimes better saving throws, and other special abilities at certain levels. Some GMs may require PCs to train to gain the benefits of the new level, but the rules by default assume such training is happening constantly in characters' “down time.”



If you selected a Profile for your character, your starting Maneuvers are limited by that profile. If you did not, choose a number of Maneuvers of the levels available to you. 7. DETERMINE OTHER SCORES



Spells: Wizards and Shamans need to note their spells per day, and Wizards must determine which spells are known by the character.



Certain other scores characters possess are determined by their class and/or profile. These include saving throws, hit points (HP), armor class (AC), attack bonus, Experience Points (XP) and spells. Check with your GM to determine the starting level of characters in the game.



8. BUY EQUIPMENT Each class has a listed amount of starting money, which may be used to purchase weapons or other gear the character desires.



Saving Throws: Saving throws are a character's chance to avoid, resist, or lessen the effect of special attack types, such as poison, spells, or explosions. Each class's values are listed after the class descriptions below.



9. FLESH OUT THE CHARACTER By now, you should have a good idea about who your character is. Give him or her a name, description, background, and as much other detail as you like. You don't need to write pages of back story. More details will emerge through play. You may draw a picture or find one on the internet to represent your character, or write a brief description so others have an idea how your character looks.



Hit Points: Hit points measure how much damage a character can take before being knocked out or killed. A character's class determines what die type to roll each level. At first level, a character receives the maximum amount (no roll), but must roll randomly at every subsequent level. Characters with Fortitude stunt values may add their Fortitude stunt die once for each level to their hit point total. This bonus is not maximized at first level, however. Armor Class: All characters start at AC10, and this can be increased by martial arts Maneuvers and on a round-by-round basis with Acrobatics stunts. Characters may wear armor, but lose access to most Maneuvers when they do so. Attack Bonus: Fighters receive a +2 bonus to hit in combat. Shamans and Thieves receive a +1 bonus. Wizards have no bonus (+0). These values do not increase with level. Experience Points: Experience Points are a measure of what a character has learned through their successes and failures while adventuring. A character's level is determined by their experience 4



Ch. 2 Character Classes All Fighters gain a +2 bonus to hit in combat. In addition, every Fighter may choose one weapon in which they are specialized. They gain an additional +1 to hit and +2 to damage with that weapon. They may choose unarmed strikes as their special weapon if they wish. Fighters have the most hit points of all characters, using a d12 to determine their hit points each level. At 5th level, Fighters may make two attacks in one Round. At 10th level, they may make three attacks. For weapons that already allow more than one attack per Round, such as throwing spikes, add one attack to the number allowed at both 5th and 10th levels.



Ch. 2 Character Classes The four character classes, and their associated profiles, are shown in the chart below. The abilities, benefits and hindrances of each class are detailed along with its profiles. Two sample characters of each class are presented at the end of the chapter. Fighter Martial Artist Weapon Master Mystic Bowman Guardian



Wizard Taoist Yang Magician Yin Sorceress



Shaman Ancestral Medium Demonist Animist



Thief Outlaw Ghost Hunter Vagabond



The primary ability score for Fighters is Strength. Dexterity and Constitution are their secondary scores. Intelligence, Wisdom and Charisma are tertiary. A Fighter's Profile determines some aspects of the character, such as the specialized weapon and starting martial arts Maneuvers. A Fighter who chooses not to take a Profile gains extra specialized weapons at 1st, 5th and 10th levels, and begins the game with 3d6 tael and any three weapons.



FIGHTER Fighters devote their lives to perfecting the art of combat. Whether it be unarmed or with weapons, they spend their time training their bodies to excel in battle. Compared to other classes, Fighters gain the most martial arts Maneuvers, may use any weapon, and strike more often in combat as they progress in levels. Their saving throws improve at a faster rate than other characters as well.



The Fighter Level Experience Points 1 0 2 2,000 3 4,000 4 8,000 5 16,000 6 32,000 7 64,000 8 128,000 9 256,000 10 512,000



Hit Dice Attacks per (d12) Round 1d12 1 2d12 1 3d12 1 4d12 1 5d12 2 6d12 2 7d12 2 8d12 2 9d12 2 10d12 3



1 2 2 3 4 4 5 5 5 6 7 5



Martial Arts Maneuvers by Level 2 3 4 1 2 2 2 3 3 4 4 5



1 2 2 3 3 3 4



1 2 2 2 3
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1 2 3



FLYING SWORDSMEN RPG Restrictions: By 3rd level, the Martial Artist must have selected the following martial arts Maneuvers: Fists of Jade, Little Whirlwind, Spider Scuttle, Tiger Vault, Way of Water Stance. From 4th level they may select any Maneuvers they choose. Martial Artists are limited to the butterfly sword, double stick, meteor hammer, monk's spade, monk's stick, spear, staff, and three-section staff as weapons, unlike other Fighters. Monastic orders may have other restrictions on behavior for the Martial Artist at the GM's discretion. Starting Equipment: any two weapons, 3d8 tael WEAPON MASTER Weapon Masters train in the use of a single melee weapon to the exclusion of all others. While they do learn to use thrown or ranged weapons to a basic degree, they prefer to use only their favored weapon or unarmed strikes in melee combat.



Fighter Profiles:



Requirements: Weapon Masters must have a minimum score of 12 in Strength.



MARTIAL ARTIST Martial Artists are experts in unarmed combat. They may be monks, athletes, or simply warriors who prefer to use the weapons they were born with over manufactured ones.



Benefits: A Weapon Master's Specialized weapon must be a melee weapon. Once per day per 3 levels, when an attack hits, they may choose to inflict double damage. If they face opponents armed with their specialized weapon, they gain a +2 bonus to AC. At 4th level and higher, a Weapon Master is immune to the Grab the Serpent's Tail Maneuver performed by others.



Requirements: Martial Artists must have a minimum score of 9 in both Strength and Wisdom. Benefits: Martial Artists are Specialized in unarmed combat (see the Fighter class above) automatically, in addition to the weapon choice they get as a Fighter. Martial Artists also receive a double Acrobatics stunt bonus to AC because they are adept at avoiding blows. At 4th level, a Martial Artist may strike creatures only affected by magic weapons with their unarmed strikes. They may hit creatures only affected by +1 weapons at 4th level, +2 weapons at 7th level, and +3 weapons at 10th level. They do not gain the bonus to hit and damage, only the ability to damage such creatures.



Restrictions: By 3rd level, the Weapon Master must have selected the following martial arts Maneuvers: Grab the Serpent's Tail, Little Whirlwind, Tiger Vault, Waves on the Beach, Way of Water Stance. Weapon Masters may not use other melee weapons in combat. If their Specialized weapon is not available, they must use martial arts. They may use ranged or thrown weapons without hindrance. Starting Equipment: Specialized Weapon, 3d8 tael
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Ch. 2 Character Classes time (10 magic arrows counts as only one item). Excess wealth must be donated to a worthy cause. Starting Equipment: Horse or foot bow, quiver with 30 arrows, two other weapons, 3d4 tael. GUARDIAN Guardians are warriors, soldiers, and bodyguards. They are unique among the Xia in that they wear armor while performing martial arts Maneuvers. Requirements: Guardians must have a minimum score of 11 in Strength. Benefits: Guardians may wear armor and still perform martial arts Maneuvers. While fighting in formation with other soldiers (at least 2 allies within 5' and fighting with the Guardian), they gain a +1 to hit and damage rolls. At 5th level, they may choose a second weapon in which to Specialize.



MYSTIC BOWMAN Mystic Bowmen favor bows as weapons, but they use meditation and intuition rather than hand-eye coordination in their archery. Requirements: Mystic Bowmen must have a minimum score of 9 in Strength and 12 in Wisdom. Wisdom is their primary ability, with Strength and Constitution secondary and Dexterity, Intelligence and Charisma tertiary.



Restrictions: By 3rd level, the Guardians must have selected the following martial arts Maneuvers: Dragon and Tiger, Fists of Steel, Grab the Serpent's Tail, Little Whirlwind, Tiger Vault. Guardians may not learn the stance Maneuvers — their AC is limited by the armor they wear. Most Guardians are members of the military, a noble's home guard, or a militant society, and as such often have other restrictions at the GM's discretion.



Benefits: Mystic Bowmen are specialized in one type of bow (horse or short). Crossbows may be allowed at the GM's discretion. When using their specialized bow, Mystic Bowmen gain an additional +1 to hit at point blank range (within 30'). They use Insight stunts to affect their hit rolls with bows rather than Acrobatics stunts. At 6th level, they may target opponents in melee or hidden behind allies with only a -2 penalty rather than the normal -4. At 8th level, the Mystic Bowman gains the ability to create flaming arrows three times per day. Flaming arrows count as magic weapons, gain a +2 bonus to damage (not to hit), and may set flammable items alight.



Starting Equipment: Iron lamellar corselet, small shield, any three weapons, 3d8 tael



rd



Restrictions: By 3 level, the Mystic Bowman must have selected the following martial arts Maneuvers: Fists of Steel, Immortal's Sight, Snatch the Pebble, Tiger Vault, Way of Water Stance. Because of their meditative philosophy, Mystic Bowmen may never have more than 25 tael of wealth, or more than three magic items at a 7



FLYING SWORDSMEN RPG WIZARD Wizards devote their lives to the pursuit of magic. While they do also learn martial arts, their spells are their primary tools. With magic, a Wizard can do things impossible to others. Wizards gain the fewest martial arts Maneuvers, and their general combat effectiveness, not counting spells, is low, but their spells make them potentially the most powerful Xia in the game. Wizards do not gain any bonus to hit in combat. They are limited to the dagger, staff, three-section staff, war fan, and light and repeating crossbows as weapons. Wizards may cast a certain number of spells of each spell level per day. Wizards know a number of spells equal to the number of spells they may cast in one day. For example, a 3rd level Wizard knows 4 first level spells and 2 second level spells. They do not need to prepare their spells in advance. More information on Wizard spell casting is given in the Spells and Magic Section.



not select a Profile gains one bonus spell known at each level they can cast. The number of spells that may be cast in one day does not change, only the number known. A 6th level Wizard without a Profile will know 7/6/4 spells, but only casts 6/5/3 per day. The Wizard begins the game with 3d6 tael, a magical implement, and any one weapon.



The primary ability for Wizards is Intelligence. Dexterity and Constitution are their secondary scores. Strength, Wisdom and Charisma are tertiary. A Wizard's Profile determines some aspects of the character, typically the types of spells that may be employed. A Wizard who does



Level Experience Hit Dice Points (d6) 1 0 1d6 2 2,500 2d6 3 5,000 3d6 4 10,000 4d6 5 20,000 5d6 6 40,000 6d6 7 80,000 7d6 8 160,000 8d6 9 320,000 9d6 10 640,000 10d6



1 2 3 4 5 6 6 6 6 6 6



The Wizard Spells per Level 2 3 4 5 2 3 4 5 6 6 6 6



2 3 4 5 6 6



2 3 4 5 8



2 3



Martial Arts Maneuvers by Level 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 1 3 2 1 3 2 1 1 3 2 2 1 3 2 2 1 1 4 3 3 2 2



Ch. 2 Character Classes Benefits: By increasing their yang with jade, gold, and other yang-associated items, Yang Magicians extend the duration of noninstantaneous yang spells by one additional round, and targets of yang spells suffer a -1 penalty to saving throws against them. Yang Magicians receive a +1 bonus to saving throws against yang magic. When meditating for spells each day, a Yang Magician may make a Might stunt to determine bonus spell levels gained (a result of 3 could be three 1st level spells, one 1st and one 2nd, or one 3rd level spell).



Wizard Profiles: TAOIST Taoists are Wizards who follow the path of balance within the forces of magic, yin and yang. Requirements: Taoists must have a minimum score of 9 in both Intelligence and Wisdom. Benefits: By carefully balancing their yin and yang magic, Taoists gain the ability to cast more spells than normal in one day. When meditating for spells each day, a Taoist may make an Insight stunt to determine bonus spell levels gained (a result of 3 could be three 1st level spells, one 1st and one 2nd, or one 3rd level spell). At 2nd level, Taoists learn how to reduce injuries (not spell damage) to their minimum, counting all modifiers, a number of times per day equal to half their level, rounded down. The player may decide to use this ability after damage has been rolled.



Restrictions: By 3rd level, the Yang Magician must have selected the following martial arts Maneuvers: Fists of Steel, Stone Ox Charge, Tiger Vault. Yang Magicians suffer a -1 penalty to saving throws against yin magic. To balance their abundance of yang, a Yang Magician must observe strict taboos beginning at 3rd level, and gaining one new taboo at each level achieved. Taboos could include: never bathing, letting hair or a beard grow wild, abstaining from meat, alcohol or sex, and the like. Any time a Yang Magician breaks a taboo, the character suffers a number of points of damage equal to their level.



Restrictions: By 3rd level, the Taoist must have selected the following martial arts Maneuvers: Little Whirlwind, Secret of the Trigram, Tiger Vault. Taoists must meditate at least two hours each day. Failure to do so results in the loss of bonus spells for the day. Because Taoists are concerned with the balance and interplay of yin and yang, they must know an equal number of yin and yang spells. If they know an odd number of spells, they must take a chi spell (neither yin nor yang), or decide which force is dominant, and balance this deficit the next time they gain a level.



Starting Equipment: Two allowed weapons, ink, paper and brushes, 3d8 tael, 1d4 pieces of jade jewelry.



Starting Equipment: Two allowed weapons, ink, paper and brushes, 3d8 tael YANG MAGICIAN Yang Magicians seek to gain power and immortality through the magic of yang. Yang is an active force that can be employed to extend and strengthen spells. Requirements: Yang Magicians must have a minimum score of 9 in both Intelligence and Strength. Yang Magicians are primarily, but not exclusively, male. 9



FLYING SWORDSMEN RPG YIN SORCERESS



Grandmaster Leng dismissed his



Yin Sorceresses (and eunuch sorcerers) are masters of the magic of yin. As yin is a subtle force, its effects can be used to make any spell more potent (even yang spells).



students with a curt nod. Huang Zhao ducked into a side hall and rapped on the wall. The hidden panel opened and the shaman Zhu Ming



Requirements: Yin Sorceresses must have a minimum score of 12 in Intelligence, and must be female or a eunuch.



motioned the young blade master enter. “Why has my master been acting so



Benefits: Yin Sorceresses can increase the effect of certain spells through their knowledge of yin. The Sorceress chooses one spell per character level to increase. That spell gains a +1 to each damage die if it causes damage, and a -1 penalty to the target's saving throw (if any). Yin Sorceresses are immune to all charm effects. When meditating for spells each day, a Yin Sorceress may make a Savvy stunt to determine bonus spell levels gained (a result of 3 could be three 1st level spells, one 1st and one 2nd, or one 3rd level spell). These bonus spell slots must be used to cast yin spells.



strangely?” Huang asked. “I was able to diagnose the problem with my magic. Grand Master Leng has been possessed by a demon,” Zhu whispered. Huang didn't question it. Zhu knew demonic possession all too well. “Then we must seek out my enemy – his enemy – Staff Master Jang of Ho-Lai Temple, the only



Restrictions: By 3rd level, the Yin Sorceress must have selected the following martial arts Maneuvers: Tumbling Leaves, Tiger Vault, Way of Water Stance. Yin Sorceresses suffer a -1 penalty to saving throws against yang magic. To balance their abundance of yin, each day a Yin Sorceress must exercise vigorously for one hour, and they must cook all foods they eat. Failure to do so results in a loss of all bonus spells for the following day, and Might and Acrobatics stunts are decreased by one die type each.



person ever to defeat my master in combat.”



Starting Equipment: Two allowed weapons, ink, paper and brushes, 3d8 tael



his war sword, drawn. A group of his



Zhu Ming pursed his lips, but nodded slowly. “Then we may have a chance. But this demon is not like other...” Before he could finish, the secret door exploded in a cloud of splintered wood. Grand Master Leng stood outside with Lion's Tooth, disciples, Huang's compatriots up until now, stood behind him. “Zhao, What is the meaning of this?” Leng roared. “Why do you skulk like a rat with this demonist scum?” There was no way out for the pair of Xia except to fight.
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Ch. 2 Character Classes A Shaman's Profile determines some aspects of the class, such as what sorts of spirits or other monsters the Shaman has power over, and what sorts of spirits grant the Shaman his power. Shamans without a Profile can have any sort of spirits as companions, may choose to cast any reversible spell in normal or reversed form at the time of casting, and begins the game with 3d6 tael, a non-magical device for calling a spirit, and any two weapons.



SHAMAN Shamans are part warrior, part religious figure. They are intermediaries with the spirit world, both above and below. They also fight to protect their followers from worldly and otherworldly foes. While they have some fighting ability and a decent number of martial arts Maneuvers, their most potent ability is their magic. A shaman's spells come from spirit companions that manifest the abilities at the shaman's command. Shamans gain a +1 bonus to hit in combat. They may use any bow, dagger, halberd, sickle, sword (saber), spear, staff, tiger fork and war fan as weapons. Shamans gain a certain minimum number of spells that they may cast per day, and must prepare their spells ahead of time by praying and giving offerings to their companion spirits. Shamans may make an Insight Stunt when preparing spells to gain bonus spells per day. They must take at least 2 spells of one level to take spells of a higher level when selecting these bonus spells. More information on Shaman spell casting is given in the Spells and Magic Section. The primary ability for Shamans is Wisdom. Strength and Charisma are secondary. Dexterity, Constitution, and Intelligence are tertiary.



Level Experience Hit Dice Points (d10) 1 0 1d10 2 1,500 2d10 3 3,000 3d10 4 6,000 4d10 5 12,000 5d10 6 24,000 6d10 7 48,000 7d10 8 96,000 8d10 9 192,000 9d10 10 384,000 10d10



1 1 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 4 4



The Shaman Spells per Level 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 3 3 3 4 4



1 2 2 3 3 3



1 2 2 3 11



1 2



Martial Arts Maneuvers by Level 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 1 2 2 3 2 1 3 3 1 3 3 2 1 4 3 2 1 4 4 2 1 1 4 4 2 2 1 5 5 3 3 2



FLYING SWORDSMEN RPG Undead's Ancestral Medium's Hit Dice Hit Dice 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 10 7 4 I I D D 2 16 13 10 7 4 I I 3-4 19 16 13 10 7 4 I 5-6 — — 19 16 13 10 7 7-8 — — — — 19 16 13 9-10 — — — — — — 19 I=automatically immobilized D=automatically destroyed D*=automatically destroy double the stunt die number



8 D* D I 4 10 16



9 D* D D I 7 13



10 D* D* D I 4 10



a companion, and this spirit provides 1st and 2nd level spells. In order to gain 3rd and 4th level spells, the Shaman must gain the patronage of a greater family spirit (an ancestor of great renown or the originator of the family line) through a quest, and must grant favors or give aid to the spirit at times determined by the GM. In order to gain 5th level spells, the Shaman must gain the favor of a god, again through a quest. Gods are more demanding that greater family spirits, and the Shaman must constantly prove his worth.



Shaman Profiles: ANCESTRAL MEDIUM Ancestral Mediums are those who interpret the will of ancestor spirits upon the living, providing their blessings (or curses) to protect their living descendants. Ancestral Mediums are always surrounded by invisible ancestor spirits, who provide them with magical powers. Requirements: Ancestral Mediums must have a minimum score of 9 in both Wisdom and Charisma.



Starting Equipment: Three allowed weapons, paper, ink and brush, incense, prayer strips, a gong, 3d10 tael



Benefits: Ancestral Mediums are adept at dealing with demons and the undead. When combating demons, they gain +1 to hit and damage, and a +1 bonus to saving throws against demonic powers. When battling undead, they may spend a round trying to immobilize them, making an Insight Stunt and consulting the table below to see if they succeed, and by how much.



DEMONIST Demonists gain their special powers through the forces of Hell. They are feared by most, but many Xia realize that they can be powerful allies in times of need – if less than fully trustworthy. Requirements: Demonists must have a minimum score of 9 in both Wisdom and Strength.



The maximum number affected is equal to the result of the Insight stunt die. Immobilizing undead is done by placing paper prayer strips on the creature (for non-material undead, the Shaman inscribes holy writing in the air with their finger, to the same effect). If removed, the undead remobilize.



Benefits: The demons that power a Demonist's spells love inflicting pain, so Demonists gain a +2 bonus to hit and damage when using the Diminish Chi series of spells. They also gain a +2 bonus to saving throws against charm magics. Once per day, Demonists can use an Insight Stunt to cause opponents to flee. The result of the stunt die determines the number of victims within 50' that can be affected. The Target Number is equal to



Restrictions: By 3rd level, the Ancestral Shaman must have selected the following martial arts Maneuvers: Cleansing the Chi, Hornet's Sting, Tiger Vault, Way of Water Stance. Ancestral Mediums begin play with a minor family spirit as 12



Ch. 2 Character Classes each victim's Wisdom (Intelligence for monsters with no listed Wisdom). At 3rd level, the Demonist learns how to control her breathing and pulse so that she appears to be dead. Attacks cause only half damage, and do not cause the Shaman to react. This state can be maintained for one hour per level, and the Shaman can use it only once per day.



ANIMIST Animists deal with nature and animal spirits, and are the go-betweens for humans and the natural world. They are not protectors of nature, instead they protect human communities from the vengeance of spirits that may be threatened or harmed by human activities. Requirements: Animists must have a minimum score of 12 in Wisdom.



Restrictions: By 3rd level, the Demonist must have selected the following martial arts Maneuvers: Fists of Steel, Secret of the Trigram, Tiger Vault, Way of Water Stance. Demonism is outlawed in most places, so a Demonist who reveals her allegiance to Hell may face arrest, angry mobs, bounty hunters or worse. Demonists begin play with a minor evil spirit as a companion, and this spirit provides 1st and 2nd level spells. In order to gain 3rd and 4th level spells, the Shaman must gain the patronage of a lesser demon, possibly a villainous ancestor spirit from the Demonist's family, through a quest, and must grant favors or give aid to the demon at times determined by the GM. In order to gain 5th level spells, the Shaman must gain the favor of a demon lord, again through a quest. Demon lords are more demanding that lesser demons, and the Shaman must constantly prove her worth.



Benefits: While they primarily deal with nature spirits, Animists gain a +2 bonus to saving throws against any effect created by a spirit creature (including undead and demons). Animists are experts at detecting possession. If a victim is suspected of being possessed, the Animist may make an Insight Stunt (TN 15) to sense the presence of a spirit or not. This may be used three times per day. At 5th level, Animists become immune to possession by spirits, although the Animist may allow a spirit to posses his body if he so chooses. Restrictions: By 3rd level, the Animist must have selected the following martial arts Maneuvers: Immortal's Sight, Monkey's Dance, Tiger Vault, Way of Water Stance. Animists are limited to dagger, sickle, spear, staff, tiger fork and war fan as weapons. Animists begin play with a minor nature spirit as a companion, and this spirit provides 1st and 2nd level spells. In order to gain 3rd and 4th level spells, the Shaman must gain the patronage of a greater nature spirit – that of a mountain, lake, river, forest, etc. through a quest, and must grant favors or give aid to the spirit at times determined by the GM. In order to gain 5th level spells, the Shaman must gain the favor of a divine dragon, again through a quest. Divine dragons are more demanding that greater nature spirits, and the Shaman must constantly prove his worth.



Starting Equipment: Two allowed weapons, paper, ink and brushes, sacrificial items, drum, 3d6 tael.



Starting Equipment: Two allowed weapons, paper, ink and brushes, pelts and bones, a flute, 3d6 tael. 13



FLYING SWORDSMEN RPG single skill at any level. All skills are performed as Stunts, with a Target Number 20 in most cases. If a Thief opts not to take a Profile, all skills are available, and the Thief has 14 points to spend at 1st level, and 7 points at each additional level (a 3rd level Thief without a Profile would have 28 points to spend). The Thief begins the game with 3d6 tael, thieves' tools, and any two weapons.



THIEF Thieves are a diverse lot. Some are outlaws, criminals, or rebels. Others are acrobats, vagabonds or grifters. They have good combat skills, especially as martial artists. Their true talents are found in several special skills that other classes do not gain. These skills border on the supernatural, and while other classes may attempt them, Thieves are more likely to succeed and their successes are more complete. Thieves gain a +1 bonus to hit in combat. Thieves also have a Backstab attack. If they catch an opponent by surprise, they may strike with an additional +4 to hit, and damage is multiplied as shown on the chart below. They may use the dagger, double stick, horse bow, light or repeating crossbow, monk's stick, sickle, sword (butterfly, saber, straight), staff, throwing spikes, war fan and whipping chain as weapons. Thief Skills are described below. The primary ability for Thieves is Dexterity. Strength and Charisma are secondary. Constitution, Intelligence and Wisdom are tertiary. A Thief's Profile determines which skills are available, and how many discretionary points the character has to spend to improve skills. No more than 4 discretionary points may be put into a



The Thief Level Experience Hit Dice Points (d8) 1 0 1d8 2 1,250 2d8 3 2,500 3d8 4 5,000 4d8 5 10,000 5d8 6 20,000 6d8 7 40,000 7d8 8 80,000 8d8 9 160,000 9d8 10 320,000 10d8



Back Stab 1 2 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 5



x2 x2 x2 x2 x3 x3 x3 x3 x4 x4 14



Martial Arts Maneuvers by Level 2 3 4 1 2 3 3 3 3 3 4



1 2 3 3 3 4



1 2 3 4



5



1 2



Ch. 2 Character Classes Thief Skill



Starting Stunt Bonus Bribe +2 Charm Climb Sheer Wall +13 Acrobatics Disguise +3 Charm Escape +2 Might or Acrobatics Hear Noise +2 Savvy Hide in Shadows +1 Acrobatics Move Silently +3 Acrobatics Open Locks +1 Acrobatics Pick Pockets +3 Acrobatics Sense Undead +1 Insight Track +4 Savvy Trap Finding +0 Savvy (find), Acrobatics (remove) Bribe: Any character may attempt to bribe a corrupt official, but Thieves have a chance to bribe even the most incorruptible. The bribe need not be with money – favors and services also work. This may be tried only once per individual per situation.



Pick Pockets: Thieves have a chance to lift small objects from unaware victims. Thieves may also use this to hide small objects during a search or perform sleight of hand tricks. Sense Undead: Thieves can detect Undead within 60' by concentrating for one Round. Track: Thieves can follow the trail of people or creatures. Favorable or unfavorable conditions may alter the TN. Trap Finding: Any character can find a trap if they look carefully in the right place. Thieves have a knack for locating traps intuitively. Only one attempt can be made to remove a trap, but failure will not automatically set off the trap.



Thief Profiles: OUTLAW Outlaws are typically peasants or rural gentry who have escaped punishment for some crime and take to a life in the wilderness. They are often rebellious but protective of rural folk.



Climb Sheer Surfaces: Any character may climb, but Thieves may climb sheer walls without tools or ropes. If failed, the thief falls at the halfway point.



Requirements: Outlaws must have a minimum score of 9 in both Dexterity and Charisma. Benefits: Outlaws know the Thief skills: Climb Sheer Surfaces, Disguise, Escape, Hear Noise, Hide in Shadows, Move Silently, Track and Trap Finding. The Outlaw has 12 points to spend at 1st level, and 6 points at each additional level (a 3rd level Outlaw would have 24 points to spend). Outlaws often find themselves without weapons, but any small objects such as coins or chopsticks can be used as if they were throwing spikes. Outlaws may use the Backstab attack with ranged attacks as long as the target is unaware of the Outlaw. Outlaws also learn a non-lethal attack. When they could make a melee backstab, they may try to knock out the target. The victim may save vs. Wood to resist the knockout, but takes double damage if the save is made. Normal damage is taken (rather than double damage) if the knockout is successful. At 5th level, Outlaws may move without leaving any trail, tracks or scent three times per day. The Outlaw makes an



Disguise: Any character may wear a disguise, but Thieves may easily impersonate others in a believable fashion. Attempts to impersonate a specific individual may suffer a penalty. Escape: Thieves are skilled at getting out of bonds, without taking damage or breaking the shackles. Hear Noise: Anyone can listen for noises, but Thieves can detect faint or indistinct noises. Hide in Shadows: Any character may try to hide, but Thieves may hide in nothing but shadows. This always seems successful to the thief. Move Silently: Any character may try to move quietly, but Thieves may move completely silently. This always seems successful to the thief. Open Locks: Thieves can open locked doors with thieves' tools. 15



FLYING SWORDSMEN RPG Acrobatics stunt, and leaves no tracks for 10 minutes per point of the stunt die result.



are unused to rural environments and suffer a -2 penalty on Thief skills there. Most are members of a criminal society, and may have other duties and restrictions at the GM's discretion.



Restrictions: By 3rd level, the Outlaw must have selected the following martial arts Maneuvers: Fists of Steel, Immortal's Sight, Swaying Grass Stance, Tiger Vault, Tumbling Leaves. Because Outlaws are rural folk, often peasants, they are unused to urban environments and suffer a -2 penalty on their Thief skills there.



Starting Equipment: Three allowed weapons, two disguises (shopkeeper or bureaucrat, for example), thieves' tools, 3d8 tael VAGABOND Vagabonds are wanderers who have no true home anymore. They may be problem solvers or trouble makers, rowdies or rescuers, but they rarely stay in the same place long.



Starting Equipment: Three allowed weapons, two disguises (inspector or fisherman, for example), thieves' tools, 2d6 tael GHOST HUNTER



Requirements: Vagabonds must have a minimum score of 12 in Dexterity and 9 in Charisma.



Ghost Hunters are city folk who form bands to protect the residents from the threat of undead and depredations of the rich and powerful, but sometimes also form criminal gangs.



Benefits: Vagabonds know the Thief skills: Bribe, Climb Sheer Surfaces, Hear Noise, Hide in Shadows, Move Silently, Pick Pockets, and Trap Finding. The Vagabond has 10 points to spend at 1st level, and 5 points at each additional level (a 3rd level Vagabond would have 20 points to spend). In the course of their wandering, most Vagabonds gain more combat expertise than other Thieves, and may use all weapons. Vagabonds often make a name for themselves, and if the Vagabond's identity is known, the Vagabond gains a bonus equal to her level when making Charm Stunts to influence others (not counting the Bribe skill). Due to their constant exposure to dangers, at 4th level Vagabonds receive a +1 bonus to all saving throws, increasing to +2 at 8th level.



Requirements: Ghost Hunters must have a minimum score of 9 in both Dexterity and Strength. Benefits: Ghost Hunters know the Thief skills: Bribe, Detect Undead, Disguise, Hide in Shadows, Move Silently, Open Locks and Pick Pockets. The Ghost Hunter has 10 points to spend at 1st level, and 5 points at each additional level (a 3rd level Ghost Hunter would have 20 points to spend). When using the Backstab, if a strike does more than half of the victim's hit points in damage, the victim must save vs. Wood or die instantly, as Ghost Hunters are well-versed in making lethal strikes. At 3rd level, the Ghost Hunter selects a concealable weapon of choice, gaining +1 to hit and damage with that weapon. At 5th level, the Ghost Hunter can strike creatures as if wielding magical weapons, even with unarmed strikes. At 7th level, they gain a bonus of +1 to hit and +2 to damage against undead.



Restrictions: By 3rd level, the Vagabond must have selected the following martial arts Maneuvers: Dragon and Tiger, Snatch the Pebble, Swaying Grass Stance, Tiger Vault, Waves on the Beach. The Vagabond's reputation (above) can be a hindrance when trying to avoid notice, taking a penalty equal to level in such situations. Vagabonds cannot own more property than they can carry.



Restrictions: By 3rd level, the Ghost Hunter must have selected the following martial arts Maneuvers: Fists of Steel, Grab the Serpent's Tail, Hornet's Sting, Swaying Grass Stance, Tiger Vault. Because Ghost Hunters are urbanites, they



Starting Equipment: Three weapons, travel documents, thieves' tools, 3d6 tael 16



Ch. 2 Character Classes SAVING THROWS FIGHTER



Normal Saving Throw Wood (Yang) Fire (Yang) Earth (Chi) Metal (Yin) Water (Yin)



Man 14 17 17 16 15



1-2 12 15 16 14 13



3-4 10 13 14 12 11



1-3 13 16 14 15 12



4-6 11 14 12 13 10



5-6 8 11 12 10 9



7-8 6 9 10 8 7



WIZARD 9-10 4 7 8 6 5



1-5 14 16 15 12 13



SHAMAN Saving Throw Wood (Yang) Fire (Yang) Earth (Chi) Metal (Yin) Water (Yin)



THIEF



7-9 9 12 10 11 8



Saving throws are organized around the element of the attack. If an attack has no element, but is Yin or Yang, use the better category for the character. For attacks with no type at all, use Earth (Chi) category unless noted below. The number is the TN needed to resist or negate an effect. Certain Stunts, Class abilities, Profile abilities, or magic items can modify saves as listed in their descriptions.



10 7 10 8 9 6



•



•



Wood (Yang): Use for any poison, paralyzing, stunning, or instant death effects. Water (Yin): Use for effects from magic items. Metal (Yin): Use for magical effects that transform the body into a new form. Fire (Yang): Use for negating or reducing the effects of monster breath weapons. Earth (Chi): Use for all other magical attacks not covered above.



•



GAINING LEVELS



• •



The following are the effects of gaining a level. Some effects take place immediately. Other effects may require some roleplay of training, research, or a special quest to gain the benefits. The GM will decide what elements are automatic and which must be earned, and should tell the players before play starts.



• •
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6-10 12 14 12 10 11



1-4 14 12 16 13 15



5-8 12 10 14 11 13



9-10 10 8 12 9 11



Hit points. Roll the die type for the PC's class, and adds that to the Hit Point total. If the PC has a Fortitude stunt die, that is also rolled and added to the total. Stunt die increase. One stunt die will increase by one size. At 2nd, 5th, and 8th level, the PC's Primary Ability die is increased. At 3rd, 6th and 9th level, one of the PC's Secondary Ability dice is increased (player's choice). At 4th and 7th level, one of the PC's Tertiary Ability dice is increased (player's choice). At 10th level, the character has mastered their martial arts style, and ALL SIX stunt dice increase by one size. New martial arts maneuvers. The PC gains one or more martial arts maneuvers of their choice, as shown on each class's advancement table above. Saving Throws improve at certain levels. New spells. PC spell-casters gain one or more new spells per day, as shown on each class's advancement table above. New skills. A Thief gains more points to distribute among their special Thief Skills. Special abilities. Certain classes or profiles may grant a new special ability at certain levels.



FLYING SWORDSMEN RPG Name: Huang Zhao Class: Fighter Profile: Weapon Master Level: 3 XP: 4,000 AC: 14 (16*) HP: 27 Ability Stunt Saving Throw Wood (Yang) Str 16 M d6 10 Fire (Yang) Int 12 S d2 13 Earth (Chi) Wis 8 I – 14 Metal (Yin) Dex 12 A d3 12 Water (Yin) Con 15 F d3 11 Cha 12 C d2 Martial Arts Maneuvers L1: Little Whirlwind, Tiger Vault, Waves on the Beach L2: Grab the Serpent's Tail, Way of Water Stance Special Abilities Hit +2, Martial Arts Damage 1d4, Specialized: War Sword [+1 hit, +2 dmg], Double Damage 1/day, +2 AC vs. war sword* Restrictions Only use war sword or martial arts in melee Equipment 15 tael, war sword [hit +3, dmg 2d4+2/1d10+2, spd 4/2], scroll of meritorious conduct Personality He is a bit of a show off, being somewhat arrogant, so he has a flashy combat style where he tries to humiliate his opponents before he defeats them. His drive is to perfect the art of the war sword.



Name: Xiao Shen Class: Fighter Profile: Martial Artist Level: 3 XP: 4,000 AC: 14 HP: 23 Ability Stunt Saving Throw Wood (Yang) Str 16 M d6 10 Fire (Yang) Int 11 S d2 13 Earth (Chi) Wis 13 I d2 14 Metal (Yin) Dex 16 A d6 12 Water (Yin) Con 12 F d2 11 Cha 11 C d2 Martial Arts Maneuvers L1: Little Whirlwind, Tiger Vault, Spider Scuttle L2: Fists of Jade, Way of Water Stance Special Abilities Hit +2, Martial Arts Damage 1d8+2, Specialized: Martial Arts, Throwing Spikes [+1 hit, +2 dmg], double AC bonus from Acrobatics stunts Restrictions Limited melee weapons Equipment 8 tael, throwing spikes [hit +3, dmg 1d4+2, spd 6], bamboo flute Personality She is stubborn, and hates to admit when she is wrong. She has a strong competitive streak, as well. While she is pretty, she is also demure and quickly gets embarrassed around people who mention her beauty.
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Ch. 2 Character Classes Name: Li Tai Shao Class: Wizard Profile: Taoist Level: 3 XP: 5000 AC: 10 HP: 18 Ability Stunt Saving Throw Wood (Yang) Str 10 M – 14 Fire (Yang) Int 15 S d4 16 Earth (Chi) Wis 14 I d3 15 Metal (Yin) Dex 12 A d2 12 Water (Yin) Con 10 F d2 13 Cha 11 C d2 Martial Arts Maneuvers L1: Little Whirlwind, Tiger Vault L2: Secret of the Trigram Special Abilities Martial Arts Damage 1d4, Insight Stunt=bonus spell levels, reduce injury 1/day Spells 4/2 L1: Charm Person, Curse Weapon, Scales, Suppression L2: Flaming Spikes, Protector Figurine Restrictions Must balance Yin/Yang spells known, meditate 2 hours to gain bonus spells Equipment 14 tael, ink, paper, brushes, three-section staff [hit +0, dmg 1d6, spd 4], repeating crossbow [hit +0, dmg 1d6, spd 6], 10 bolts Personality He is clever, but can also be careless and a bit sloppy, usually with ink or food stains on his robes and hands. He is unhurried, believing that the Tao will lead events to his desired outcome sooner or later.



Name: Yan Mo Class: Wizard Profile: Yin Sorceress Level: 3 XP: 5000 AC: 14 HP: 14 Ability Stunt Saving Throw Wood (Yang) Str 4 M – 14 Fire (Yang) Int 15 S d4 16 Earth (Chi) Wis 9 I – 15 Metal (Yin) Dex 11 A d3 12 Water (Yin) Con 9 F – 13 Cha 12 C d2 Martial Arts Maneuvers L1: Tumbling Leaves, Tiger Vault L2: Way of Water Stance Special Abilities Martial Arts Damage 1d4, Savvy Stunt=bonus Yin spell levels, Increase Spells [+1 dmg/die, -1 save]* Spells 4/2 L1: Aura of Reverence*, Eyes of Heaven, Harden Scarf*, Light L2: Delude, Demoralize* Restrictions -1 to save vs. Yang, exercise 1 hour and cook all food to gain bonus spells Equipment 13 tael, ink, paper, brushes, dagger [hit +0, dmg 1d4, spd 6] Personality She is a generally kind woman, but dangerous if crossed. She is patient and subtle in her actions, and above all else flexible and willing to change her plans when she sees they may not work.
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FLYING SWORDSMEN RPG Name: Ma Ling Mei Class: Shaman Profile: Animist Level: 3 XP: 3,000 AC: 14 HP: 25 Ability Stunt Saving Throw Wood (Yang) Str 13 M d2 13 Fire (Yang) Int 9 S – 16 Earth (Chi) Wis 14 I d4 14 Metal (Yin) Dex 11 A d2 15 Water (Yin) Con 10 F – 12 Cha 13 C d3 Martial Arts Maneuvers L1: Monkey's Dance, Tiger Vault L2: Immortal's Sight, Way of Water Stance Special Abilities Martial Arts Damage 1d4, bonus spells, +2 to saves vs. Spirit abilities, detect possession 3/day Spells Per Day 2/1 Restrictions Minor nature spirit companion, weapon restrictions Equipment 8 tael, tiger fork [hit +1, dmg 1d8/1d10, spd 4/2], paper, ink, brushes, pelts and bones, bone flute, book of love poetry Personality She is outgoing and talkative, with a certain rustic charm. While not very well educated, she is attentive and rarely misses any subtle social hints, making her quite popular. She is often sought out as an oracle.



Name: Zhu Ming Class: Shaman Profile: Demonist Level: 3 XP: 3,000 AC: 14 HP: 16 Ability Stunt Saving Throw Wood (Yang) Str 13 M d3 13 Fire (Yang) Int 11 S d2 16 Earth (Chi) Wis 15 I d4 14 Metal (Yin) Dex 8 A – 15 Water (Yin) Con 8 F – 12 Cha 15 C d3 Martial Arts Maneuvers L1: Fists of Steel, Tiger Vault L2: Secret of the Trigram, Way of Water Stance Special Abilities Martial Arts Damage 1d6, bonus spells, +2 to hit/dmg Cause Wounds, +2 save vs. Charm, Fear 1/day, Feign Death 1/day for 3 hours Spells Per Day 2/1 Restrictions Outlawed sect, minor demon companion spirit Equipment 11 tael, saber [hit +1, dmg 1d6, spd 6], paper, ink, brushes, sacrificial items, drum, small and old painting of a beautiful young woman Personality He is a very accomplished liar, a trait useful to hide his association with demonic spirits. While he uses evil spirits to power his magic, his intentions are to do good. He is above all else cautious, as the revelation of the source of his powers would land him in prison at best.
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Ch. 2 Character Classes Name: Ce Sun Class: Thief Profile: Vagabond Level: 3 XP: 2,500 AC: 12 HP: 14 Ability Stunt Saving Throw Wood (Yang) Str 14 M d3 14 Fire (Yang) Int 13 S d2 12 Earth (Chi) Wis 12 I d2 16 Metal (Yin) Dex 16 A d6 13 Water (Yin) Con 6 F – 15 Cha 14 C d4 Martial Arts Maneuvers L1: Snatch the Pebble, Swaying Grass Stance, Tiger Vault, Waves on the Beach L2: Dragon and Tiger Special Abilities Martial Arts Damage 1d4, use all weapons, Reputation +3 Restrictions Reputation -3, own only what can carry Thief Skills: Br +4, Dis +5, HN +5, HiS +5, MS +5, PP +8, TF +2 Equipment 6 tael, straight sword [hit +2, dmg 1d8+2, spd 4], horseman's bow [hit +1, dmg 1d6, spd 6], meteor hammer [hit +1, dmg 1d6, spd 6], thieves' tools, travel documents Personality She is a charming talker, quite sly and adept at various con games. She has a very high opinion of herself, her flamboyant fighting style, and her ability to get out of any scrapes she lands in.



Name: Bu Fong Class: Thief Profile: Ghost Hunter Level: 3 XP: 2,500 AC: 12 HP: 22 Ability Stunt Saving Throw Wood (Yang) Str 13 M d3 14 Fire (Yang) Int 7 S – 12 Earth (Chi) Wis 11 I d2 16 Metal (Yin) Dex 13 A d3 13 Water (Yin) Con 11 F d2 15 Cha 13 C d2 Martial Arts Maneuvers L1: Fists of Steel, Hornet's Sting, Swaying Grass Stance, Tiger Vault L2: Grab the Serpent's Tail Special Abilities Martial Arts Damage 1d6, Backstab x2 [lethal strike], Weapon Bonus [butterfly sword] Thief Skills: Br +6, Dis +3, HiS +5, MS +5, OL +4, PP +5, SU +6 Restrictions Thief skills -2 in rural areas Equipment 14 tael, butterfly sword [hit +2, dmg 1d6+1, spd 6], light crossbow [hit +1, dmg 1d8, spd 4], vagrant & artisan disguises, thieves' tools Personality He is blunt and thuggish in his outlook toward opponents, but loyal to his companions. He wears the finest, most ostentatious clothes he can afford. Despite his rough demeanor, he is popular with the ladies and a bit of a libertine. 21



FLYING SWORDSMEN RPG Ch. 3 Money and Equipment MONEY There are two standard types of coins used, silver tael and bronze fen. There are 100 fen to the tael. Most coins are made with a square hole in the center for stringing them together. Other coins, either made in foreign lands or in times past may be found on adventures. These will need to be converted to standard coins before they can be used, just as gems, jewelry, or art objects must. A typical fee for money-changers is 5% of the value of items being exchanged.



RANGED WEAPON DETAILS Weapon Rate Short Medium (-2) Horse Bow 2 50 100 Foot Bow 2 70 140 Light Crossbow 1 60 120 Heavy Crossbow ½ 80 160 Rep. Crossbow 2 50 100 Siege Crossbow ½ 90 180 Dagger 2 10 20 Hand Axe 1 10 20 Spear 1 20 40 Throwing Spike 3 5 10



All prices listed below are in silver tael unless noted with an (f) for bronze fen. WEAPONS There are many types of weapons available. While most characters have excellent unarmed damage, weapons are still a popular option for many characters. Small weapons may be easily concealed. Large weapons require two hands to use effectively unless noted otherwise. Split damage is for single handed/double handed use. Speed is the number added to initiative rolls (higher is better). Weapon Axe, Battle Axe, Hand Bow, Horse Bow, Foot Club Club, Great Crossbow, Light Crossbow, Heavy Crossbow, Repeating Crossbow, Siege Dagger Double Stick Halberd Lance/War Spear Meteor Hammer



Long (-5) 150 210 180 240 150 270 30 30 60 15



Cost Damage Size Speed Weapon Cost Damage Size Speed 5 1d8 M 4 Monk's Spade 7 2d4 L 2 1 1d6 M 4 Monk's Stick 1 1d6 M 6 30 1d6 M 4 Sickle 1 1d6 M 4 75 1d6 L 4 Spear 3 1d6 M 4 5(f) 1d4 M 6 Staff 10(f) 1d6 L 6 7 1d10 L 2 Sword, Butterfly 10 1d6 S 6 35 1d8 M 4 Sword, Nine Ring 15 2d4 M 4 50 1d10 L 2 Sword, Saber 10 1d6 M 6 75 1d6 M 6 Sword, Straight 15 1d8 M 4 100 1d12 L 2 Sword, War 25 2d4/1d10 L 4/2 2 1d4 S 6 Three-Section Staff 2 1d6 M 4 1 1d6 S 6 Throwing Spike 20(f) 1d4 S 6 10 1d10 L 2 Tiger Fork/Trident 15 1d8/1d10 L 4/2 10 1d8 L 4 War Fan/Fire Wheel 3 1d4 S 6 3 1d6 S 6 Whipping Chain 2 1d8 M 4 22



Ch. 3 Money and Equipment Axe: A battle axe has a long handle with a broad cutting blade. It is popular with soldiers. The hand axe is smaller, and is balanced for throwing.



Double Stick: A pair of foot long pieces of wood connected with a thong or chain. These popular weapons are often used in pairs.



Bow: Bows are made from a compound of wood, animal sinew, and horn, bonded with glue. Horse bows are small and can be used by mounted warriors. Foot bows are typically as tall as the archer for whom they are made. A standard quiver of 20 arrows costs 1 tael. Special arrows, such as pitch-treated fire arrows, frog-crotch heads for cutting ropes or humming bulb signal arrows, are available at a cost of 5 for 1 tael.



Halberd: There are several pole weapons covered by this entry. The ge (dagger-axe) is a spear with a perpendicular dagger-like blade attached just below the spear head. The ji (crescent halberd) is similar to the ge, but below the spear head are one or two concave crescent blades. The guandao or yanyuedao (reclining moon blade) has a single-edged blade like a war sword atop the pole.



Club: A standard club is just a thick piece of wood or a metal rod. Great clubs are 5-6' long poles with a large spiked metal head.



Lance/War Spear: Lances are spears designed to be used from horseback. Despite their large size, they may be used in one hand by a mounted rider. War spears are two-handed spears used by infantrymen. They may not be thrown.



Crossbow: Crossbows are very popular weapons. All crossbows except for the repeating crossbow gain a +3 bonus to hit armored targets at short range, and +1 to hit armored targets at medium range. The light crossbow is common among cavalry, while the heavy crossbow is an infantry weapon. Repeating crossbows have a box of 10 bolts, which takes 1 Round to reload. Siege crossbows are too large to be carried by one person, and are usually mounted on walls or carts. Bolts for light and heavy crossbows come in a quiver of 20 for 1 tael. One repeating crossbow box with 10 bolts costs 1 tael. Five siege crossbow bolts can be bought for 1 tael.



Meteor Hammer: This tricky martial arts weapon consists of two heavy iron or brass balls at the ends of a long rope or chain. The ends are twirled and used to bash or entangle enemies. Monk's Spade: This pole weapon has a flattopped broad blade like a spade at the top, and often a concave crescent blade at the base. It was developed as a weapon by warrior monks. Monk's Stick: This short wooden rod has a small handle sticking out near the base. They are popular martial arts weapons, often used in pairs. Sickle: A farm tool turned into a weapon. Martial artists often fight with them in pairs.



Dagger: Daggers are long knives made for combat, rather than general purpose use.
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FLYING SWORDSMEN RPG Spear: The typical spear is 5-7 feet long, with a leaf or diamond shaped head and horse hair tassels, made of flexible wax wood. They are considered the king of weapons by many martial arts schools because of their versatility. They may be thrown easily.



blades, used for cutting. The folding type are sometimes used in pairs. Fire wheels, rings of metal with a handle on one side and blades and spikes around the outside, are martial arts weapons often used in pairs. Whipping Chain: Whipping chains (bian) are made of seven or nine metal bars connected with chain, sometimes with a slashing barb at the end. They negate an opponent's Shield bonus to AC.



Staff: A popular weapon with both peasants and martial arts masters, the staff is easily disguised as a walking stick or carrying pole. Martial artists consider the staff to be the father of weapons. Sword: There are many types of swords for different purposes. Butterfly swords (hudie shuangdao) are small broad blades, wielded in pairs by martial artists. Sabers (dao) are curved single-edged swords. They are commonly the blades of soldiers and cavalrymen. Straight swords (jian) are popular among aristocrats and duelists. Nine-ring swords (qian kun ri yue dao) are dao with several iron rings set into the back of the blade to aid in disarming opponents. War swords (dadao) are large sabers with an elongated handle that can be gripped with one or two hands. The pudao is a type of war sword with a 2-3' handle and a straight jian blade only useable with two hands (1d10 damage only). Martial artists consider the dao to be the general of weapons and the jian the gentleman of weapons.



Tien Gong, the Master of 1,000 Forms, sized up his opponent. The scoundrel Bu Fong was armed only with a pair of butterfly knives. Tien kept his face stony, but inside he was laughing. “How could this pock-marked thug possibly compete with one of my skills?” he thought to himself. He readied his pudao, holding the long-handled saber across his body. Bu Fong barely seemed to move, but before Tien Gong knew it, his long blade was flying through the air to land behind the thief with a loud clang of steel on brick. Tien



Three-Section Staff: This weapon is similar to the double stick, but has three slightly longer rods attached by cords or chains.



drew his saber lightning fast, but just as quickly it too went flying off as Bu Fong



Throwing Spike: This covers all sorts of darts, blades, stars, or other small weapons designed to be thrown rather than used in melee. They are easy to conceal, and may be quickly thrown, but have short range and low damage potential.



adeptly kicked it from Tien's grasp. Sickle, hand axe, double-stick, war fan, and daggers all suffered the same fate as



Tiger Fork/Trident: The tiger fork (hu cha) is a spike-tipped spear with two broad spikes arcing out from the base of the head to form a trident. More traditional tridents, with three close-set metal spear blades are also found in some areas.



Tien's other weapons. Tien fought to keep the shock from showing on his face. He had underestimated the oafish-seeming rogue. “Now,” Bu Fong smirked, “Shall we get



War Fan/Fire Wheel: Some war fans are flat, fixed fans made of metal, used as bludgeons. Others are folding fans with sharpened metal



this duel started?”
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Ch. 3 Money and Equipment Type Leather Lamellar Corselet Leather Lamellar Suit Hide Corselet Hide Suit Iron Lamellar Corselet Iron Lamellar Suit Steel Plate Corselet Steel Plate Suit Small Shield Large Shield



ARMOR Most Xia do not wear armor, as it interferes with their martial arts. Occasionally they may wear it if they are in a pitch battle or in disguise as soldiers. Common soldiers and guards will wear armor, as will the occasional aristocrat, mercenary, or traveling merchant. The corselet only covers the torso, while the suit covers the entire body. Both types come with a helmet. Leather Lamellar: This armor is made from plates of fitted leather attached to a cloth backing.



AC 11 13 12 14 13 15 14 16 +1 +2



Price 20 30 30 50 40 60 50 70 10 20



Hide: This armor is similar to leather armor, but made from the tough hide of elephants, rhinoceros, or other similar animals. Iron Lamellar: This armor is made from plates of iron riveted to a leather or cloth backing. Steel Plate: This armor is made from solid plates of steel, fitted to the wearer's proportions. Shield: Typically a round bronze shield, or a large rectangular wooden shield reinforced with iron. Small shields add 1 to the AC of the wielder in addition to other armor, large shields add 2. OTHER EQUPIMENT AND SERVICES Not all goods and services that players may want can be listed here, but the following can be used as a guide for pricing others not listed. Services Inn (1 night) Meals (per day) Bath house Porter (per day) Lantern Bearer (per night) Musician (per hour) Dancer (per hour) Alchemist (per job) Diviner/Seer (per question) Banquet (per guest) Bodyguard (per day) Bureaucratic Documents Forged Documents



Price 50(f) 10(f) 10(f) 2 1 5 5 500 25 5 10 15 50



Transportation Price Equipment Boat Fare (per day) 1 Candle Small Boat 50 Clothing (plain) Small Sailboat 2000 Clothing (fine) Sedan Chair (per mile) 1 Clothing (rich) Sedan Chair 100 Flint and Steel Horse 100 Lantern Wagon 200 Musical Instrument Chariot 400 Preserved Food (1 day) Travel Documents 10 Rope (50') Tool Torch Traveler's Pack Wineskin 25



Price 1(f) 1 5 30 25(f) 10 5 1 1 5-25(f) 1(f) 60(f) 10(f)



FLYING SWORDSMEN RPG LEVEL 1 MANEUVERS



Ch. 4 Martial Arts and Combat



Changing Seasons [Weapon Proficiency]: One group of similar weapons (axes, swords, pole arms, bows, flexible weapons, etc.) normally prohibited are usable by the character.



MARTIAL ARTS Every player character, many NPCs, and even some monsters have access to martial arts maneuvers. Most are used only in combat, but some have uses outside of combat as well. The martial arts listed here have stylistic names provided, and then a more technical name in brackets. Players should feel free to change the names of their character's maneuvers for flavor purposes, while the technical names can be used to remind the GM of the effects of the renamed abilities.



Fists of Steel [Improved Damage 1]: Increase unarmed damage to 1d6. Grasping Monkey [Improved Grapple]: When grappling, roll two stunt dice, keep the better one. Hornet's Sting [Stun]: Attack at -2, and the target hit must save vs. Wood or be stunned for 1 round. Stunned characters cannot perform a stunt and suffer -4 to AC. Little Whirlwind [Increase Speed]: When making Acrobatics stunts, increase speed by 10x the stunt die result in feet for that Round.



Martial arts maneuvers are arranged into five levels. Characters gain more and higher level maneuvers as they gain levels. Each class's progression is given in the class descriptions above. GMs will require that characters find someone to teach maneuvers, and spend time training to learn them. Training at the hands of a master is a common trope in Wuxia fiction and film. Zhongyang Dalu has many organizations that can teach maneuvers, and there are masters willing to teach students in large cities and remote wilderness areas that PCs may seek out.



Monkey's Dance [Withdraw]: Do not draw attacks when leaving melee at full speed if an Acrobatics stunt is made for the round. Snatch the Pebble [Improved Called Shot]: -2 penalty to called shots, instead of the normal -4 penalty. Spider Scuttle [Prone Fighting]: Suffer no penalties when in a prone position. Swaying Grass Stance [First Stance]: AC increases to 12.



All characters begin doing 1d4 points of damage with unarmed attacks, which are Speed 4. Characters begin with an armor class (AC) of 10. Martial arts maneuvers can increase these values, as well as provide other bonuses to characters that learn them. Most maneuvers can be learned by any character with a space available to gain a new one upon gaining a level.



Tiger Vault [Leaping]: Jump 20' plus 1' per level, even from a dead stop. Tumbling Leaves [Lessen Fall]: Ignore falls of 20 feet or less, half damage from greater falls. Waves on the Beach [Instant Stand]: Stand from a prone position without losing actions for the round.
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Ch. 4 Martial Arts and Combat LEVEL 2 MANEUVERS Cleanse the Chi [Healing]: Once per day, the character may regain 2 hit points per level. Dragon and Tiger [Extra Attack]: The character may make one extra attack with an off hand weapon or martial arts each round with no penalties to hit. Felling Trees [Trip/Throw]: A successful attack at -2 to hit knocks the opponent prone. Prone targets suffer -4 to AC and must spend one round to get up. Fists of Jade [Improved Damage 2]: Increase unarmed damage to 1d8.



LEVEL 3 MANEUVERS Biting Wolf [Upgrade Weapon]: Increase the die type of any single weapon when used by the character (1d6 to 1d8, etc.). Weapons that do 2d4 damage increase to 3d4 damage.



Grab the Serpent's Tail [Disarm]: A successful attack at -2 to hit disarms the opponent. A second attack roll allows the attacker to decide where the weapon goes, otherwise it flies 2d6 feet in a random direction.



Cloud Somersault [Flight]: Fly 60'+10' per level. Must land at the end of each round or fall.



Immortal's Sight [Perception]: Detect opponents on all sides equally, unless hidden or invisible.



Iron Skin [Damage Reduction]: Take half damage from the selected type of weapon: blunt, missile, piercing, slashing. Magical weapons always do normal damage.



Monk's Step [Balance]: Never lose balance when walking on the narrowest of wires or slipperiest of surfaces, but all movement is at half speed.



Phoenix Strike [Double Damage]: Attack at -4, and if successful roll double the normal damage dice (before modifiers).



Secret of the Trigram [Fast Spellcasting]: When casting spells, increase initiative by +1. Only Shamans and Wizards may learn this maneuver.



Secret of the Zodiac [Resist Magic]: +2 bonus to saving throws against magical spells and effects.



Stone Ox Charge [Breakthrough]: When making Fortitude stunts, wooden walls and similar obstructions do not hinder movement or cause damage when breaking through them.



Shooting Star Strike [Lesser Immobilize]: Attack at -4, and the target hit must save vs. Wood or be immobilized for 1 round. Immobilized characters cannot perform any actions and are automatically hit.



Way of Water Stance [Second Stance]: AC increases to 14, +1 if Swaying Grass Stance is also known.



Twin Viper Strike [Double Attack]: When making Acrobatics stunts, on a successful melee attack, a second opponent adjacent to the target struck with equal or lower AC also takes damage. Twisting Bamboo Stance [Third Stance]: AC increases to 16, +1 for each lesser stance known. 27



FLYING SWORDSMEN RPG LEVEL 4 MANEUVERS



LEVEL 5 MANEUVERS



Blade Tempest [Whirlwind Attack]: Instead of normal attacks, make one melee attack against each opponent within range, up to the attacking character's level in targets.



Chi Leech [Absorb Life]: Heal an amount of hit points equal to that just inflicted on an opponent by one of the characters' martial arts attacks. Usable once per day.



Demon's Reflexes [Initiative Boost]: Add +2 to the speed of all actions performed.



White Tiger Smash [Triple Damage]: Attack at -6, and if successful roll triple the normal damage dice (before modifiers).



Fists of Heaven [Improve Damage 3]: Increase unarmed damage to 1d10.



Green Dragon's Touch [Cure Disease]: Cure any one disease magically, once per week.



Immortal's Feet [Light Step]: The character may move at any speed on water, bamboo branches, etc. without touching the ground or leaving footprints. No traps or tripwires are set off, and no damage is taken from hazardous surfaces.



Yellow Unicorn Strike [Greater Immobilize]: Attack at -4, and the target hit must save vs. Wood or be immobilized for 1d4+1 rounds. Immobilized characters cannot perform any actions and are automatically hit.



Moving Wave Fist [Chi Blast]: Make ranged chi attacks, damage 1d12, range 60', speed 4.



Red Phoenix Stance [Final Stance]: AC increases to 18, +1 for each lesser stance known.



Touch of the Yellow Springs [Debilitate]: An opponent hit must save vs. Wood at -2 or lose 1 point of Constitution immediately, and each day thereafter (save at -2 each day) until the character dies or receives a Cure Disease spell. This maneuver is an average speed (4) major action.



Way of the Black Tortoise [Damage Immunity]: Take no damage from the selected type of weapon: blunt, missile, piercing, slashing. Magical weapons always do normal damage.



Ma Ling Mei and Li Tai Shao climbed



those Chi-Mei tracks I noticed below. If we



over the rock pile and came to the small pool at



run into one of them...”



the base of the waterfall they had been told



Li finally cracked a smile. “That's why



of. The fall was barely more than a trickle in



I will learn the Cloud Somersault. If my spells



the heat of the summer, and its sound was



don't serve, I can fly like the wind itself.”



drowned out by bird calls. The Wizard dropped



Ma adjusted her wicker backpack then



to his knees to refill his canteen, then rubbed



leaned on her tiger fork. “Master Xin's house



his aching back. “Huang Zhao has it easy. His



should be just over that next ridge. We can



master will teach him the Iron Skin technique.



follow the stream. Let's go.”



No need to cross two provinces and scale



Li corked his canteen, slung it in the net



remote mountains to find a master.”



on his belt, then stood. “Let's hope Master Xin



Ma smiled at her companion's grumbling.



agrees to train us.”



“It's good for you. I'm more concerned by
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Ch. 4 Martial Arts and Combat COMBAT BASICS



Major Action: What a character can do in 1 round of combat. This could be making attacks, casting a spell, using a Thief ability, using a magic item, or performing a Stunt.



Combat is central to the Flying Swordsmen RPG. Xia are all well versed in combat, and it is an important and exciting part of the source fiction. Of course, nothing but combat gets boring, as well as combats that simply revolve around rolling to hit, rolling for damage, and repeating every round. Combats should rarely happen with no purpose, and when they do happen they should take place in exciting environments that allow for creative use of Stunts to keep things interesting. Players will hopefully find that creative use of the Stunt system will keep combat from getting stale. Simply relying on the same stunt bonuses and attack routines or spells, slugging it out toe-to-toe every time is boring. Try to make combat dynamic, full of movement, and crazy actions that tip the balance one way or another from round to round.



Minor Action: Small actions, such as posing, taunting, switching weapons, breaking furniture, etc. that add color to the description of combat. GMs may allow any number of relevant Minor Actions in a round. Morale (Mle): The will to keep fighting. NPCs and monsters have morale scores that must be checked from time to time to see if they flee, surrender, offer a truce, etc. during combat. Movement (Move): The maximum distance in feet a character can move in a round. Characters may move up to half of this number and take a major action. Humans start with a base Move 60. Round (Rd): 10 seconds of game time, in which each character or monster in combat gets to make their actions (movement, attacks, Stunts, etc.).



COMBAT TERMS Armor Class (AC): The number needed to hit a character or monster in combat.



Saving Throw (Save): A d20 roll (plus stunt if applicable) to resist certain special attacks such as poison or spells. The target numbers are set by the character's class and level, or monster hit dice.



Attack (Att): One or more hit rolls, depending on class, level, maneuvers, or monster type. Attacking is a major action, but multiple attacks for monsters or characters count as one action.



Speed (Sp): The speed of actions, used to determine Initiative. All weapons, spells, and other actions get a speed. A Speed of 2 is slow, 4 is average, and 6 is fast.



Called Shot: A special type of attack, directed at a part of an opponent's body or an item, intended to reduce the effectiveness of the opponent.



Stunt Bonus: Rolling a die, determined by ability scores and level, that adds bonuses to certain actions or reactions. Stunts should be described in order to get the bonus.



Damage (Dmg): The number of hit points deducted by a successful hit in combat. Stunt: A special action not covered by the rules, in which a stunt bonus is added to a d20 roll and compared to a Target Number set by the GM. Hit Roll (Hit): Rolling a d20, adding any pertinent combat modifiers (for class, stunt, magic, etc.) trying to meet or beat the target's AC.



Surprise: The chance, checked only at the beginning of combat, that one side or another may be caught off guard. Surprised characters get no actions or stunts in the first round of combat, but may defend themselves and do get saving throws.



Initiative (In): The order of actions in combat, determined by the speed of each participant's actions and stunt bonus (if any). Higher is better.



Target Number (TN): The number needed to perform an action, typically rolled on d20 plus a pertinent Stunt bonus, and other modifiers.
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FLYING SWORDSMEN RPG RUNNING COMBAT



when the target is surprised. After the first Round, no characters are surprised any longer, but a new character entering the combat may surprise those already engaged. In such a case, those already involved in the battle may continue to attack each other, but none may aim attacks at the new, surprising character.



Combats in martial arts books, comics or movies don't need to follow any rules, and anything can happen in them. For a game, however, certain rules need to be followed so that everyone gets their turn and the results of actions can be adjudicated fairly. The following procedures are intended to keep the game fair and to keep it moving. Just remember that simply going through the motions each round, with no descriptions of the action or attempts to perform unusual moves gets old quick.



THE COMBAT ROUND Combat Rounds can be broken down into the following steps: 1. Declare Stunts: Each player decides which stunt (if any) they will perform, and rolls the stunt die to determine the bonus. The GM does this for all opponents. 2. Decide on Actions: Each player states what speed action they will perform, and adds any bonuses to initiative to determine the order of actions in the round. (Players do not need to describe their actions yet, just a simple statement like “cast a slow spell,” “attack with an average weapon,” or “perform a Stunt.” The GM determines this for the opponents, and then gives the initiative order. 3. The character or monster with the highest initiative acts first. Ties are simultaneous, so all participants with the same initiative score get their actions before results are applied. All characters act in descending order. 4. The GM may check Morale of NPCs and monsters depending on the results of the Round once all participants have taken their turn. 5. The Round ends, and any special effects (like magic spell durations) are checked to see if they end or not with the Round.



SURPRISE At the beginning of a combat, the GM may have each side, or only one, depending on circumstances, roll for surprise. Each side that may possibly be surprised rolls a d10. That side is surprised on a result of 1-3. This can be determined for an entire group, or each member might get to roll individually. The GM should decide this based on the events leading to the combat. Two groups of heroes meeting on a street to fight a duel would not need to check for surprise at all, as the fight has been arranged beforehand. A pair of assassins waiting to ambush the characters would not be surprised by the party...unless the party knows about the ambush! Running into a monster in some ruins, either side might be surprised as neither side would expect the other to be there. Surprised characters do not get to make a stunt roll for that Round, and may not make any actions. They may defend themselves, but suffer -1 to AC and a -1 penalty on saving throws because they are caught off guard. Certain special attacks, like the Thief's backstab, may be used
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Ch. 4 Martial Arts and Combat ATTACKS



tense, or difficult for the players. Buying a new sword should not require a die roll. Trying to convince a city guard to allow the character to keep the sword within the city walls may.



Attacks are handled in the following manner: 1. Pick a target and state what weapon and/or martial arts maneuver will be used. 2. Roll 1d20 and add all bonuses or penalties (for class, profile, stunts, maneuver, magic, etc.). 3. If the result is less than the target's AC, the attack misses. 4. If the result is equal to or greater than the target's AC, the attack hits. 5. Roll for damage according to the weapon or maneuver used, with any pertinent bonuses or penalties to the roll, and subtract that from the target's hit points. 6. Apply any other special conditions resulting from the attack to the target (the target may get a saving throw).



Game Masters always set a target number for Stunts, depending on how difficult they think the task to be. Easy Stunts, such as a Might Stunt to break boards and impress a crowd, have a TN of 10. Average Stunts, such as an Insight Stunt to understand a princess's hidden intentions in her speech, have a TN of 15. Difficult Stunts, such as a Fortitude Stunt to avoid giving out secret information while being tortured by gangsters, have a TN of 20. Absurd Stunts, such as a Charm Stunt to talk the Dragon King of the Southern Seas into providing an escort of fish warriors for the party to return to the Capital, have a TN of 25. Stunts are resolved by rolling 1d20 and adding the appropriate stunt bonus to the roll. If it meets or exceeds the TN, the Stunt is successful. If not, the Stunt fails (although GMs may allow partial successes for results just shy of success). Stunts are typically Average speed (4) actions, but the GM may decide that they take more or less time, depending on the nature of the Stunt.



STUNTS Stunts are used to determine the success of actions not otherwise covered by the rules. Players who wish to perform a Stunt should have an idea in mind when they select their stunt die for the round. The stunt die chosen should bear some relationship to the action being made. Knocking over a table to provide cover for an ally might be considered an Acrobatics Stunt, while timing the cutting of a rope holding up barrels of dried fish so that they fall on a monster and not the ally that is in melee with the monster might be a Savvy Stunt.



CONTESTS Sometimes, two characters are going to battle each other for some result besides just victory in combat. They may try to get the upper hand in some situation, vie for attention, or battle to possess some object, for example. In such situations, the players involved should state what their desired goal is, and how they will achieve it. The players make opposed Stunt rolls involving the same stunt die. The higher result wins.



Players should get creative when using Stunts, as they both make the game more interesting, and also allow characters to tackle challenges that would otherwise be beyond their abilities. Stunts are not only used in combat, however. They can be used any time the players want to do something that isn't explicitly covered by the rules. Dice don't need to be rolled for most actions, of course. Stunts should only be used for important actions where the success or failure of the action could make the game more interesting,



In certain situations, contests might be strung out over several rounds, with stunt bonuses recorded and added each round, with the d20 rolls coming at the end to decide the result of the contest. The length of the contest may be set at the beginning, or it may go until either party wishes to conclude it. It is also possible to switch 31



FLYING SWORDSMEN RPG gears in the middle of a contest, and change the stunt type being used, as long as it makes sense to do so, and both parties agree to the switch. Each Round, both characters must roll the same stunt die, but the total results of a variety of stunt types might decide the contest.



player announces where they would like to strike and what they would like to accomplish. Throwing dirt in eyes, shooting an opponent through the hand with a crossbow bolt, or aiming for the head with a double stick to stun are good examples. If the GM agrees that the called shot is reasonable, an attack is made at -4 to hit. If an opponent is hit, one of their stunt dice will be reduced for the rest of the combat, in addition to taking normal damage. Affecting items, such as splitting open an opponent's coin purse, should be resolved as a normal Stunt, not a Called Shot.



Contests can result in a variety of results, and the GM and players should feel free to be creative with such moments in the game. Sometimes the result might be obvious, such as two characters racing to scale a bamboo scaffolding on the side of a temple to get the gem lodged in the giant idol's turban. Other times, less obvious results could occur. The following are a few guidelines, and other result types may be created similar to these.



Charging: Rushing an opponent to initiate combat gives the attacker a +2 bonus to hit, but reduces AC by -2 for that round. Spear wielding characters may brace to receive a charge, with the spear doing double damage on a successful hit against a character that charged that round. Mounted characters with lances deal double damage if they charge opponents.



Damage: If the winner wishes the loser to take damage, roll the winner's unarmed martial arts damage and add it to the accrued stunt bonuses of the winner. This is the damage taken. Non-lethal damage contests are possible.



Multiple Attacks: Characters such as higher level Fighters or those using certain ranged weapons get more than one attack as part of their major action. All attacks should be resolved on the character's initiative, and that initiative should be determined by the slowest of the character's attacks if multiple types are used (such as swinging a war sword at one opponent, then throwing a dagger at another).



Humiliation: The loser of the contest loses face, and reactions from those who witnessed the event, or the local community are reduced as word gets around. Typically this would be a penalty of -2 or if severe, -4 to Charm Stunts. Approval: The winner of the contest gains face, and reactions from those who witnessed the event, or the local community (as word gets around) are increased. Typically this would be a bonus of +2 or if strong, +4 to Charm Stunts.



Non-Lethal Combat: Sometimes two Xia wish to compete to see who is better, without using deadly strikes. Other times, an opponent may need to be captured. If a player says they will use non-lethal combat, they attack and do damage as normal, but a character knocked out in this manner regains 75% of their hit points back after merely 1 hour of rest.



Special Situations in Combat In addition to the Stunt system, which can be used for most situations, here are a few guidelines for common situations in combat. Called Shots: Normal damage does not slow down characters as they are wounded. Sometimes, though, characters wish to attack certain specific body parts to reduce an opponent's effectiveness. Items held or carried may also be broken, stolen, or knocked out of the opponent's possession. To make a called shot, the



Two Weapon Combat: Martial artists often fight with a pair of weapons. All attacks take a -4 penalty to hit. The character's initiative is always determined by the slowest attack used. The Dragon and Tiger [Extra Attack] maneuver eliminates the penalties. 32



Ch. 4 Martial Arts and Combat STUNTS, AND A COMBAT EXAMPLE



GM: How are you going to avoid them?



When using Stunts, both in and out of combat, players should describe their actions in a way that shows how the stunt type they have chosen will affect their performance. GMs should encourage players to justify their bonuses, in order to keep the descriptions of combat interesting. Players should feel free to “chew up the scenery” by describing minor actions using what's available in the area, even if the GM hasn't specifically said it was there. For example, Gene and Lauren are playing as Li Yang the Guardian and Jian Ou the Ancestral Medium, respectively. They are in combat with a group of acolytes from a rival martial arts school in a ruined temple.



Lauren: I upend an offering table with my foot as I cast my spell, and kick it at the group. After I finish casting, I cartwheel behind the statue of Monkey. GM: OK, that works for me. [GM rolls a d20 for the Leader's saving throw and gets a 17, a failure.] The Leader fails his saving throw and is stunned. He picks up an urn full of incense to throw at Li Yang just as the spell hits him. He drops the urn but still has enough power to take a swing... [rolls a d20 again for the hit roll, this time getting a 9. Being stunned by Jian's spell, his stunt bonus of 4 is lost.] He misses, his fist hitting square on your armor. His hand falls to his side limply. Now for the acolytes. Three attack each of you. [GM rolls lots of dice.] Jian Ou's offering table distracts the three that attack her, causing all of them to miss. Li Yang easily dodges two of the acolyte's punches, but the third connects for 2 damage. Gene: Alright. I can take it. [Gene marks 2 hit points off of his current total.] Seeing the Leader stunned, I leap up into the air and spin around, delivering a powerful roundhouse kick to his big dumb head.



Gene: This round I'll make a Might stunt and perform an Average speed attack. Darn, only a 2 this round. [Li Yang has a d8 Might stunt die, so a 2 is disappointing to him.]



GM: That works for a Might stunt. Go ahead. Gene: [Gene rolls a d20.] Oh baby, a big 17, plus 2 for my stunt, so that's 19 to hit.



Lauren: I'll perform an Acrobatics stunt and cast a Fast spell. Yeah, I rolled a 4. [Jian Ou only has a d4 for her Acrobatics stunt die, which is quite good for a Shaman.]



GM: Your kick connects! Gene: Now for the damage. [Li Yang has unarmed damage d6, so Gene rolls a d6 and gets a 5.] 5 plus 2 for a total of 7 damage to the Leader.



GM: [The GM decides on stunts and actions for the NPCs, and rolls their stunt dice. The Leader will perform an Average speed Might Stunt, and gets a 4 on his d6. The Acolytes roll Insight stunt dice, getting 3 on d4, and perform Average speed attacks.] Alright, Jian Ou goes first, then the Leader, the acolytes, then Li Yang will go.



GM: Pummeled by your kick after being stunned by Jian Ou's spell, he drops to the ground. His fellow acolytes turn tail and run, some somersaulting out of the windows, others crowding through the door.



Lauren: I got hit pretty hard last round, so I cast Rebuke on the Leader and try to avoid the attacks of the martial artists this round.



Lauren: We showed them! Gene: Now to recover the jade idol and return it to Cao Mo. 33



FLYING SWORDSMEN RPG WOUNDS, HEALING AND DEATH



Xiao Shen lept across the temple



All characters and monsters have hit points that represent their ability to keep fighting and turn otherwise deadly wounds into minor nuisances. Characters can take wounds and still fight or perform other actions with no penalties as long as they have at least 1 hit point left to them. Once they reach 0 hit points, the character is knocked out, and possibly dying. Characters at 0 hit points can take no actions. They may be automatically be hit by melee attacks, and are AC 5, plus any armor bonus, versus ranged attacks. For each hit they sustain in combat from then on, the character must save vs. Wood or be killed. Fortitude stunts may be made to aid these saving throws, representing the character's will to live and martial arts conditioning making them tough to kill.



courtyard, over a dozen fallen monks. The masked adversary awaited the attack of the final Jade Fist standing. “How could one man defeat all of the martial monks by himself?” she wondered. His kung fu was impressive and had easily countered all of the Jade Fists' techniques. But Xiao Shen also had a few tricks up her sleeve. Just before Xiao executed her Golden Palm Strike, the adversary switched to a Winter Lotus Stance and used Xiao's



Unconscious characters may instead attempt a difficult Insight Stunt (TN 20) each round to remain conscious. The character may move at half speed, may not cast spells or use martial arts maneuvers, and must still save against death for every attack that strikes home.



momentum to hurl her over his shoulder and sent her flying into the main hall. “No Jade Fist can stand against the techniques contained in the Dark Phoenix



Wounded characters gain 1 hit point per level for each day of non-strenuous activity and rest, plus a number of hit points equal to a Fortitude stunt. For complete bed rest or being treated by a doctor or healer, the character regains 3 hit points per level plus double their Fortitude stunt result. Magical healing instantly restores a number of hit points, with no rest needed.



Manuscript. Not even you, Xiao Shen,” the stranger laughed. Xiao burst back through the bamboo wall and hurled a blast of her focused chi energy at the assassin. The energy struck his head, sending the mask flying. Behind was a



Optional Rule: Characters reduced to 0 hit points continue to track damage into negatives, and die at -10 hit points. Those at 0 or less are unconscious as above, and continue to lose 1 hit point each round unless treated for one round by an ally. Further hits continue to reduce hit points, rather than forcing a save vs. Wood. Magical healing heals the character as if at 0 hit points, so a character reduced even to -9 that receives a cure light wounds spell for 4 points of healing is restored to 4 hit points.



handsome face Xiao had known since childhood. The man leered at the young woman and struck the earth with his fist, sending pieces of flagstone flying in all directions. “Elder Brother!” Xiao Shen cried, dodging the flying debris. “Not you!”
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Ch. 4 Martial Arts and Combat MAKING COMBAT FUN AND EXCITING



much more fun to miss but smash a table in two at the same time, or nick off the ornamental tassels on the bad guy's helmet than to have no effect whatsoever.



As mentioned above, combats that just follow the numbers, going through the combat round procedure of rolls to hit and damage, with the occasional spell or Stunt thrown in, can get boring fast. And what's the fun of a Wuxia book or movie? It's the exciting fight scenes. Here are some tips for both players and GMs to make the battles that will ensue more fun and dynamic.



The Way of the Ming Vase: To paraphrase Swords and Wizardry creator Matt Finch [swordsandwizardry.blogspot.com], if there's a priceless Ming vase in the room where the combat is happening, it's irresponsible for it to NOT become part of the battle. If some important person or object is in the area, the fight had better revolve around it in some way. Players will feel more tied to the outcome of the fight, and the thrill of victory or the agony of defeat (and desire to make a comeback) that much greater for it.



Fights that Matter: Early RPGs involve lots of random encounters that serve little purpose other than to try to speed play before resources are whittled down by these pointless monster confrontations. A Wuxia themed game is better served by planned encounters that, if they devolve into combat, become set piece battles. Battles with a goal aside from just beating down the enemy are superior to fighting battles just because an enemy is there.



There's Always Another Monster: The GM has at his or her disposal an endless supply of monsters and NPCs with which to challenge the PCs. So don't get tied up with any specific NPCs or monsters. If the PCs manage to defeat them before the GM planned, so what? Think up something new. Let the story lines that emerge come FROM play, and let the battles and noncombat conflicts come from character actions whenever possible. This way, players will feel more a part of the setting, and will have more of a stake in the outcome of the action.



Interesting Locations: Those battles that matter are more fun the more detailed the location for the battle is described. An ancient temple, a warehouse in the middle of the city, a busy market street, a ship on a storm-tossed ocean – these are evocative and easily lend to player and GM creativity. Not every battle needs to take place in an exotic locale, but many should be staged in a way that the environment can – and will – become a factor in the battle.



Try to Say Yes (For GMs), and Learn to Try (for players): Players need to feel free to try crazy stuff in the game, and GMs should want to let those crazy things happen. If the GM can't give an instant 'yes' or 'no' answer to some idea, the GM should allow the players to come up with a Stunt or Contest that will result in that outcome, and the GM should provide a fair TN for a Stunt, or allow the Contest to proceed. This is fantasy action, not a simulation of the real world. Crazy things can, and should, happen often for the PCs.



Tear up the Scenery: Just because the GM didn't say it was there doesn't mean you can't, as a player, add it in. The game world is a creation of all of the players, and if you're fighting in a warehouse, go ahead and swing from the pulleys or dance along a scaffolding. Knock over some barrels to block an enemy's advance or break a lantern and start a fire to cover your retreat. Martial arts movies, especially, love to work in anything and everything on the set into the fights, and players and GMs should look for ways to do likewise. Also, remember that misses in combat may still have some effect on the surroundings, even if they fail to connect with their target. It's 35



FLYING SWORDSMEN RPG SHAMAN SPELLS



Ch. 5 Spells and Magic



A Shaman must prepare their spells for the day by meditation, prayer, and offerings to their companion spirits. The Shaman must select which spells will be prepared, with the number limited by the Shaman's level. A Shaman has access to all spells on their list as long as they are able to cast spells of that level, so selection is important. Once selected, the spells cannot be changed until the next day when the Shaman again prepares spells. Shamans with a Profile must decide when preparing spells whether to prepare spells in normal or reversed form. Shamans without a profile gain the benefit of choosing at the time of casting which form to use.



Both the Shaman and Wizard class get access to magic spells, as do some monsters and NPCs. While spells basically operate in the same way, there are differences in how the two classes operate, and also how GMs can use spells with monsters and NPCs. One thing that is common for all human spellcasters is that they must be able to speak and gesture freely to cast any spell. Binding the hands and gagging prevents spell casting by humans. Many monsters, however, may be able to cast spells by merely speaking, or even just thinking it. Each GM can decide for themselves how they would like this done.



All Shamans may make an Insight stunt when they prepare spells to gain bonus spells for the day. The result of the stunt die is the number of spells gained. The bonus spells must be allotted in such as way so that there are always at least two bonus spells of a lower level. A Shaman with 3 bonus spells for the day could prepare three 1st level spells, or two 1st and one 2nd level spells. A Shaman must have at least 5 bonus spells to get one 3rd level spell, and at least 7 to gain one 4th level spell, and 9 bonus spells to gain a 5th level spell. The Shaman need not spend slots on higher level spells. A shaman with 7 bonus spells could prepare an extra two 1st level spells, two 2nd level spells and three 3rd level spells, for example, or five 1st level and two 2nd level spells. Optional Rule: If a Shaman finds that they need a spell they didn't prepare, they may spend 10 minutes in prayer and negotiation with their spirit companions. They must make a difficult Charm Stunt (TN 20), but if successful, they may drop one prepared spell of the same level as the one to be gained. If the Charm Stunt fails, the spell to be given up is lost as if it had been cast.
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Ch. 5 Spells and Magic WIZARD SPELLS



There are certain spells that require items or special components to cast, such as the scarf or tattoo spells. Many Wizards might gain thematic spells, only going for certain types of magic, thereby limiting the number of special components necessary. Players should feel free to modify the components slightly, if the GM agrees. For example, the scarf spells could instead be described as the Wizard's long hair animating and attacking. Instead of tattoos, a Wizard might keep many familiar animals that merge their bodies with the Wizard when the spell takes effect. In general, there should be no special bonuses or penalties for changing spells this way.



A Wizard does not need to prepare spells for the day the way a Shaman must. Wizards know a limited number of spells from the Wizard Spells list, and may cast any spells they know as many times as needed, up to the limit of spells per day. The number of spells known is equal to the number of spells they may cast in one day, unless the Wizard does not select a profile (see above). A Wizard gains spells known as they go up in levels, and once chosen may not be changed. A Wizard needs a good rest (typically 8 hours of sleep) to renew their spellcasting potential for the day. At the end of the rest period, Wizards with a Profile that allows bonus spells may roll a stunt die to determine how many bonus spell levels are gained. The player then decides which spell levels to add the extra casting power to for the day. The result of the stunt die is read as spell levels, not as spells, but there are no requirements for filling out lower level spells before higher level ones. A 10th level Taoist who gets a stunt die result of 5 could gain a single extra casting of a 5th level spell, for a total of 4 5th level spells that day if desired, or could divide the spell levels between lower level spells.



Optional Rule: Spell Books – instead of knowing a set number of spells and being able to cast them at will, some players or GMs may instead wish to use a more traditional system, in which Wizards keep spell books. Wizards may only cast spells that are recorded in their spell books, but are not limited in the number of spells that they may record within them. If this variant is used, Wizards should prepare their spells for the day the same way Shamans do.



Li Tai Shao copied the ancient



it. He pulled back his sleeves mid-jump, and



inscription on the tomb entrance. Master Gong



focused his chi into the tattoos of snakes



claimed it was the secret of the Dragon's



wrapped around his forearms. The tattoos



Breath spell. Emperor Jiao-Feng's riddle made



sprang to life, flying through the air as



no sense, but Li didn't have time to ponder it



Serpent Arrows. Each struck down a foe, then



now. The yeren were coming.



flew back to the wizard.



The ape-like beasts clambered down the



Before he could swallow the snakes to



vines clinging to the surrounding cliffs and



end the spell, a pair of shaggy reddish forms



bounded over the large cut stones of the tomb



leaped onto him, bearing him to the ground with



proper. They were fast, but Li noticed a gap in



their strong arms. Li began to chant the



their formation and sprang into the air through



Blinding Star, his only means of escape.
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FLYING SWORDSMEN RPG SPELL LISTS



of effect.



The spell lists are given in two sections, one for Wizards and one for Shamans. Spells are listed in alphabetical order within their spell levels. When spells are common to both Wizards and Shamans, there may be minor differences in range, duration, or power between them. All spell listings contain the following information:



Description – A detailed description of the spell.



Name [type] – The spell's name, and whether it is Yin, Yang, or Chi spell, and reversible or not. Range – How far away from the caster the spell may be used, in yards outdoors and feet indoors. Range 0 means it affects the caster only. Duration – How long the spell lasts. Casting Speed – How long it takes to cast the spell, using the same initiative modifiers as weapons if the spell can be cast in combat. Effect – What the spell does, briefly, and its area



st



1 Level Aura of Reverence Charm Person Curse Weapon Eyes of Heaven Five Elements Charm Harden Scarf Light Read Magic Scales Snake Breath Suppression 4th Level Blast of Wind Demon Weapon Earth Form Guardian Figurine Manikin Needles Serpent Arrows Shout Stone Shape



WIZARD SPELLS 2 Level Delude Demoralize Flaming Spikes Heart Crusher Needle Storm Protector Figurine Snaring Scarf Toad's Kiss Winter Blast nd



5th Level Deadly Scarf Dragon's Breath Ice Prison Metal Form Steal the Essence Tattoo of Transformation Wood to Ash
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3rd Level Assassin Needles Blinding Star Dispel Magic Earth Shaker Hasting Tattoo Shield of the Wind Dragon Water Form Wood Form Wood Shape



Ch. 5 Spells and Magic periodically, depending on its Intelligence. Intelligence Check every 8 or less month 9-12 week 13-18 day 19 or more 6 hours The Charm is automatically broken if the Wizard attacks the victim. The victim will fight normally if attacked by the Wizard’s allies.



Level 1 Spells Aura of Reverence [Yang, Reversible] Range: Touch Duration: 10 min/level Casting Speed: Fast (6) Effect: Increase Charm stunts The recipient gets a bonus of +4 to all Charm stunts related to social position, power, or reactions.



Curse Weapon [Yang] Range: 20 Duration: special Casting Speed: Fast (6) Effect: 1 weapon



The reverse, Aura of Derision, gives a -4 penalty to all Charm stunts related to social position, power, or reactions.



The targeted non-magical weapon becomes cursed. The next time it is used in combat, instead of striking the intended victim, it twists around and strikes its owner instead. The victim takes full damage (hit automatically), with any and all bonuses that the intended attack would have had. Then the weapon returns to normal. Eyes of Heaven [Chi] Range: 0 Duration: 20 min Casting Speed: Fast (6) Effect: Sense magic within 60' The Wizard can see magical effects or items within range glow, by concentration. Just scanning an area gives a sense of the aura's power (dim, faint, moderate, strong or overwhelming). Focusing on an object for 2 Rounds allows the Wizard to learn if the magic is Yin, Yang or Chi, whether cast by a Wizard, Shaman or monster, and whether it is mortal or divine magic.



Charm Person [Yin] Range: 120 Duration: see below Casting Speed: Fast (6) Effect: 1 person One human or humanoid believes the Wizard is its “best friend,” and will defend the Wizard to the death. The victim may Save vs. Earth to resist.



Five Elements Charm [varies] Range: Touch Duration: 1 hour/level Casting Speed: 1 hour Effect: Creates 1 small good luck charm



If the Wizard and victim speak the same language, the Wizard may give orders to the victim. The victim often obeys, but orders contrary to the victim’s nature will be resisted. A victim may not be ordered to kill itself.



The Wizard creates a small item that protects the user from one of the five elements: earth, fire,



The victim makes a new Saving Throw 39



FLYING SWORDSMEN RPG metal, water, or wood. The spell is Yin or Yang depending on which element is being warded. Attacks of the elemental type are reduced by 1 per die, and saves are made at +1. Element Type Protects Against Earth Yang Falls, rock/stone magic, stone weapons Fire Yin Fire, fire spells and extreme heat Metal Yang Metal weapons and needle spells Water Yang Ice/cold spells and drowning Wood Yin Wood weapons and wood spells



Once a Wizard reads a scroll or runes with this spell, that magic can be read or spoken later without using a spell. Scales [Yin] Range: 0 Duration: 2 Rounds/level Casting Speed: Fast (6) Effect: AC bonus +2 The Wizard needs a tattoo of a lizard, fish, or other scaled creature to use this spell. The Wizard's skin hardens into scales, granting +2 AC.



Harden Scarf [Yin] Range: 5/level Duration: Instant Casting Speed: Fast (6) Effect: Damages 1 target



Snake Breath [Yin] Range: 0 Duration: 3 Rounds +1/level Casting Speed: Fast (6) Effect: 10' long, 10' wide cone



The Wizard's scarf extends, becomes hard as iron, and automatically strikes one target within range for 1d8 damage, plus 1 point per level. (A 4th level Wizard deals 1d8+4 damage, for example.)



The Wizard may make a breath attack every round. All in the area of effect must save vs. Water or take 1d6 poison damage and have their Might stunt die reduced by one type. A successful save results in half damage and no debilitation. (Alternate forms, dealing other types of damage and/or reducing other stunt types, may be possible, at the GM's discretion)



Light [Yang, Reversible] Range: 60 Duration: 10 min/level Casting Speed: Fast (6) Effect: 20' radius magical light The Wizard creates a magical light, equal to torch light, in a 20' radius area centered anywhere within range. The light does not move, unless cast on a portable object.



Suppression [Yang] Range: 60 Duration: 1d6 Rounds Casting Speed: Fast (6) Effect: 1 item or a 10' cube area



The reverse, Darkness, is a Yin spell that creates a 20' radius area of pitch darkness, otherwise as Light. Light and Darkness cancel each other.



The Wizard may suspend magical effects in the target area for 1d6 rounds. The Wizard makes a Savvy Stunt with a base TN 15, +1 for each level (or hit die) of the caster of the magic to be suppressed above the caster of Suppression, and -1 for each level or hit die below the caster of Suppression.



Read Magic [Chi] Range: 0 Duration: 10 min Casting Speed: Slow (2) Effect: Read magical text



Suppression may be used against a single magic item. The owner may save vs. Earth to resist the spell, otherwise the magic item will not operate for 1d6 Rounds.



The Wizard can read any magical words or runes, such as those found on magic scrolls. Unfamiliar magic script cannot be read without this spell. 40



Ch. 5 Spells and Magic The Wizard creates 1d4 bolts of energy that rip out the hearts of low level targets, killing them instantly. All targets of this spell must have 2 hit dice or less. Each is allowed to save vs. Earth to avoid being slain.



Level 2 Spells Delude [Yin] Range: 10 Duration: 1 Round/level Casting Speed: Average (4) Effect: Mislead 1 target



Needle Storm [Yin, Metal] Range: 10/level Duration: Instant Casting Speed: Fast (6) Effect: Damages up to 1 target/level



The Wizard causes the target to believe something untrue. This could be an object (thinking their spear is a serpent), an emotion (turning bravery into fear), or a relationship (thinking one's lover to be an enemy). The target may save vs. Earth to avoid the effect. This spell will not cause the target to take obviously suicidal actions, but the deluded character acts appropriate to the delusion.



The Wizard creates a barrage of magical needles, doing a total of 1d4 damage per level of the caster. This damage may be divided any way the caster pleases, doing all damage to one target, 1d4 damage to a number of targets equal to the caster's level, or any division of damage dice in between. The Wizard must make a standard ranged attack against each target.



Demoralize [Yin] Range: 10 Duration: 3 Rounds Casting Speed: Fast (6) Effect: 1 target makes no Stunts



Protector Figurine [Yin, Earth] Range: 5 Duration: 2 Rounds/level Casting Speed: Slow (2) Effect: Animate 1 statuette



The Wizard causes the target to lose confidence. The target can not roll any stunt dice while the spell is in effect. The target may save vs. Earth to avoid the effect.



The Wizard animates a small figurine, often of a warrior or animal, which grows and attacks targets as directed by the Wizard. The animated figurine is mindless, and can perform no actions besides attacking, but is immune to Charm Stunts or mind-affecting spells. The animated figurine may attack the round the spell is cast. Use the following statistics for the figurine: Protector Figurine: AC 18, HD 3, Move 120, Attack 1, To Hit +3, Dmg 1d8+3, Stunts: Fort 1d3



Flaming Spikes [Yang, Fire] Range: 60 Duration: Instant Casting Speed: Average (4) Effect: Damage 1-3 targets The Wizard creates magical, flaming throwing spikes and hurls them at opponents. A Wizard of 4th level or less can create 1 spike, 5th to 8th level Wizards create two spikes, and 9th or higher Wizards create three spikes. The Wizard must make a standard ranged attack with each spike, doing 2d8 fire damage with each hit. Heart Crusher [Yang] Range: 15 Duration: Instant Casting Speed: Average (4) Effect: Kills 1d4 low level targets 41



FLYING SWORDSMEN RPG Snaring Scarf [Yin] Range: 5/level Duration: 2 Rounds/level Casting Speed: Average (4) Effect: Entangle 1 target



Level 3 Spells Assassin's Needles [Yin, Metal] Range: 10/level Duration: Instant/varies Casting Speed: Average (4) Effect: Poison 1 target



Similar to Harden Scarf, but the Wizard's scarf entangles one target, who is immobilized for the duration of the spell. The target may attempt a Might Stunt with a TN 12 + caster level each round to escape. Immobilized characters are hit automatically, and may make no actions other than Might Stunts to escape.



The Wizard creates a blast of magical needles that poison the target hit. The needles strike the target automatically. The target must save vs. Metal or suffer one of three effects, chosen by the caster: • 1d6 damage per level of the caster • Paralysis for 1d6+1 Rounds • -4 Penalty to AC and all actions (attacks, Stunts, etc.) for 1d6 x10 min Blinding Star [Yang] Range: 10/level Duration: Instant Casting Speed: Average (4) Effect: Blind all in 20' radius sphere The Wizard creates a blinding flash of light. All creatures with sight that are within the flash, or view it from outside, are blinded for 1 Round, and must save vs. Fire or be blinded for an additional 2d10 Rounds. Anyone who is forewarned can simply close their eyes, avoiding the effects.



Toad's Kiss [Yin] Range: 0 Duration: 3 Rounds Casting Speed: Fast (6) Effect: Unarmed attacks deal poison damage The Wizard's touch becomes poisonous. Each unarmed strike the Wizard makes deals 3d6 poison damage (instead of normal unarmed damage), although victims may save vs. Water for half damage. The Wizard suffers -2 to Charm stunts while this spell is in effect.



Dispel Magic [Yang] Range: 120 Duration: Instant Casting Speed: Fast (6) Effect: 1 item or 30' cube The Wizard cancels all active magical effects in the specified area. The Wizard makes a Savvy Stunt with a base TN 15, +1 for each level (or hit die) of the caster of the magic to be dispelled above the caster of Dispel Magic, and -1 for each level or hit die below the caster of Dispel Magic. Dispel Magic may be used against a single magic item. The owner may save vs. Earth to resist the spell, otherwise the magic item will not operate for one hour.



Winter Blast [Yin, Water] Range: 30 Duration: 3 Rounds Casting Speed: Average (4) Effect: Hinder 1d6 targets The Wizard targets 1d6 targets, who are covered with icy crystals which hinder movement, reducing Might and Acrobatics stunts by one die type each and dealing 1d8 damage. The targets may save vs. Water to avoid the stunt reduction. 42



Ch. 5 Spells and Magic Earth Shaker [Yin, Earth] Range: 0 Duration: Instant Casting Speed: Fast (6) Effect: Damage those in path 5' wide, 10'/level long



Water Form [Yin, Water] Range: 0 Duration: 3 Rounds Casting Speed: Average (4) Effect: Gain watery, flexible aspect The Wizard's body becomes flexible and fluid, attuned to the Water element. The Wizard gains an increase of one die type to Acrobatics and Charm stunts, but is prohibited from making Fortitude stunts. The Wizard is also vulnerable to Yang magic while this spell is in effect, suffering -2 to Yang saving throws.



The Wizard causes dirt, stone, clay or sand in a path 5' wide and 10' long per level to explode violently upward 20' high, dealing 1d6 damage per level of the caster to those within the area. Victims may save vs. Earth to take half damage. This spell may only be used when on ground, stone, etc. If on water, flying, on a wooden floor, etc. the spell has no effect.



Wood Form [Yang, Wood] Range: 0 Duration: 1 Round/level Casting Speed: Average (4) Effect: Gain wood aspect, increase unarmed damage



Hasting Tattoo [Yin] Range: 0 Duration: 10 min Casting Speed: Fast (6) Effect: Increase speed



The Wizard's body grows thorns and brambles all over, attuned to the Wood element. The Wizard's unarmed damage is increased by one die type while the spell is in effect, but the Wizard suffers a -2 penalty to saves against Yin spells.



The Wizard must have a tattoo of a rabbit, centipede, cheetah, or other speedy creature to use this spell. The Wizard gains great speed, moving at double normal speed, and making two Major Actions each Round (no more than 1 spell may be cast per Round, however). If the Wizard fails to move at least 60' or take a Major Action in a round, the Wizard suffers 1d10 damage from the excess magical energy.



Wood Shape [Yang, Wood] Range: Touch Duration: Permanent Casting Speed: Slow (2) Effect: 1' cube/level



Shield of the Wind Dragon [Yin] Range: 0 Duration: 10 min/level Casting Speed: Average (4) Effect: Caster protected from missiles



The Wizard molds wood as if it were clay, using both hands and thought. The wood, raw or already worked, can be formed into any shape the Wizard chooses, but the form is crude yet serviceable. If a wooden object is larger than the area the Wizard can affect, it may be partially distorted only. The spell normally takes only one round, but by concentration the Wizard can extend the spell to 10 minutes and attempt to give a finely crafted or artistic appearance to the object. This requires a TN 20 Savvy Stunt.



The Wizard creates a small whirlwind which surrounds and protects the Wizard from all nonmagical ranged weapons (arrows, crossbow bolts, any thrown weapon). Melee attacks and magical missiles are unaffected, as are spells. The Wizard also may not use non-magical ranged weapons while this spell is in effect.
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FLYING SWORDSMEN RPG Earth Form [Yin, Earth] Range: 0 Duration: 3 Rounds Casting Speed: Average (4) Effect: Gain Earth aspect, partial immunity to attacks



Level 4 Spells Blast of Wind [Chi] Range: 0 Duration: 1 Round Casting Speed: Average (4) Effect: 10' diameter, 30' long cone of winds



The Wizard's body grows as hard as stone, attuned to the Earth element. 1d4 attacks, plus one per two levels of the caster, are negated each Round. The caster cannot pick and choose which attacks are negated, they are negated in the order they are delivered. Earth Skin does not negate damage from spells. The Wizard is vulnerable to all magic, suffering -2 to saving throws against spells or magic items.



The Wizard creates a blast of wind in a cone beginning at the Wizard and extending 30', with a 10' diameter at the far end. Any creatures in the area must save vs. Earth or be knocked prone, losing any actions for the round and requiring the next round to stand. Those that save successfully may not move toward the caster. Small objects are blown to the end of the cone, torches or other small flames are extinguished, and fogs or gasses are dispersed by the winds. The Wizard is also protected from all ranged attacks, even magical ones, from the direction of the Blast of Wind.



Guardian Figurine [Yin, Earth] Range: 5 Duration: 2 Rounds/level Casting Speed: Slow (2) Effect: Animates figurine As the 2nd level spell Protector Figurine, but the Wizard animates a larger statuette, typically of an animal. Use the following statistics: Guardian Figurine: AC 22, HD 7, Move 150, Attack 2, To Hit +7, Dmg 1d10+3, Stunts: Might 1d4, Fort 1d4



Demon Weapon [Yang, Metal or Wood] Range: Touch Duration: 1 Round/level Casting Speed: Slow (2) Effect: Animated weapon attacks



Manikin Needles [Yin, Metal] Range: 10 Duration: 5 Rounds or 5 minutes Casting Speed: Slow (2) Effect: Control 1-2 targets



The Wizard touches one melee weapon, which animates and flies, attacking any opponents the caster desires within 10'. The weapon attacks twice per round, striking as the caster and dealing normal weapon damage for the weapon type. The Wizard need not concentrate on the weapon, but if desired, the caster can concentrate and make a Savvy stunt, with the stunt bonus adding to attack and damage rolls that round. If a primarily wooden weapon is animated (club, staff, stick) the spell is a Wood spell. If a metal bladed weapon is animated (sword, axe, spear, chain, most pole arms), it is a Metal spell.



The Wizard shoots five or ten stringed needles at one or two targets' limbs and torso. Each target may save vs. Metal to avoid the needles. If the save fails, that target becomes a puppet, completely under the caster's control for 5 Rounds. For each Round of control, the caster is AC -2, and must make an Acrobatics stunt to control the manikins. Manikins attack as the caster, but deal their normal damage. Manikins may not cast spells or perform stunts, but could be forced to use some magic items (such as potions). 44



Ch. 5 Spells and Magic Each Round, the Manikins may attempt a TN 18 Might Stunt to break free of the needles. If a recently deceased body is targeted, control is automatic and lasts up to 5 minutes. The dead body is immune to normal damage, can make no stunts, and gains no bonuses to its attacks. Serpent Arrows [Yin] Range: 60 Duration: Instant Casting Speed: Fast (6) Effect: Magical snakes damage and poison targets The Wizard must have a tattoo of a pair of snakes in order to use this spell. The Wizard causes the tattoos to animate and fly at one or two targets within range, striking automatically. The targets take 2d6 damage and must save vs. Wood or suffer an additional 2d12 poison damage (half damage if the save succeeds). The following Round the snakes fly back to the Wizard, who must spend the Round swallowing them for the snakes to return to tattoo form.



Level 5 Spells Deadly Scarf [Yin] Range: 5 Duration: Instant Casting Speed: Average (4) Effect: Kill 1 target Similar to Harden Scarf, but the Wizard's scarf wraps around the target's neck. The target must make a save vs. Wood or be decapitated, dying regardless of hit points, level, or hit dice.



Shout [Yang] Range: 0 Duration: Instant Casting Speed: Fast (6) Effect: Damage and deafen those in 30' cone



Dragon's Breath [Yang, Fire] Range: 0 Duration: 1 Round/level Casting Speed: Slow (2) Effect: Damage those in 30' cone The Wizard breathes fire in a cone 30' long and 10' wide at the far end. The fire deals 1d6 damage per level of the caster. Any creatures in the blast may save vs. Fire for half damage. Combustible objects are automatically ignited.



The Wizard focuses Yang energy into a powerful shout in a cone extending 30', with a 10' diameter at the far end. Any creatures in the area must save vs. Fire or be deafened for 2d6 Rounds and suffer 2d6 damage. Brittle objects such as glass or jewels in the Shout may be damaged. Stone Shape [Yin, Earth] Range: Touch Duration: Permanent Casting Speed: Slow (2) Effect: 1' cube/level



Ice Prison [Yin, Water] Range: 10 Duration: 10 min Casting Speed: Slow (2) Effect: Trap victim in ice



As the 3rd level spell Wood Shape, but the Wizard melds and forms stone objects rather than wooden ones. All other details are the same.



The Wizard encases one target in a thick coating if ice. The target may save vs. Water to avoid 45



FLYING SWORDSMEN RPG being entrapped. Once imprisoned, the target may make no actions except a Might Stunt (TN 25) each round to escape. The target is protected from all further external attacks, but takes 2d6 damage per Round from the cold and suffocation.



18, Move 150, and may make three attacks per round, each doing 1d4 damage, with one of the attacks delivering a deadly poison (save or die). The Wizard's attacks, hit points, saving throws and mental abilities are unchanged, although the Wizard does get a +4 bonus to Charm Stunts for the purpose of frightening others. Acrobatics stunts receive a -2 penalty. The Wizard cannot cast spells while in the transformed state.



Metal Form [Yin, Metal] Range: 0 Duration: 3 Rounds Casting Speed: Slow (2) Effect: Gain Metal aspect, increase AC and stunts The Wizard's skin turns to bronze, attuned to the Metal element. The Wizard gains +4 to AC, and Might and Fortitude stunts are each increased one die type. The Wizard cannot make Acrobatics stunts, moves at half speed, and is vulnerable to Yang magic while this spell is in effect, suffering -2 to Yang saving throws. Steal the Essence [Yang] Range: Touch Duration: Instant Casting Speed: Slow (2) Effect: Damage target and heal caster The Wizard steals Yang energy from a target touched. The spell deals 5d10 damage to the target, who may save vs. Earth for half damage, and a like number of hit points of healing is granted to the Wizard. However, if this is more than the Wizard's total hit points, the excess Yang then damages the Wizard for the balance of hit points stolen from the target. Yang Magicians (see Profiles, above) only take half damage from this excess, as they are adept at internalizing large amounts of Yang.



Wood to Ash [Yang, Wood] Range: 50 Duration: Permanent Casting Speed: Average (4) Effect: 10' radius



Tattoo of Transformation [Yin] Range: 0 Duration: 10 min Casting Speed: Slow (2) Effect: Transform into giant animal



The Wizard turns all wood, both natural and crafted, in a 10' radius circle within range into ash. Metal, stone, leather, or other non-wood components of items in the area are unaffected, and may be reused. Plant-like monsters and magic items made of wood are allowed a save vs. Wood to avoid destruction.



The Wizard must have a tattoo of a poisonous animal. The Wizard transforms into a giant version of the tattoo. The Wizard becomes AC 46



Ch. 5 Spells and Magic 1st Level Contact Minor Spirits Eyes of Harmony Eyes of Heaven Fire Eyes Immortal's Aura Light Oracle Refresh Chi Snake Charm Spirit's Blessing Suppression 4th Level Earth Grave Fire Ring Fury of Battle Neutralize Poison Replenish Chi Shield of Spirits



SHAMAN SPELLS 2nd Level Channel Spirit Cloud Feet Diagnose Curse Fire Form Foretell Restore Chi Spirit's Vengeance Spirit Wall Voice of the Dragon



3rd Level Contact Greater Spirit Cure Disease Dispel Magic Dream Exorcise Spirit Flame Whip Hungry Dead Remove Curse Ride the Wind



5th Level Burning Blood Cloud Trapeze Contact Celestial Generate Chi Heaven's Blessing Restore Life responds. The Shaman may ask up to one question per level that the spirit will answer to the best of its ability. The Shaman could instead bargain with the spirit for some sort of aid, but promises of returned aid will be necessary, and curses could apply if the Shaman tries to default on such promises.



Level 1 Spells Contact Minor Spirit [Yang] Range: 20 Duration: Special Casting Speed: 10 min Effect: Ask 1 question per level By chanting, dancing, and making an offering of food and wine, the Shaman can contact one minor spirit (that of a large stone, lake, stream, tree, etc.) or ghost. There is a 10% chance per level of the Shaman that the spirit will respond if the spirit's name is not known. If it is known, the spirit always



Eyes of Harmony [Chi] Range: 0 Duration: 10 min Casting Speed: Slow (2) Effect: Sense Yin, Yang and elements The Shaman can sense the balance of Yin and Yang, the five elements, and Chi within 60'. Eyes of Heaven [Chi] Range: 0 Duration: 20 min Casting Speed: Fast (6) Effect: Sense magic within 60' 47



FLYING SWORDSMEN RPG The Shaman can see magical effects or items within range glow, by concentration. Just scanning an area gives a sense of the aura's power (dim, faint, moderate, strong or overwhelming). Focusing on an object for 2 Rounds allows the Shaman to learn if the magic is Yin, Yang or Chi, whether cast by a Wizard, Shaman or monster, and whether it is mortal or divine magic.



Light [Yang, Reversible] Range: 120 Duration: 1 hour plus 10 min/level Casting Speed: Fast (6) Effect: 20' radius magical light



Fire Eyes [Yang, Fire] Range: 0 Duration: 1-3 Rounds Casting Speed: Slow (2) Effect: Set fires by gaze



The reverse, Darkness, is a Yin spell that creates a 20' radius area of pitch darkness, otherwise as Light. Light and Darkness cancel each other.



The Shaman creates a magical light, equal to torch light, in a 20' radius area anywhere within range. The light may be cast on a portable object.



Oracle [Yang] Range: 0 Duration: Instant Casting Speed: 2 Rounds Effect: Predict good or bad fortune



The Shaman's eyes glow red. By concentrating, a Major action, the Shaman makes one object within 30' to burst into flame, or target one creature within 30' which takes 1d8 damage. The spell lasts 1 Round per 4 levels of the caster.



The Shaman carves mystic characters into a turtle shell, animal bones, etc. and pleads with the spirits while thrusting a hot poker or rod into a hole in the shell. The Shaman then interprets the cracks that form with an accuracy of 70% +1% per level. If accurate, the Shaman knows if one recent or near future (within 1 hour) action will have auspicious or inauspicious results. Refresh Chi [Yin, Reversible] Range: Touch Duration: Instant Casting Speed: Average (4) Effect: Heal one target



Immortal's Aura [Yang, Reversible] Range: 0 Duration: 2 Rounds/level Casting Speed: Average (4) Effect: Gain holy aura



The Shaman heals one creature touched of 1d8 points of damage, plus the Shaman's Insight stunt bonus if an Insight stunt is made that round.



The Shaman is bathed in otherworldly light provided by a spirit companion. All allies within 10' gain a +1 bonus to attack, and the Shaman gains a +2 bonus on all Charm Stunts.



The reverse, Diminish Chi, deals 1d8 points of damage to a creature touched, plus the Shaman's Insight stunt bonus, if any that Round.



The reverse, Demon's Aura, is a Yin spell that bathes the Shaman in an uncanny aura that gives enemies a -1 penalty to attack, and provides the Shaman with a +2 bonus on all Charm Stunts.



Snake Charm [Yin] Range: 60 Duration: 1d4+1 Rounds or 1d4+1 x10 minutes Casting Speed: Average (4) Effect: Prevent snakes from attacking 48



Ch. 5 Spells and Magic The Shaman charms 1 HD of snakes per level, with no Save allowed. The snakes rise up and sway, and do not attack unless attacked first. Attacking snakes are charmed for 1d4+1 rounds; otherwise, it lasts 1d4+1 x10 minutes.



Level 2 Spells Channel Spirit [Yang] Range: 50 Duration: Special Casting Speed: 30 min Effect: Allow spirit to possess the Shaman



Spirit's Blessing [Yin] Range: 0 Duration: 2 Rounds/level Casting Speed: Average (4) Effect: Bonus to AC and saves



The Shaman performs a ritual involving singing, dancing, chanting and offerings of food, wine, paper money, or other appropriate goods. If a spirit in the area is called by name, it will possess the Shaman and answer questions or give advice and aid to the best of its ability. Others must obviously be present in order to hear the spirit's answers. If the name of a spirit is not known, roll 1d6: 1-2 a friendly spirit possesses the Shaman, 3-4 the spell fails, 5-6 a malevolent spirit or demon possesses the Shaman, hoping to keep the body permanently. The GM determines on what conditions the spirit leaves the Shaman's body.



The Shaman asks his or her companion spirit for protection, granting a +2 bonus to all saving throws and +1 bonus to AC. Suppression [Yang] Range: 60 Duration: 1d6 Rounds Casting Speed: Fast (6) Effect: 1 item or a 10' cube area The Shaman may suspend magical effects in the target area for 1d6 rounds. The Shaman makes an Insight Stunt with a base TN 15, plus or minus the difference between the caster of the magic to be affected and the caster of Suppression against each magical effect in the area.



Cloud Feet [Yin] Range: 0 Duration: 10 min Casting Speed: Slow (2) Effect: Shaman levitates The Shaman calls on spirits for aid, gaining the ability to levitate up or down at a rate of 20' per Round. Once in the air, the Shaman need not concentrate to remain up, and may use weapons or spells. To move horizontally, the Shaman must have something to grab and push or pull against.



Suppression may be used against a single magic item. The owner may save vs. Earth to resist the spell, otherwise the magic item will not operate for 1d6 Rounds.



Diagnose Curse [Yin] Range: 10 Duration: Instant Casting Speed: 10 min Effect: Learn source and type of harmful magic The Shaman performs a ritual using trigrams, star charts, and ancient sutras, and learns the details of one curse or possession. The Shaman learns the name of the being responsible, why the curse was inflicted (punishment, revenge, assault, etc.), and the source (spell, monster, magic item, etc.). 49



FLYING SWORDSMEN RPG Fire Form [Yang, Fire] Range: 0 Duration: 10 min Casting Speed: Average (4) Effect: Flaming limbs add to unarmed damage



amount of a Charm stunt, which the Shaman must make when casting this spell. Spirit Wall [Yin] Range: 0 Duration: 2 Rounds/level Casting Speed: Slow (2) Effect: 1 yard/level area warded from spirits



The Shaman attunes to the Fire element with the aid of a spirit, and the Shaman's fists and feet burst into flame. The Shaman's unarmed martial arts damage increases by two die types (max. 1d12), and anything touched could be set aflame.



The Shaman marks a circle of burning incense sticks, torches, or alchemical substances. Creatures in the circle are protected from possession and receive a +2 bonus to AC and saves against attacks and powers of spirits and demons. The Shaman's own abilities and companion spirits are unaffected.



Foretell [Yang] Range: Touch Duration: 1 Round Casting Speed: Slow (2) Effect: Target can sense the best action The Shaman imparts on a creature touched the ability to see briefly into the future. In the following round, the target may make two stunt rolls and keep the better result. Restore Chi [Yin, Reversible] Range: Touch Duration: Instant Casting Speed: Average (4) Effect: Heal one target The Shaman heals one creature touched of 2d8 points of damage, plus the Shaman's Insight stunt bonus if an Insight stunt is made that round. The reverse, Deplete Chi, deals 2d8 points of damage to a creature touched, plus the Shaman's Insight stunt bonus if any that round.



Voice of the Dragon [Yang] Range: 30 Duration: 2 Rounds Casting Speed: Fast (6) Effect: Paralyze one target



Spirit's Vengeance [Yin] Range: 10 Duration: Instant Casting Speed: Slow (2) Effect: Spirit companion damages enemy



The Shaman calls out in a voice powered by spirits to one target within range. The target must save vs. Metal or be paralyzed for 2 Rounds. Even if the save is successful, the target is unable to perform stunts and suffers -4 to AC for 1 Round.



The Shaman calls out to the companion spirit, and names one target within range as needing punishment for some offense or crime. The spirit manifests and automatically deals 2d8 damage to the target (3d8 if the target is undead), plus the 50



Ch. 5 Spells and Magic The Shaman cancels all active magical effects in the specified area. The Shaman makes an Insight Stunt with a base TN 15, +1 for each level (or hit die) of the caster of the magic to be dispelled above the caster of Dispel Magic, and -1 for each level or hit die below the caster of Dispel Magic. Dispel Magic may be used against a single magic item. The owner may save vs. Earth to resist the spell, otherwise the magic item will not operate for 1 hour.



Level 3 Spells Contact Major Spirit [Yang] Range: 100 Duration: Special Casting Speed: 20 min Effect: Ask 1 question per level As the 1st level spell Contact Lesser Spirit, but it allows communication with a major spirit, such as that of a mountain, river, a hero or great ancestor, etc. If the name of the spirit is not known, the chance of success is 7% per level of the caster. This may be modified if the Shaman makes a large offering to the spirit. Major spirits will usually answer truthfully, but often have their own interests in mind when answering questions.



Dream [Yin, Reversible] Range: 0 Duration: Special Casting Speed: 30 min Effect: Send information to a dreaming target The Shaman performs a 30 minute ritual and goes into a trance. The Shaman's spirit travels to the target, who must be asleep at the time or the spell fails. If the target is sleeping, the Shaman can give the target dreams that provide a message of whatever sort the Shaman desires. The Shaman can appear in the dreams personally, or simply provide images that convey the desired message. The reverse, Nightmare Message, instead of providing information attempts to disrupt the target's sleep with nightmares. The target may save vs. Water, or else take 2d10 damage plus the Shaman's Charm stunt result, and be unable to regain spell casting ability the following day.



Cure Disease [Yin] Range: Touch Duration: Instant Casting Speed: Slow (2) Effect: Remove diseases from one target



Exercise Spirit [Yang] Range: Touch Duration: Instant Casting Speed: 10 min Effect: End possession of target by a spirit



The Shaman asks the spirits to remove all diseases from one creature. All diseases are instantly cured. The effects of the diseases may still take time to heal, at the GM's discretion.



The Shaman performs a ceremony; writing mystical characters on the target, chanting, ringing bells or cymbals, etc. When the ritual is finished, the Shaman makes a Charm Stunt, with TN depending on the strength of the spirit: • Fewer HD than Shaman – TN 10 • Equal HD to Shaman – TN 15 • More HD than Shaman – TN 20



Dispel Magic [Yang] Range: 120 Duration: Instant Casting Speed: Fast (6) Effect: 1 item or 30' cube 51



FLYING SWORDSMEN RPG If successful, the spirit is cast out of the target's body and may not attempt to possess any characters for 24 hours.



The reverse, Curse, creates a temporary impairment on one target, who may save vs. Earth to avoid the curse. Typical curses include reducing one stunt by two dice, giving the target a -4 penalty to attacks and saves, or making the target more vulnerable to Yin, Yang or elemental magic (+1 damage per die, -2 penalty to saves). Other similar penalties of the Shaman's devising, or those involving special actions such as taboos are possible, at the GM's discretion. The Curse cannot be dispelled, although it can be removed with the normal version of the spell. Otherwise, it lasts for 1 day per level of the Shaman.



Flame Whip [Yang, Fire] Range: 0 Duration: 2 Rounds Casting Speed: Average (4) Effect: 20' long whip of flame The Shaman invokes the spirits, and creates a stream of fire 20' long and 5' wide from the Shaman's hand. All within the lash take 1d4 damage per level on the first round, with a save vs. Fire for half damage. In the second round, the lash deals 1d4 damage per two levels, again save for half.



Ride the Wind [Yin] Range: 0 Duration: 10 min/level Casting Speed: Fast (6) Effect: Fly



Hungry Dead [Yin] Range: 10 Duration: Permanent Casting Speed: Slow (2) Effect: Create skeletons or zombies



The Shaman asks the spirits of the air for the ability to fly. Movement may be in any direction at a rate of up to 180 per round, although to attack, perform Stunts or cast spells, the maximum speed is 90. The Shaman may make a Fortitude stunt when this spell is cast, extending the duration by 10 minutes per point of bonus.



The Shaman makes skeletons or zombies from corpses within range. The undead obey the Shaman until destroyed, they may not be dispelled. If left without orders for too long, the dead will begin to hunt for living victims to attack. For each level of the Shaman, one HD of undead is animated. A skeleton has the same HD as the original creature, but a zombie has one HD more than the original. This spell disrespects the dead, and only demons typically grant it except in the most needful of circumstances. Remove Curse [Yang, Reversible] Range: Touch Duration: Instant Casting Speed: Slow (2) Effect: End one curse The Shaman removes a curse from one creature, area, or item (in the case of cursed magic items, the victim may get rid of the object, but it remains cursed). 52



Ch. 5 Spells and Magic temporary hit points equal to the Insight stunt result each Round, and a +2 to all damage rolls. The recipients must make a Might, Acrobatics or Fortitude stunt each round that the spell is in effect.



Level 4 Spells Earth Grave [Yin, Earth] Range: 30 Duration: Instant Casting Speed: Slow (2) Effect: Earth opens and swallows targets The Shaman calls on earth spirits to trap foes. The Shaman selects a point within range, and a 10' diameter circle of earth explodes upward at the same time a pit forms beneath. Those in the area of effect may save vs. Earth to avoid the effects. Those that fail take 3d10 damage and become trapped in the pit when the earth comes back down. Trapped targets take 1d10 damage per round from crushing and suffocation, and may attempt a TN 15 Might Stunt each round to escape. Allies may attempt TN 20 Might Stunts to pull their comrades out of the trap as well. This spell can only be cast in areas of natural soil, stone or sand. It does not function indoors. Fire Ring [Yang, Fire] Range: 0 Duration: 1 Round/level Casting Speed: Fast (6) Effect: Create circular wall of fire The Shaman creates a round wall of flames up to 15' diameter and 20' high, which does not move. The flames do 3d6 damage to any passing through them, and 1d6 damage for lesser contact, and may set flammable items alight. The Shaman, and all items carried, is completely unaffected by the flames, and may pass through them at will.



Neutralize Poison [Yin, Reversible] Range: Touch Duration: Instant Casting Speed: Slow (2) Effect: Detoxify poison or revive poisoned character



Fury of Battle [Yang] Range: 5 Duration: 5 Rounds Casting Speed: Slow (2) Effect: 1 creature/level gets combat bonuses



The Shaman can revive a character killed by or dying of poison. If cast on a poisonous creature, the creature loses its poison for 1d6 hours. Poisoned objects or vials of poison are permanently detoxified.



The Shaman calls on the spirits of great heroes to aid allies. The Shaman makes an Insight stunt, and a number of creatures equal to the Shaman's level (including the Shaman if desired), gain



The reverse, Poison, incapacitates a victim touched and kills them in 10 minutes. The victim may save vs. Wood to avoid the spell.
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FLYING SWORDSMEN RPG Replenish Chi [Yin, Reversible] Range: Touch Duration: Instant Casting Speed: Average (4) Effect: Heal one target



Level 5 Spells Burning Blood [Yang, Fire] Range: 40 Duration: Instant Casting Speed: Average (4) Effect: Four exploding missiles of fiery blood



The Shaman heals one creature touched of 3d8 points of damage, plus the Shaman's Insight stunt bonus if an Insight stunt is made that round.



The Shaman cuts the palm of one hand with a knife in a mystic pattern. Blood shoots from the wounds in four fiery missiles that explode for 2d8 points of damage each. The Shaman must make a standard ranged attack against each target. Any creatures within 5' of a target hit by a missile must save vs. Fire or also take damage as above. The Shaman casting this spell loses 2 hit points.



The reverse, Drain Chi, deals 3d8 points of damage to a creature touched, plus the Shaman's Insight stunt bonus if any that round. Shield of Spirits [Yin] Range: 0 Duration: 2 Rounds/level Casting Speed: Average (4) Effect: Protection from lower level magic



Cloud Trapeze [Yin, Water] Range: 0 Duration: Instant Casting Speed: Fast (2) Effect: Fly instantly up to 1000 miles



The Shaman summons forth many spirit creatures, which surround the Shaman in a shimmering barrier of force. The Shaman is immune to 1st and 2nd level magic spells and to magical powers of monsters with 4 HD or less.



The Shaman summons a cloud by calling on the Water spirits in the air. The Shaman and up to three human-sized companions can fly on the cloud anywhere within 1000 miles in the blink of an eye. The Cloud Trapeze cannot pass through solid matter, so the destination must be accessible without passing through walls, gates, doors, etc. Contact Deity [Yang] Range: 0 Duration: Special Casting Speed: 30 min Effect: Ask 1 question per level As the 1st level spell Contact Lesser Spirit, but it allows communication with a god, demon lord or divine dragon. The name of the deity must be known, and the chance of success is 5% per level of the caster. This may be modified if the Shaman makes a lavish offering to the deity. Deities know much, but their answers always suit their purposes, and they need not be truthful. This spell could be hazardous to cast if the deity summoned is not happy with the Shaman's actions 54



Ch. 5 Spells and Magic or the sacrifice provided, or if the Shaman calls upon the deity too often.



In the following round, if the target attempts to perform that action, it is automatically successful.



Generate Chi [Yin, Reversible] Range: Touch Duration: Instant Casting Speed: Average (4) Effect: Heal one target



Restore Life [Chi] Range: 30 Duration: Instant Casting Speed: 1 hour Effect: Return dead target to life



The Shaman heals one creature touched of 4d8 points of damage, plus the Shaman's Insight stunt bonus if an Insight stunt is made that round.



The Shaman calls on the spirit of a recently deceased person to return to their body by performing a lengthy ritual involving chanting and waving a gingko branch with paper strips over the body to purify it. If the victim died of wounds, at least one Refresh Chi or similar spell will be needed to mend the body first. Likewise, poison or disease must be removed before the target can be returned to life. Victims who died of old age cannot be revived. The Shaman can raise a person who has been dead for one day per level of the Shaman. After that time the spell fails. Those raised have only 1 hit point, can move only half speed, and cannot perform stunts until they have one day of rest for each day they were dead, or until magically restored to full hit points.



The reverse, Destroy Chi, deals 4d8 points of damage to a creature touched, plus the Shaman's Insight stunt bonus if any that round. Heaven's Blessing [Yang] Range: Touch Duration: 1 Round Casting Speed: Slow (2) Effect: Target cannot fail at next task The Shaman petitions the highest of divine powers to grant aid to the Shaman or an ally. When the spell is cast, the Shaman names one action that is desired, and touches the recipient. Lord Liu's chi was weak. Ma Ling Mei



Ma looked into the mirror and pointed it



furrowed her brow as she felt his faint pulse.



at Lord Liu. Hovering over his prone form



The disease was resisting all her skill and the



were three white-clad translucent forms – the



aid of her companion spirits as well. She



ghosts of his wife and daughters slain by an



studied the tome of medicine the imperial



unknown hand. The shaman recited the Spirit



doctors had lent her, but could find no answer.



Wall chant. The ghosts fled back from Liu as the magic circle appeared, crying for justice.



An hour later, a eunuch ushered in Bu Fong and Huang Zhao. Bu Fong smiled. “We



Liu sat up, now apparently well.



found the Mirror of White Jade.” Huang



“Guards! Seize these assassins!” The guards



unwrapped his packing cloth to reveal the



rushed in, weapons drawn. Lord Liu laughed,



intricately carved mirror. Despite being all of



“You have rid me of my disease, but discovered



jade, it reflected just like it were silver.



my secret. For that you must die.”
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reduce movement to 40'/80' per Round. Corselet armors do not affect movement speed.



TIME AND MOVEMENT



RESOLVING ACTIONS



There are two scales of time-keeping that can be used in Flying Swordsmen for tracking what characters can do and how long it takes to do these actions. Free-form time-keeping is used when time is not of the essence. Rounds are used in combat or other periods of heavy action when the order of events matter, to fairly adjudicate what would be a wild mess in real life. If it's important to make sure everyone gets to take an action, and in what order, use Rounds.



While running a game, the GM administers the rules, and decides the outcomes of any actions the PCs take. When in free-form mode, the GM may decide certain actions succeed or fail automatically, depending on what seems reasonable (keeping in mind the game world is a supernatural, super-human world) and fun. Many times, the GM leaves the result up to chance, and assigns some odds of success or failure. This often involves the Stunt system.



The game is played mostly in free-form mode, where players state their desired actions, and the GM tells them the results. If there are no time pressures, the GM can simply state how long something will take. Free-form time is good for things like researching information in a library, traveling, resolving a siege, or buying supplies. As soon as combat, a chase, or a Contest begins, the game switches to Rounds.



When PCs are performing Stunts, the GM needs to come up with a Target Number (TN) for the Stunt. A good rule of thumb is that easy actions are TN 10, hard actions are TN 15, very difficult actions are TN 20, and incredibly difficult actions are TN 25. A character's pertinent ability score plus level can be used as a TN if one character is trying to influence another. For example, if a PC tries to use a Charm Stunt to trick a 3rd level NPC with an 11 Wisdom, the TN of the Charm Stunt would be 14 (Wis 11 + level 3). If ability scores for some NPC or creature are not known, the GM can assign a score, or roll 3d6 to find the number on the spot.



In combat, Rounds of ten seconds each are used. In ten seconds, characters have just enough time to move their base speed in feet and make one major action (attack, cast a spell, perform a Stunt). Certain high level characters, or characters with the right magic items or Martial Arts Maneuvers can perform more than one major action in one Round. See the Combat section for details of what can be done in one Round.



When the chances of something happening does not depend on a PC's ability to perform Stunts, the GM can assign any odds that seems appropriate. This could be a percentage, or a certain number on a certain die, such as 2 in 6 (roll a 1 or 2 on 1d6). For bell-curve type distributions (weighted to the center), two or three dice can be rolled, such as 7 or better on 2d6.



A typical human can move 60' in one Round and still make a major action (cast a spell, attack, perform a Stunt). If the character only moves, they may move up to 120' in a Round. This movement can include some tumbling and jumping, including using movement related Stunts (an exception to the normal rule of a Stunt counting as a major action). Over long distances, people move at a rate of 3 miles per hour.



ADVENTURE DESIGN A game of Flying Swordsmen is all about adventure. An adventure is similar to the plot of a movie, except that instead of being scripted so that it's always the same, the players and GM can and will modify and change things as they go. Flying Swordsmen is a game of action. Combat is common, and chases, contests and information



Wearing armor or carrying large loads can slow down a character. If wearing any suit armor, 56



Ch. 6 Running the Game gathering that lead to the next exciting scene fill in most of the rest of the time. Whatever their other goals may be, there will always be a focus on gaining experiences and power, in order to become Grand Masters of their art.



ADVENTURE CREATION SUGGESTIONS The following are some types of adventures appropriate to the genre. GMs can combine elements to come up with adventures that challenge and entertain the players, and advance the overall goal of increasing the PCs' martial arts skills. • Factions: The PCs get caught up in a struggle between two or more powerful factions. Each faction has their own goals and motivations, which the actions of the PCs may aid or hinder. The players may join one side or the other, play the two sides off of each other, or stick to their own goals by becoming another faction. • Quest: A superior – government official, martial arts or magical master, town headman, etc. – sends the PCs on a quest. Quests could include rescuing kidnapped family members, tracking down an heirloom magic item, eliminating a rival, or nearly anything else. • Supernatural: Daily life is suddenly interrupted by some supernatural activity. Monsters or evil spell-casters, curses, hauntings, unusual and unexplainable events make for good supernatural adventures for PCs to investigate. • Setup: Some rival frames one or more of the PCs for a crime. The PCs can go outlaw until they clear their name, seek out revenge, fight within the legal system to prove their innocence, and so on.



Designing fun and exciting adventures takes more than just thinking of a few interesting opponents to fight and interesting locations to stage the fights. The players need to feel invested in the conflict. Also, the various encounters need to be thematically linked to make a satisfying experience. The following are some tips for designing adventures with a Wuxia feel. Interesting Opponents: The villains and rivals of the PCs should be more than just combat statistics and tactical options. They should have goals and motivations that drive them. And these goals and motivations should put them into conflict with the PCs. Of course, the occasional vicious monster or cackling villain can appear, but the primary antagonists are best if they have their own purposes. In Wuxia stories, the driving factors for the opponents are often ambition, rivalry or jealousy, paranoia, honor or face, and law or conformity. Ambitious: Warlords, imperial ministers, rival martial artists Jealous: Spurned lovers, failed students, overlooked officials Paranoid: Greedy merchants, demons with hidden weaknesses, crazed martial arts masters Honor/Face: Disinherited princes, family elders, rogue Xia Law/Conformity: Imperial inspectors, spirit servants of the Jade Emperor, conservative martial arts masters



Most adventures are designed with a flowchart style. The GM creates a series of events linked with a certain theme, arranging them into a web that links them and builds toward the goal of the adventure. The actions of the PCs in each encounter dictate what encounter comes next. NPCs or the environment can change after each encounter. As the actions of the players are hard to predict, the GM should focus on the evolving motivations and reactions of the opposition. If the PCs succeed in an encounter, the villains'



Player Character Goals: The players will develop goals for their characters. GMs and players should discuss these goals from time to time, and players should give the GM time to develop adventures that allow them to achieve these goals eventually. After a session wraps up is usually a good time to do this, but exchanged emails between sessions can also work. 57



FLYING SWORDSMEN RPG reactions can be decided ahead of time.



way out for the PCs if they feel they are in over their heads. Remember that random chance can turn what should be an easy encounter into a killer from time to time.



Other adventures are made in a sandbox or location-based style. The GM creates a map or a list of locations where things can happen, and sometimes a time-line of special events. If the PCs visit a location, they have an encounter. The players are free to roam from place to place as they like, although interactions and results of certain encounters may direct them toward other encounters.



Have a good idea of where the combat will take place (or at least start), and make sure to utilize the 3D space of the area. Wuxia is all about jumping, climbing, and tumbling around. Try to make the areas interesting by making sure there are objects to use for Stunts, as make-shift weapons, or hazards. A plain stone room with no furniture is much less exciting than an inn full of tables and chairs set with cups, bowls and chopsticks, hanging tapestries and scrolls, a chandelier, a stairway to the second floor balcony, barrels of rice wine, and a blazing fire in the hearth! Give the players cues to what's around them – and feed off of the cues they create themselves – and they will make combats fun and exciting on their own before too long.



Which ever style of adventure is used, GMs should always plan encounters that are fun and challenging in some way. Target numbers for important actions should be ones the PCs can reasonably be expected to achieve. Most combats should be winnable but not pushovers. The players should also be given plenty of chances to gather information, assess the risks and rewards, and plan how to tackle each encounter. An ambush will require the players to react quickly just as their PCs do, but before a duel with a rival clan the players should have a chance to learn about the clan members, their fighting styles, personalities, and the like.



Morale Morale is a measure of an NPC or monster's will to keep fighting. It is rated on a scale of 2 to 12, with a 2 meaning the creature never fights even if cornered, and a 12 meaning the creature is mindless or foolhardy enough to always fight to the death once combat starts. Whenever the GM feels the opponents might break, roll 2d6. If the result beats the Morale score, the creature will attempt to withdraw, flee, surrender, or parlay a truce.



ENCOUNTER DESIGN Encounters are the heart of any adventure. They are the combats, the chases, the interaction with important NPCs, and the puzzles that make the game fun. Combat Encounters Combat will likely be common in most Flying Swordsmen games. It is the main draw of Wuxia fiction and film, after all! When designing combat encounters, consider the average power of the PCs, and set appropriate challenges for them. Some combats should be easy, most should be somewhat challenging, some should be very challenging without proper tactics or planning, and a few should be out of the characters' league no matter how good they are. Remember that not every combat needs to be a battle to the death. NPCs or monsters on the losing end may surrender or flee, and there should always be a



Some actions that may trigger a Morale check include the first time a creature is hit in combat, the first time anyone on either side dies, when a group of opponents is down to half their original number, or when a suitably impressive Stunt or spell is used in the combat. Charm Stunts may be used to force Morale checks on enemies. Also, even if opponents pass their Morale check, an event that forces a check may cause everyone on both sides to pause, potentially allowing for a peaceful end to the combat, if all sides agree. 58



Ch. 6 Running the Game NPC Interaction Encounters When the PCs must deal with, entreat, threaten, coerce, or learn from some NPC without resorting to violence, they are having an interaction encounter. These encounters could be nearly anything: bribing a corrupt official to grant the characters permission to enter the royal library, romancing the merchant princess who knows the secret location of a lost ruin, or convincing a half-crazed hermit martial arts master to teach the PCs a new technique.



Puzzle Encounters In puzzle encounters, the GM describes some sort of puzzle or mystery to the players, and they can think them through by role playing and use of player knowledge. The players must rely on their own wits or experimentation and careful investigation to solve the puzzle.



GMs should have an idea of what the important NPCs need and want. These should not be in line with what the PCs want or need in order to make the encounter challenging. If the players can learn through role play what an NPC wants or needs, the PCs may easily get what they want by offering it, or at least promising it. Then the NPC should be willing to help the PCs.



Many GMs will have players perform Stunts that make it easier or provide some clues. The GM will need to decide on what sorts of clues to give out, and what TN to assign to each clue, which can be tricky. For example, a GM places a wooden puzzle box in the chamber of a corrupt provincial magistrate. The PCs find the box and want to open it, assuming there must be something valuable inside. The GM states that a character with an Int score of 15 or better can open it in 5 minutes, while a character of Int 1014 takes 1 hour, and a character with Int 9 or less cannot figure out the puzzle without making a TN 20 Savvy Stunt. Players with Int scores high enough to open the box anyway may make Savvy Stunts to speed up the time to open it.



If the GM is ever not sure about how the NPC should react, there are two simple ways to resolve the issue. First is to have the PCs perform a Stunt appropriate to the situation. Secondly, the GM can consult the NPC Reactions chart. NPC Reactions (2d6) 2 Extremely unfavorable 3-5 Unfavorable 6-8 Unsure or uninterested (roll again later) 9-11 Favorable 12 Extremely favorable The two systems can also be used in combination. If a random reaction is not favorable, players may attempt Stunts to improve the NPC's reactions. Shifting one step is TN 15, two steps is TN 20 and three steps is TN 25.



GMs and players do not need to be students of Chinese history, culture, and philosophy to play this game. GMs may use puzzle encounters with Western culture, modern pop culture, or English language relevance as a stand-in for the puzzle the characters are attempting to solve in game. If the players can solve the puzzle they are given (sometimes within a time limit), the PCs can solve their puzzle in game. This takes away some of the immersion, but is much less frustrating for players.



Chase Encounters A chase can be played out in Rounds, as a Contest. Each Round, both sides should describe how they are trying to evade or catch the other. Stunts are then rolled, and when both sides decide to end the contest, the total determines if the fleeing character escapes or is caught, rather than one of the standard Contest results. 59



FLYING SWORDSMEN RPG DEVELOPING A CAMPAIGN



temporal power within the game world. A wandering Xia game might focus on simply presenting lots of interesting locations and situations within the game world, or maybe on some grand quest being undertaken by the PCs.



When developing a campaign, there are several factors to consider. These are the scope, style, goals, connections, and limits of the campaign. GMs may wish to use Zhongyang Dalu, the campaign setting included in this book, a campaign from another product, one they make themselves, or possibly setting the campaign in a pseudo-historical China. No matter what campaign setting is used, the following guidelines can be used to create the actual campaign of adventures for the game.



Goals A single campaign will encompass many goals for the players and for the PCs. Before the game begins, the GM and players should discuss some of the goals for the beginning of the campaign. As these goals are met or abandoned, new goals will spring up. Some will be personal goals that each player develops for their PC. Others will be goals shared by the group. There are goals both for 'in game' and 'out of game' situations. Some goals include training/ improving PCs, defeating various targets, and gaining allies.



Scope Scope refers to both the size of the area in which the campaign's action will take place, as well as the time frame of the events. Some campaigns might take place entirely within one local area while others might span the continent or globe. In some games, the action might take place over the course of a few weeks, while in other games they may span decades.



Many games of Flying Swordsmen will involve the PCs adventuring to gain experience so that they can learn new techniques from their masters. Some will also involve them seeking out new teachers who have the skills they desire.



It's usually easier for a campaign to start small and then expand. The GM may pick a city or region of the map to begin the campaign, only expanding to other areas if the players express a desire to visit those areas. Short-term episodic adventures at the beginning of a campaign may evolve into linked adventures in story arcs as time goes by.



Often, various villains and rivals will become targets of the PCs, as they seek to bring down their foes. These need not only be combat challenges, of course. Disgracing a noble before the Emperor is also a way to defeat a foe without throwing a single punch. And targets need not be NPCs or monsters. Stopping the spread of a disease or discovering a long lost secret of the ancients are also forms of targets to be defeated.



Style What sort of game does the GM wish to run? What sort of game do the players wish to play? This affects the sorts of characters the players create, and the types of adventures the GM presents. An action packed game may try to keep the game exciting, and may gloss over training or master/student relationships. Other games may focus on that master/student relationship, making the action scenes a means to the end of acquiring more training from various martial arts masters or organizations. A political or war game would focus less on the personal growth of the PCs and more on their developing



Gaining allies can be a very rewarding goal to pursue. Winning the goodwill of an NPC can have many benefits. Getting on the good side of a martial arts master or organization might provide training. Befriending a bureaucrat or merchant might make life easier for the hero. An Immortal or sage might know the secret weakness of an opponent. Of course, the hero need not always be the lesser in a relationship. Allies, sidekicks, followers and students can be potent resources for a hero as well. 60



Ch. 6 Running the Game Connections



AWARDING EXPERIENCE



Connections are important for a Wuxia game. They provide the conflict that drives the game forward. At the beginning of a campaign, the GM and players should work together to decide what organizations, if any, PCs belong to, who the PCs' masters are, and if there are any outstanding rivalries or antagonism between any of the groups. The GM should also think about some groups or NPCs to use as opponents, and how they are connected to both the PCs and to the groups the PCs deal with regularly.



Encounters that challenge the players are worth experience points (XP). Monsters and opponents are worth set amounts of XP. This XP is divided between all the characters taking part in the combat. For non-combat encounters, think about the overall ease or difficulty the PCs faced in each. Were the encounters easy or hard? XP is earned per character based on the difficulty of the encounter and the level of the character. To determine a creature's XP Value, use this table. Determine the base from the creature's Hit Dice, then add bonuses for each Stunt Die. Hit Dice Base Stunt type Bonus 1 50 d2 +10 2 100 d3 +25 3 200 d4 +50 4 400 d6 +100 5 500 d8 +250 6 700 d10 +500 7 900 d12 +1000 8 1200 9 1500 +1 HD +300



Many Wuxia stories deal with the students contending with the enemies of their master. Some deal with the student overcoming the master. Xia get entangled in politics, romance, wars, vendettas, and dark sorcery. Having a good idea of some groups that can provide support, as well as some that provide opposition makes it easier to come up with adventures. Limits The final step to craft the campaign is to set some limits on what is available to the players. The PC's beginning martial arts masters should not have access to all of the standard martial arts maneuvers listed in the book. For wizard characters, what spells they can learn may also be limited in this way. Membership in certain groups or organizations can also be denied at the start of a campaign.



Level 1-2 3 4 5 6 7 8-10



The purpose of these limits is not to deny something to the players. It is to encourage them to find these things within the game world, and work to earn them. If a player wants their PC to learn the Fists of Heaven technique, they'll need to search out information on who knows it first. Then they'll need to track down that master, and try to convince them to teach it to the PC. If another player wants to join the Outlaws of Gong Du, again they'll need to locate the Outlaws, petition for membership, and fulfill some quest in order to be accepted. The limits make it easier to create adventures that the PCs wish to undertake.



Non-Combat XP Easy Average Difficult Challenging 100 200 400 650 200 400 800 1300 400 800 1600 2650 800 1600 3200 5300 1600 3200 6400 10,650 3200 6400 12,800 21,300 6000 12,000 24,000 40,000



Easy Encounters “My kung fu is strong” Easy encounters are ones where the PCs have a high chance of success. There are many ways to solve the problem and the TNs for any feats involved are low. Easy encounters award a Fighter 5% of the XP needed to gain one level. 61



FLYING SWORDSMEN RPG Average Encounters “Catching flies with chopsticks” Average encounters have a good chance of success, but may still turn sour if the dice don't roll well or the players make some mistake. They should have challenging TNs and several ways to solve the problem. Average encounters award a Fighter 10% of the XP needed to gain one level.



OTHER AWARDS Of course, XP are not the only awards that characters can receive for completion of adventures. They may be paid a fee to perform some service (or sometimes even just to attempt it). They may end up with loot, either the spoils of their enemies, or relics found in ruins, magic items of various sorts, livestock, deeds to property, shares in some venture...anything the GM imagines.



Difficult Encounters “Grabbing the dragon's tail” Difficult encounters are ones in which the PCs have even odds for success or failure. They might have only one or two ways to succeed with average TNs, or several ways but difficult TNs. Difficult encounters award a Fighter 20% of the XP needed to gain one level.



There are intangible awards that can be gained as well. The good will of an imperial minister, membership into a tribe of savages, pride and prestige, a price on one's head, scrolls of meritorious conduct from the emperor, appointments to bureaucratic or administrative positions, having a Grand Master agree to teach a secret martial arts technique, ranks of nobility, a cult following, being the subject of an epic poem or local legend...again, the ideas are only limited by the creativity of the GM and the desires and goals of the players.



Challenging Encounters “Shaking the Pillars of Heaven” Challenging encounters require considerable skill, or very good luck, in order to succeed. They would have limited means to be accomplished by, significant time limits, and high TNs. Challenging encounters award a Fighter about 33% of the XP needed to gain one level. Failed Encounters: Characters still learn and improve when they are defeated. For any encounter the PCs fail to win, award one quarter of the experience points listed above.



While some players will be content simply to adventure for the experience, and the greater power that brings their character through leveling up, learning new martial arts and magic, most players will find in-game awards such as the ones listed above very fulfilling. These awards also add depth and color to the game world, and make the players feel more attached to their characters and the game world in which they live.



Individual and Story Experience: Characters may also be awarded an individual award if they completed a task or goal of their character, or role played their character well. These should be rated as those above. Finally, if the session ends with the completion of an adventure or story arc, the GM may assign a flat bonus to all characters, regardless of the difficulty of encounters faced.



Once the PCs reach Grand Master status (at level 10), they will then be the new movers and shakers in the world, and may be able to decide the fate of the Empire. What will they do with this power? This is the ultimate reward – the ability to make the world truly their own. 62



Ch. 6 Running the Game ADVICE FOR THE GM



hear, smell, taste and touch. You need to play all of the NPCs and monsters. You also need to be the arbiter of the rules. It's a lot to do. Finding the right balance of preparation before the game and improvisation during the game makes it all a lot easier. Just don't be afraid to try out those improvisation wings when the players do something unexpected. Don't judge their actions or plans by how they may 'spoil' your adventure, judge them by how much fun they will be to allow them in the game.



When planning an adventure, first decide if it's part of the ongoing story, if any, or a stand alone adventure. Think about who the opponents are, and what their goals are, as well as the players' goals. Plan to play NPCs as their intelligence and modes of normal behavior dictate. Think of some encounters you'd like to run, and especially if they are combat encounters, think of interesting places for them to occur. Make some notes on all of this. You may want to draw maps if the adventure is limited to a few locations, and key those maps with the spots encounters can or will happen, and other notes you may need during the adventure. A list of random encounters or events can spice things up both for you and for your players, but can also slow things down. If the adventure is not tied to a location, a flow chart of possible actions the opposition may take can be handy. Don't try to plan out what the players will have their characters do, as they will nearly always do something different. Instead, plan out what the opponents plan to do, and then let the players wreck those plans. Coming up with offthe-cuff responses by the opposition is part of the fun of being a GM. Finally, think about what sorts of rewards the characters might receive from the adventure. Consider any goals the characters may have, as a group or individually, and see if anything in the adventure might tie into those goals. You can use hints, rumors, or promises from NPCs to let the players know that these rewards exist, and that makes them hooks to get the players involved (if they need any). Also, give a bit of thought to previous adventures to see if any recurring NPCs, monsters, or locations might come into play in the adventure, and make sure you have any notes for them handy. When running the game, you have a lot on your shoulders. You need to be the five senses for your players, letting them know what they see, 63



FLYING SWORDSMEN RPG Morale (Mle): The morale score of the creature, with special case morale scores in parenthesis. Intelligence (Int): The monster's normal average intelligence. NPC types are assumed to have a standard range (3d6), unless a minimum is noted. Stunts: The stunt dice the creature can use. Description: How the creature looks, behaves, descriptions of its martial arts maneuvers (MAM), special abilities or unusual attacks, etc.



Ch. 7 Monsters and NPCs Monsters and NPCs in Flying Swordsmen RPG follow different rules than the player characters. While the GM is free to build human (or near human) opponents with the classes, profiles, martial arts and magic of PCs, there is no need to abide by these rules. NPCs especially can have any stats necessary to make them fun and interesting opponents. Quite a few different human NPC types are listed below. These are examples only, and GMs should feel free to use or modify them as they see fit. Of course, the same goes for the monsters as well!



MONSTER TYPES Some monsters belong to a group that gives them common powers or limitations. Earth: The creature is especially attuned to the Earth element. It gains a +2 bonus to all attacks against creatures standing on the ground, and automatically saves against any Earth magics. Fire: The creature is especially attuned to the Fire element. It is immune to normal fire, and automatically saves against any Fire magics. Metal: The creature is especially attuned to the Metal element. It takes half damage from metal weapons, and automatically saves against any Metal magics. Spirit: The creature is from the spirit realm, a ghost, demon, or celestial. It has the power of possession (see below). Certain Shaman spells will affect this creature. Water: The creature is especially attuned to the Water element. It gains a +2 bonus to all attacks against creatures in the water, and automatically saves against any Water magics. Wood: The creature is especially attuned to the Wood element. It takes half damage from wooden weapons, and automatically saves against any Wood magics. Yang: The creature is especially attuned to Yang. It gains a +2 bonus to all saving throws against Yang magic, but suffers a -2 penalty to saves against Yin magic. Yin: The creature is especially attuned to Yin. It gains a +2 bonus to all saving throws against Yin magic, but suffers a -2 penalty to saves against Yang magic.



Monster and NPC stat blocks follow a set pattern, as described below. A few common monster types and special abilities are also described after the explanation of the stat blocks. Monster listings also include a description, which tells what the creature looks like, how it behaves, and gives any special rules needed to run that monster. Normal animals are given only stat blocks, unless a special attack needs explanation. Name: An asterisk denotes creatures only hit by magic weapons. The type of creature is noted in brackets. Alternate names are in parenthesis. Armor Class (AC): The number needed to hit a monster in combat. Hit Dice (HD): The number of dice rolled to determine that creature's hit points. Unless otherwise noted, Hit Dice are calculated on a d8. Move: How fast the creature moves each Round. Special movement rates like flying or swimming are also listed. Attacks (Att): The number and types of attacks the creature has, with attack bonus in parenthesis. Damage (Dmg): The damage done by the creature's attacks, in the order listed above. No. Appearing (NA): The standard range of creatures encountered. Save As (Save): The Saving Throw table the creature uses: F=Fighter, S=Shaman, T=Thief, W=Wizard, of the level listed. 64



Ch. 7 Monsters and NPCs SPECIAL ATTACKS



Poison (Wood): Victims of poison may take damage, or die within a given time frame, occasionally immediately. If a time is given, the victim may act normally during that time. Some poisons will not kill, but will paralyze or otherwise incapacitate the victim.



Some monsters have special attacks. Special attacks that mimic spells operate the same as the spell. Others are detailed below. Blindness (Fire): Blind creatures may not attack, suffer a -4 penalty to AC, and move at 1/3 normal speed. If guided by others, blind creatures may attack with a -4 penalty to hit. These penalties also apply when fighting invisible opponents. Charge: Certain creatures can run for 20 feet indoors, or 20 yards outdoors, inflicting double damage in that round if they hit. Rough terrain may prevent a charge.



Possession (Water): The creature may try to possess another creature's body. The attacker makes an Insight Stunt, TN 15 or the target's Wisdom, whichever is higher. If successful, the creature can control the target's body (but not its own) in most ways for a number days equal to the Insight stunt die. Spells of possessed spell casters may not be cast.



Charm (Earth): Charmed creatures believe the charming creature to be their friend or ally, and will act to protect the charmer. If the charmed character understands the charmer, simple instructions will be followed by the charm victim, as long as they are not obviously destructive.



Swallow: Certain large creatures can swallow victims whole. The victim swallowed does not take bite damage, but takes damage every round from the creature's digestive system until the monster is slain. Some creatures are big enough that they may be attacked from the inside.



Continuous Damage: Some creatures, once they hit, hold the victim and inflict damage automatically each round thereafter, until slain. Paralysis: Victims of paralysis cannot move, speak, or take any actions, but may retain concentration on spells. The victim may automatically be hit in combat.



Swoop: Some flying creatures can pick up a victim in their mouth or claws. If the swoop is a surprise attack, damage is double. If the attack roll is a natural 18 or more, the victim may be carried off, if the attacker is large enough. A 3HD creature can carry a dog, a 6HD creature a human, 12HD a horse, and 24HD an elephant.



Petrification (Metal): Monsters may have a gaze or physical attack that can turn a victim to stone. As long as the statue remains intact, the victim can be restored by magic.



Trample: Some animals try to run over their opponents rather than attack with natural weapons. Trampling creatures gain a +4 bonus to hit human size or smaller targets.



The remaining One-Eyed Demons fell



The knife bounced harmlessly off of



back before the onslaught of Ce Sun, Yan Mo,



the ox-head demon's pelt. The monster roared



and Zhu Ming. The pile of defeated demons



with laughter, but that laughter was cut short



littered the docks. Ce Sun noticed movement



by a tongue of flame from Zhu Ming's hands



on the foreign ship at the end of the pier.



and a hail of deadly needles from Yan Mo's.



She pulled a knife and hurled it at the shadowy figure that burst through the ship's deck.



“Good thing we found Emperor Xiu's blade,” Ce said, drawing the ancient weapon.
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FLYING SWORDSMEN RPG authorities. Pirate Captains will be AC 12, HD 4, Hit +2, Save F4, Mle: 9, Stunts A d6, S d4, C d4 (other stats as above). Pirate morale is 9 if the captain is present with them.



Monster Listings Part 1: Human Opponents The following are stats for some commonly encountered human-types. GMs should modify these stats as they see fit, of course. They are provided to be used as references or examples for modification. XP values will need to be calculated as for monsters.



Barbarian/Nomad AC: 14 HD: 1 Move: 60 (120 mounted) Att: 1 weapon (+2) Dmg: by weapon NA: 2-12 (B), 3-30 (N) Save: F1 Mle: 9 Stunts: M d3, A d4 XP: 125



Bandit/Criminal/Pirate AC: 12 HD: 1 Move: 60 Att: 1 weapon (+1) Dmg: by weapon NA: 5-40 Save: T1 Mle: 7 (9) Stunts: A d3, C d2 XP: 85



Barbarians are more primitive peoples who live on the fringes of the civilized lands or in the wilderness. While they are not technologically advanced, they are not unintelligent. Some tribes or clans may have strong taboos or superstitions. Barbarians tend to be skilled at blending into natural surroundings. When in their native areas, they may Hide in Shadows as a Thief with a +16 bonus (+8 in other natural areas). There is a 10% chance that any group of 5 or more is accompanied by a Shaman of levels 3 to 7. Villages are ruled by a chief who may be a Fighter of level 3 to 7, or else an NPC type with AC 15, HD 5, Save F5, Stunts: M d6, A d6, I d3, and 4/2 MAM (other stats as above).



Bandits are outlaws who prey on travelers, and occasionally raid towns or villages for supplies, slaves, or treasure. Bandits often have hidden strongholds in mountains, deep forests, desert oases, or on islands in swamps and marshes. They may have leaders with character classes, or an NPC type with AC 14, HD 5, Hit +2, Save T5, Mle: 9, Stunts: M 1d3, A 1d6, S d4, C d6 (other stats as above). Bandit morale is 9 if the leader is present with them. Criminals are typical gang members, who extort money and run black markets, prostitution rings, drug dens, or other seedy activities. Most gangs will have distinctive tattoos, and many will have the brand of a criminal scarred on their cheek. Gang leaders are often Thieves of level 4 to 7. 25% of all gangs employ a Wizard of level 3 to 7 as well. Criminal morale is always 7.



Nomads are people who roam the lands, grazing herds of horses, cattle, sheep, or other animals. They are skilled horsemen and shrewd warriors. They often live in small tent encampments, and occasionally gather into temporary tent cities for special ceremonies. They are masters of the horse bow, spears and single-edged swords, and gain a +1 bonus to hit and damage when using these weapons from horseback. Nomad clans are typically led by khans who are HD 7, Hit +3, Save F7, Stunts M d4, F d3, A d6 (other stats as above), and war bands are often led by an officer Fighter of level 2 to 4. They have Shamans, who may be of any level.



Pirates are sailors who prey on other ships or raid coastal towns and settlements. They are fond of taking prisoners, who are later ransomed. They sometimes also ransom back ships they have captured. They tend to build bases on small islands where they can remain hidden from 66



Ch. 7 Monsters and NPCs Cultist/Ascetic/Hermit AC: 10 HD: 1d6 Move: 60 Att: 1 weapon (+0) Dmg: by weapon NA: 1, 2-12, or 5-30 Save: S1 Mle: 12 or 5 Stunts: F d4, I d6 XP: 200



Immortal* AC: 20 HD: 8d10 Move: 60 Att: 1 weapon (+4) or spell Dmg: by weapon NA: 1 Save: W10 Mle: 8 Int: minimum 13 Stunts: M d3, A d6, F d6, S d4, I d8, C d4 XP: 1775



Cultists are followers of heretical religions and demon cults. They are fanatical, and follow their leader's orders to the death (Mle 12). Cults are often lead by a Demonist Shaman of levels 3-6. Ascetics are monks, scholars, or mystics who practice a life of extreme austerity in hopes of achieving enlightenment and becoming an immortal. They are typically solitary, although occasionally a small group (2-12) will be found following a guru or teacher. They avoid fighting whenever possible (Mle 5).



Immortals are those who, through a regimen of meditation, exercise, diet and mystical study, have transcended mortal life and its limitations, yet remain within the material world. They have a wide range of powers, and each will have one or two unique abilities in addition to those listed here.



Hermits are solitary sages and wise men. They tend to collect much esoteric knowledge, and may impart such knowledge to others if the proper gifts or services are rendered.



Immortals are not the most competent martial artists, but they can defend themselves well. They only take damage from spells or magic weapons, and have a range of magical powers at their disposal. An Immortal has the following martial arts maneuvers (4/3/3/2/1), Monkey's Dance, Swaying Grass Stance, Tiger Vault, Tumbling Leaves, Cleanse the Chi, Immortal's Sight, Way of Water Stance, Cloud Somersault, Iron Skin, Secret of the Zodiac, Immortal's Feet, Moving Wave Fist, Red Phoenix Stance. Immortals cast spells as an 8th level Wizard (6/6/5/3), but they are not limited only to Wizard spells. They may freely choose between any Wizard or Shaman spells when preparing spells for the day, and prepare spells as a Shaman. 67



FLYING SWORDSMEN RPG Martial Artist AC: 10 or by Stances HD: 1d10 or more Move: 60 Att: 1 weapon (+0 to +6) Dmg: by weapon NA: 1-20 Save: F1 or better Mle: 7 Stunts: see below XP: Initiate 70, Student 110, Stylist 375, Master 1200, Grand Master 2850



martial arts maneuvers of the following levels: 4/3/2/1. Grand Masters have reached the top of their field. They are founders of schools and creators of new styles. They have 10 HD, attack at +6, stunts M d8, A d8, F d8, S d6, I d6, C d6, plus know martial arts maneuvers of the following levels: 6/5/4/3/2. Mountain Witch [Yin] AC: 10 HD: 4 Move: 60 Att: 1 weapon (+0) or spell Dmg: by weapon NA: 1-4 Save: W4 Mle: 6 Int: minimum 10 Stunts: S d6, Cd8 XP: 750



Martial Artists of all stripes will likely be common opponents. Of course, they can be made using the rules for players, but a few stock types are provided here for ease of use and as templates to be modified to fit the GM's wishes. Initiates are those just beginning to learn martial arts. As such, they have only 1 HD, attack at +0, stunts M d2 A d2, and no martial arts maneuvers. Students are those who have mastered the basics of their art. As such, they have 1 HD, attack at +1, stunts M d3, A d3, F d2, and any two Level 1 martial arts maneuvers.



Mountain Witches are typically ugly old crones, wearing dirty homespun gowns, pelts, feathers, and often adorned with animal bones or teeth for jewelry. They know and cast spells as a 4th level Wizard. In addition, 3 times per day they can attempt to enchant an individual. The Mountain Witch makes a Charm Stunt with a TN equal to the victim's Wisdom. If the Witch succeeds, the victim is Charmed (as the spell), and will typically do anything the witch orders. Mountain witches have a fondness for eating human infants, so often charmed victims are sent to kidnap babies for the witch to devour. They may also take attractive male victims to use for breeding monstrous offspring.



Hard Stylists have mastered the basics and are focused on offensive martial arts. They have 3 HD, attack at +2, stunts M d6, A d3, F d4, plus know Fists of Steel, Dragon and Tiger, and any two other Level 1 martial arts maneuvers. Soft Stylists have mastered the basics and are focused on defensive martial arts. They have 3 HD, attack at +2, stunts M d3, A d6, F d4, plus know Monkey's Dance, Way of Water Stance, and any two other Level 1 martial arts maneuvers. Wrestling Stylists have mastered the basics and are focused on grappling martial arts. They have 3 HD, attack at +2, stunts M d3, A d4, F d6, plus know Spider Scuttle, Felling Trees, and any two other Level 1 martial arts maneuvers. Masters have learned enough that they are allowed to teach others. They have 6 HD, attack at +4, stunts M d6, A d8, F d6, C d4, plus know 68



Ch. 7 Monsters and NPCs Noble AC: 16 (or 10) HD: 2 Move: 60 Att: 1 weapon (+1) Dmg: by weapon NA: 1-3 Save: T2 Mle: 8 Int: minimum 9 Stunts: F d4, S d3, C d6 XP: 275



Soldiers are professional warriors, serving the government or a feudal lord. They are well equipped and trained, and fight in organized units. Differing types of soldiers (and how their stats are modified from the baseline) are detailed below. Conscript troops of any type have no stunts. Footmen are infantrymen, often armed with spears or halberds, and carrying sabers as back-up weapons. Most wear iron lamellar suits, but conscript troops will have leather lamellar corselets at best (AC 11). Archers are infantrymen armed with bows or crossbows. They wear iron lamellar corselets (AC 13), and have Acrobatics d2, not Might stunt dice. Conscripts are unarmored (AC 10).



Nobles come from aristocratic families, landholders, or are descendants of imperial family members who did not take the throne. They are well educated, often conceited, and sometimes pampered by their advantageous lifestyle. Most nobles receive at least rudimentary military training, and sometimes lead troops in the field. They always wear iron lamellar suits and shields in combat, and will be mounted as well. They know any two Level 1 Martial Arts Maneuvers.



Horsemen are mounted troops, usually armed with spears and carrying war swords as back-up weapons. Conscripts are not made into horsemen. Elite may be of any of the types above, but will have plate corselet or suit (AC 14/16), 2 Hit Dice, Save as F2, and their Might stunt (Acrobatics for elite archers) is increased to 1d3. Officers are typical of their type, but have 3 Hit Dice, Save as F3, and have their stunts both increased to 1d4. Elite officers may also have 3 Level 1 and 1 Level 2 martial arts maneuvers. Warden/Inspector/Official/Bureaucrat AC: 10 HD: 1 Move: 60 Att: 1 weapon (+0) Dmg: by weapon NA: 1-4 Save: T1 Mle: 8 Stunts: S d3, C d2 XP: 85



Soldier AC: 15 HD: 1 Move: 60 (120 mounted) Att: 1 weapon (+2) Dmg: by weapon NA: 5-10 (squad), 20-50 (troop) Save: F1 Mle: 9 Stunts: M d2, F d2 XP: 70



Wardens are constables or deputies in charge of keeping the peace in cities or rural districts. When on duty, they wear leather lamellar suits (AC 13) and they fight at +1 to attack. Inspectors are bureaucrats who travel throughout 69



FLYING SWORDSMEN RPG their jurisdiction, searching out wrong-doers and handling minor disputes. Because of the dangers of their position, they have HD 3 and Save as T3. Officials hold important posts within the government. They have decision making capacity within their area of authority, and can cause all sorts of problems for those that displease them. Bureaucrats are the clerks, accountants and scribes that serve the government. They are welleducated, needing to pass literary exams to gain their post. They have a solid understanding of the red tape needed to procure any sort of government approval, and as such are treated as S d10 when dealing with legalities. Xia AC: 16 HD: 5d10 Move: 60 Att: 1 weapon (+2) Dmg: by weapon NA: 1-6 Save: F5 Mle: 9 Stunts: M d6, A d8, F d4, I d3, C d4 XP: 975 Xia as NPCs are wandering heroes, rogues or



adventurers, similar to the player characters in many respects. They gain a little bit of knowledge in many areas during their travels, though, so have some aspects of all four character classes. A Xia has Weapon Specialization in one weapon as a Fighter, is able to cast spells as both a Wizard and Shaman: 1/1/1 as a Wizard, 1/1/1 as a Shaman, and knows any 3 Thief Skills with 12 points to spend among them. They know 3/2/1 Martial Arts Maneuvers.



Bu Fong slammed the dice cup on the low



pips and one with six.”



table. “Five tael says I beat your roll, Xin.”



Bu Fong raised the cup, revealing that



The Thief flipped five more silver coins onto



all five dice had come up sixes. Xin's jaw



the table with his left hand, holding the dice



dropped, then he cursed and drew his short



cup tight with his right.



sword. “You cheat, Bu Fong. I don't know how,



The gangster smiled and fished five



but you cheat.”



more of his own coins out of a silk purse and



Bu Fong scooped up all the coins with



placed them on the board. “Fong, my friend, you



one swift motion, then back-flipped through the



have no head for this game. Do you think you



curtained door. He was running before Xin's



can beat my roll? Four dice came up with five



goons even realized what was happening.
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Ch. 7 Monsters and NPCs Bai Ze AC: 14 HD: 5 Move: 120 fly 150 Att: 1 bite (+1) Dmg: 3d4 NA: 1 Save: S5 Mle: 7 Int: 16 Stunts: F 1d3, S 1d4, I 1d6, C 1d2 XP: 685



Monster Listings Part 2: Monsters Baigu Jing [Spirit] AC: 16 HD: 4 Move: 60 fly 120 Att: 2 strikes (+2) Dmg: 1d12/1d8 NA: 1d4 Save: F4 Mle: 9 Int: 14 Stunts: A 1d4, S 1d3, C 1d4 XP: 525



Bai Ze are white-furred, lion-like beasts with deer hooves for feet, and one or two horns on its head. They are normally peaceful, preferring philosophy and study of esoteric texts to other pursuits. They have been known to advise worthy rulers or great heroes.



Baigu Jing, also known as 'white bone demons,' are creatures that appear as normal humans, except that their faces, hands and feet are like bare bones. They often have long white or blue hair, which may be loose or tied up in a top-knot or queue. They are not undead, despite their appearance. Baigu Jing can create illusionary faces to appear as normal people. They then try to trick people into traps or ambushes, in order both to feed on human flesh and to steal any goods the people may carry.



Bear AC: 14 HD: 4 Move: 60 Att: 2 claws, 1 bite (+1) Dmg: 1d4/1d4/1d6 NA: 1d4 Save: F4 Mle: 7 Int: 2 Stunts: M 1d4, F 1d4 XP: 500 If both claws hit, it automatically hugs for an additional 2d8 damage. 71



FLYING SWORDSMEN RPG Crocodile AC: 15 HD: 3 Move: 60 swim 90 Att: 1 bite (+1) Dmg: 1d8 NA: 1d6 Save: F3 Mle: 7 Int: 2 Stunts: M 1d8 XP: 450



Dragons There are several types of dragons, but all share some characteristics. They are long, serpentine scaled creatures, with four legs, and hairy manes and tufts or frills of hair on their legs, spine and tails. While they are wingless, most are capable of magical flight, and have a host of other magical powers. Many dragons serve important purposes within the Celestial Bureaucracy, and would not be typical opponents of good and honorable characters, but they are sometimes sent to punish wrong-doers, or may become evil and heroes may be needed to defeat them from time to time.



Continuous damage after a bite if the crocodile makes a Might Stunt against its victim (TN = Str). Dog, Guard/Hunting or Wolf AC: 12 HD: 2 Move: 90 Att: 1 bite (+0) Dmg: 1d6 NA: 2d6 Save: F2 Mle: 7 Int: 2 Stunts: M 1d3 XP: 125



Fucang Long (Hidden Dragon) [Earth] AC: 25 HD: 15d10 Move: 90 Att: 2 claws, 1 tail, 1 bite (+5) Dmg: 1d8/1d8/1d10/3d6 NA: 1 Save: F10 Mle: 12 Int: 19 Stunts: M 1d10, A 1d6, F 1d8 S 1d8, I 1d4, C 1d6 XP: 4600 Fucang Long are 50' long flightless dragons living in deep caves or lost ruins, and guard great treasures. Originally sent by the Jade Emperor to guard them until needed by great heroes or Immortals, the fucang long became greedy and covetous of their hoards, and seek to protect them from theft of any who would seek to gain them. They are typically purple or black in color. Fucang long can see in total darkness, and are never surprised. In combat, they use their claws, tail, and bite to attack. They never retreat or surrender, guarding their hoards to the death. 72



Ch. 7 Monsters and NPCs Jiao Long (Hornless Dragon) [Wood] AC: 23 HD: 10d10 Move: 60 swim 90 Att: 2 claws, 1 bite (+4) Dmg: 1d8/1d8/3d6 NA: 1d2 Save: F10 Mle: 6 Int: 18 Stunts: M 1d8, A 1d3, F 1d8 S 1d6, I 1d4, C 1d4 XP: 2525



control the winds and clouds within the Celestial Bureaucracy. They live within the clouds they control, and are seldom encountered on the ground. In combat, they attack with claws, tail and bite. They are immune to lightning damage and normal weapons. In addition, Shen Lung can use the spells Shield of the Wind Dragon and Blast of Wind at will. Shui Long* (Water Dragon) [Water] AC: 22 HD: 12d10 Move: 60 fly 120 Att: 2 claws, 1 bite (+4) Dmg: 1d6/1d6/3d8 NA: 1d4 Save: F10 Mle: 9 Int: 19 Stunts: M 1d8, A 1d8, F 1d6 S 1d8, I 1d4, C 1d4 XP: 3350



Jaio Long are 30' long evil alligator or crocodile spirits who have taken on a draconic aspect. They are typically white or light blue in color, and distinguished from other dragons by their lack of horns. They are found in rivers, lakes or swamps, and often terrorize any locals, mortal and spirit alike. They have two magical attacks available to them. First, a Jiao Long can breathe a 30' radius cloud of spittle. Those within the cloud must Save vs. Wood or be paralyzed for 1d4 Rounds. The dragon may breathe three times per day. Second, Jiao Long can create a 'flood wave' once per day. This wave moves in all directions from the dragon up to 60' away, dealing 2d10 damage to any in its path, and those that fail a Save vs. Water are pushed back with the wave, away from the dragon. Jiao Long are relatively cowardly for dragons, and often flee if they feel a battle is going against them.



Shui Long are 50' long green dragons, and the guardians of the waters. They can be found in both fresh and salt water bodies of all types. Shui Long can command all types of marine creatures, including reptiles, fish, and crustaceans. They may summon such creatures in 1d6 Rounds, and the creatures will then follow the dragon's orders. Shui Long can grant mortals the ability to breathe water (as air) at will. Once granted, this ability remains for 24 hours. Tian Long* (Sky Dragon) [Fire] AC: 26 HD: 18d10 Move: 90 fly 180 Att: 2 claws, 1 bite (+5) Dmg: 1d10/1d10/3d6 NA: 1d2 Save: F10 Mle: 10 Int: 17 Stunts: M 1d10, A 1d8, F 1d8 S 1d4, I 1d8, C 1d6 XP: 5600



Shen Long* (Spirit Dragon) [Water] AC: 20 HD: 10d10 Move: 90 fly 240 Att: 2 claws, 1 tail, 1 bite (+5) Dmg: 1d6/1d6/1d10/2d6 NA: 1d4 Save: F10 Mle: 8 Int: 19 Stunts: M 1d6, A 1d10, F 1d8 S 1d8, I 1d6, C 1d6 XP: 3100



Tian Long are 60' long red or yellow dragons,



Shen Long are 40' long dark blue dragons who 73



FLYING SWORDSMEN RPG and the guardians of Heaven and the open skies. They are rarely seen in the mortal realm, and they are rightly feared when they do appear. Tian Long can breathe fire three times per day in a cone 90' long and 30' wide at the far end, doing damage equal to the dragon's current hit points (Save vs. Fire for ½ damage). Tian Long also have the ability to control the weather around them at will. They can change the conditions from scorching heat to freezing cold, or clear to hurricane in one minute's time. Tian Long only take damage from spells or magic weapons of at least +2 bonus.



also be found serving lesser dragons. They can operate on land, but prefer not to, as they will die if they do not return to the water by sunrise of the following day.



Elephant AC: 15 HD: 9 Move: 120 Att: 2 tusks or trample (+3) Dmg: 2d4/2d4 or 4d8 NA: 1d12 Save: F9 Mle: 8 Int: 2 Stunts: M 1d6, F 1d6 XP: 1700



Flower Fairy (Shun Yao) [Spirit, Wood] AC: 15 HD: 2 Move: 60 Att: 1 strike (+0) Dmg: 1d6 NA: 1d6 Save: W2 Mle: 6 Int: 10 Stunts: I 1d6, C 1d6 XP: 300



Trample attack gets a +4 to hit a single target. Fish Warriors AC: 17 HD: 3 Move: 60 swim 120 Att: 1 strike (+1) Dmg: 1d8 or by weapon NA: 4d6 Save: F3 Mle: 8 Int: 9 Stunts: M 1d4, F 1d3 XP: 275



Flower Fairies, also known as Shun Yao, are the spirits of flowering fruit trees (peach, cherry, etc.), or of aromatic oil trees (camphor, etc.). While not aggressive, and often fleeing combat, they can still pose challenges to Xia. Flower Fairies can charm person 3 times per day, and often use this ability to gain protectors or lovers. A charmed victim will do all within his or her power to protect the Flower Fairy's tree. If the tree dies, so does the Flower Fairy. A Flower Fairy may become one with its tree, being immune to all attacks, although the tree will still be vulnerable to attacks.



Fish Warriors are spirit creatures of the oceans. They may resemble humanoid fish, crustaceans, or aquatic reptiles such as turtles. Carp, crabs and eels are the most common. They serve as soldiers and servants to the great Dragon Kings, and may 74



Ch. 7 Monsters and NPCs Fox Fairy (Huli Jing) [Spirit] AC: 15 HD: 5 Move: 60 Att: 1 strike (+1) or spell Dmg: 1d6 or by weapon or spell NA: 1d4 Save: T5 Mle: 8 Int: 17 Stunts: A 1d4, S 1d6, C 1d10 XP: 1150



Ghost (Gui) [Spirit] AC: 18 HD: 8 Move: 90 fly 150 Att: 2 strikes (+4) Dmg: 1d10/1d10 NA: 1 Save: W8 Mle: 8 Int: 12 Stunts: M 1d3, A 1d3, S 1d3, I 1d4, C 1d8 XP: 1575



Fox Fairies are intelligent foxes who can shapeshift into human form. When in human form, however, they retain their fox tail(s), and seek to hide them beneath robes or loose garments. Fox Fairies are mischievous, and often taunt, seduce, or trick gullible mortals. Some have been known to fall in love with humans, though, and may live in disguise as a human with their lovers. All Fox Fairies can cast spells as a Wizard. Their caster level is tied to the number of tails they possess. Most have only one, but some rare specimens may have as many as nine.



Ghosts are the spirits of the dead. Unlike incorporeal spirits, ghosts have a physical body which may appear similar to the way it appeared in life, or as it appeared at the time of death. Ghosts appear because they were improperly buried, were slain unjustly, or their tombs were desecrated. There is always a reason for their appearance, and they can be put to rest by righting the wrong. Some ghosts seek mortals to aid them, others seek vengeance on their own. All ghosts can fly at will. In combat, they use martial arts with great strength. All ghosts can use a Delude spell once per Turn and Charm Person once per day. Some ghosts may have other powers, like walking through solid objects, having their head separate and fly around using Charm Stunts to cause terror in opponents, and the like. Hawk/Falcon AC: 16 HD: 1 Move: 30 fly 120 Att: 2 claws, 1 bite (+1) Dmg: 1d2/1d2/1d3 NA: 1d8 Save: F1 Mle: 6 Int: 2 Stunts: A 1d4 XP: 100 Dive attack as charge, for double damage.
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FLYING SWORDSMEN RPG to a Fortitude stunt result. Hopping vampires have one more fearsome ability. Any creatures damaged by them run the risk of being transformed. At the end of an encounter, every character damaged by hopping vampires must Save vs. Metal, with a -1 penalty for each wound taken after the first. Those that fail turn into a hopping vampire after a number of days equal to 1 + a Fortitude stunt result, unless a Remove Curse spell is cast on the victim during that time. Horse AC: 13 HD: 3 Move: 120 Att: 2 hooves (+1) Dmg: 1d4/1d4 NA: 5d6 if wild Save: F3 Mle: 7 (9 trained) Int: 2 Stunts: F 1d4 XP: 250



Hopping Vampire (Jiang-Shi) AC: 16 HD: 6-9 Move: 60 Att: 1 claw, 1 bite (+2) Dmg: 1d8/1d8 NA: 1d4 Save: F6-F9 Mle: 10 Int: 7 Stunts: M 1d8, F 1d6, C 1d6 XP: 1150/1350/1650/1950



Hsien AC: 15 HD: 3 Move: 60 fly 180 Att: 1 weapon (+0) Dmg: by weapon NA: 2d6 Save: F3 Mle: 6 Int: 11 Stunts: A 1d8, I 1d4, C 1d6 XP: 600



Hopping Vampires are the bodies of the dead animated by evil spirits. The animation is not perfect, so they have stiff limbs, and move with jerky, hopping motions. Their skin is tinted green, blue, yellow, or gray in a state of semidecay. Their teeth and nails have become fangs and claws which they use to attack any living victims they can find. Hopping Vampires take half damage from non-magical weapons, but full damage from spells, magic weapons, or fire. Hopping vampires can only detect living creatures by their breathing. They are never fooled by invisibility, hiding, or the like. However, characters that hold their breath (Fortitude TN 10, lasts a number of rounds equal to the stunt die result) can escape detection while battling the monsters. Characters not in combat can hold their breath 6 Rounds, plus a number of Rounds equal



Hsien, also known as "feathered folk," are winged humanoid beings of great beauty. They have soft white skin like snow, and child-like visages. They live atop clouds and are said to eat wind and drink dew only. They sometimes serve sky dragons as servants. While typically not aggressive, hsien will fight to defend themselves, or to punish wicked individuals who invade their airy domain. 76



Ch. 7 Monsters and NPCs Longma (Dragon Horse) AC: 17 HD: 6 Move: 120 fly 240 Att: 2 hooves, 1 bite (+2) Dmg: 1d8/1d8/2d6 NA: 1d8 Save: F6 Mle: 9 Int: 6 Stunts: M 1d6, F 1d4, I 1d3 XP: 875



Minor Spirits are the creatures of the Spirit World. Some are natural forces given sentience, some are apotheosized animal spirits, some are the spirits of the dead who have been rewarded with a position in the Celestial Bureaucracy. While they have many forms and functions, all are similar. They may only be damaged by magic weapons. All minor spirits can cast any 1st-3rd Shaman spell at will. In their home environment, they regenerate 5 hit points per round. Most spirits can be contacted by certain spells, and may provide assistance or information – although what they know may be limited to their area of interest.



Longma are horse-sized quadrupeds with scaly dragon-like skin, thick manes, and horns. They have lion-like muzzles with sharp fangs. Longma sometimes serve as mounts to Immortals or very honorable mortals. They can fly with a natural ability similar to dragons. In combat, they attack with their hooves and fangs. They may also make a charge attack when flying, if they fly at least 90' before their attack. The charge inflicts 2d8 damage from the longma's horns.



Ancestor Spirits were once human, and now look after the well-being of their clan. They appear as they did in life, as they wish, from a child to an elderly person. They manifest most easily in the homes of their descendants. Evil Spirits may be natural forces, or the spirits of wicked people. Some are part of the Celestial Bureaucracy, sent to punish wrong-doers, while others are spirits gone bad who torment the innocent. They appear as goblins or ogres, with orange, blue, green or red skin, wild hair, wide tusked mouths, and saucer eyes. They sometimes carry large spiked clubs. They manifest most easily underground or in haunted or cursed areas. Nature Spirits are natural forces or animal spirits. They may appear as humans with some features of their home (a tree, a rock, a stream, etc.) or as a humanoid animal. Each is tied to a particular place, and manifest most easily there.



Minor Spirit* [Spirit] AC: 16 HD: 5 Move: 90 fly 300 Att: 2 strikes (+2) Dmg: 1d10/1d10 NA: 1 Save: S5 Mle: 7 Int: 15 Stunts: M 1d3, A 1d6, S 1d4, I 1d6, C 1d8 XP: 1025



Mandarin Spirits are those minor spirits who serve the Celestial Bureaucracy directly. They are rarely encountered in the mortal realm, unless sent as a messenger or to mete out rewards or punishment by higher ranking spirits. They may have the appearance of any of the above types, or may appear as wise scholars or fearsome warriors. They manifest most easily in the Celestial Realm.
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FLYING SWORDSMEN RPG Monkey AC: 14 HD: 1 Move: 60 Att: 1 bite (+1) Dmg: 1d4 NA: 1d8 Save: F1 Mle: 7 Int: 2 Stunts: A1d4 XP: 100



Ox-Headed Demon* [Spirit] AC: 20 HD: 8 Move: 90 Att: 2 strikes, or 2 gores (+4) Dmg: 1d12/1d12/3d6/3d6 NA: 1 Save: F8 Mle: 10 Int: 15 Stunts: M 1d8, A 1d3, F 1d8 S 1d3, I 1d4, C 1d4 XP: 1850 Ox-Headed Demons are large demons with powerfully muscled, 10' tall human bodies and ox heads. They are high ranking demons, sometimes sent by the rulers of the Underworld to punish misdeeds in the mortal world, or as commanders of demonic forces. In combat, they use a large pole arm or trident which inflicts 1d12 damage. If they charge (in a straight line for at least 30') they may instead use their gore attack, inflicting 3d6 damage with each horn on up to two adjacent opponents (one opponent of human size cannot be hit with both horns). Ox-Headed Demons are resistant to fire attacks, taking only ½ damage from them. Ox-Headed Demons can track an item or person up to 2 miles away by sending small parasites to look for the target. It takes one hour for the parasites to perform their job.



One-Eyed Demon [Spirit] AC: 15 HD: 3 Move: 60 Att: 1 claw or 1 gore (+3) Dmg: 1d6/2d6 NA: 2d6 Save: F3 Mle: 7 Int: 8 Stunts: M 1d4, F 1d4, I 1d3 XP: 325 One-Eyed Demons are humanoid minions of Hell with enlarged heads, a single large eye, and a curved horn on their forehead. These demons are easily summoned and controlled by mortals. They are also used as foot soldiers by more powerful demons.



Horse-Face Demons are like Ox-Head Demons in size and disposition, and differ in appearance only in that they have a horse's head instead of an ox's head. While they lack the gore attack of the Ox-Headed Demon, they may cast spells as an 8th level Shaman, and Save as Shaman 8. 78



Ch. 7 Monsters and NPCs Pi Hsi (Turtle-Dragon) AC: 22 HD: 8 Move: 30 swim 120 Att: 2 claws, 1 bite (+3) Dmg: 1d8/1d8/2d8 NA: 1d6 Save: F8 Mle: 9 Int: 14 Stunts: M 1d12, F 1d8 XP: 2450



Sanzuniao are three legged golden ravens, surrounded by a fiery aura. They are pests that scour the countryside, destroying crops both by frantically devouring all they can eat, and burning the rest. About twice the size of a normal raven, they attack with claws and bite which do little physical harm, but burn those struck with their aura. Those who hit a sun raven with a small or medium sized melee weapon must Save vs. Fire to avoid taking 1d6 damage from the bird's aura. Those who successfully hit them with unarmed strikes automatically take 1d6 damage.



Pi Hsi are large (15' long) dragon-like creatures with turtle shells over their bodies, and dragon heads, feet, and tails. They live in rivers and lakes, which they protect. The take orders from Shui Long (Water Dragons), and sometimes serve as guardians to them. In addition, Pi Hsi are scholars, and collect ancient chronicles, poetry, or volumes of lore in their lairs. They have no special supernatural powers, but are known for their great strength.



Skeleton AC: 13 HD: 1 Move: 60 Att: 1 weapon (+1) Dmg: by weapon NA: 3d10 Save: F1 Mle: 12 Int: 1 Stunts: none XP: 50 Skeletons are the undead remains of people or animals. They are mindless, and attack anything living unless controlled by some power (a spellcaster, demon, etc.). They are immune to mindaffecting powers, cold, and poison. Snake, Constrictor AC: 14 HD: 5 Move: 60 Att: 1 bite, 1 squeeze (+1) Dmg: 1d4/2d4 NA: 1d3 Save: F5 Mle: 8 Int: 2 Stunts: M 1d4, A 1d2 XP: 560



Sanzuniao (Sun Raven) [Yang, Fire] AC: 14 HD: 2 Move: 30 fly 240 Att: 2 claws, 1 bite (+1) Dmg: 1d6/1d6/1d6 NA: 1d12 Save: F2 Mle: 6 Int: 2 Stunts: A 1d4, I 1d4 XP: 200



After a successful bite, make an Acrobatics Stunt (TN = Dex) to constrict for squeeze damage. 79



FLYING SWORDSMEN RPG Snake, Poisonous AC: 13 HD: 1 Move: 60 Att: 1 bite (+1) Dmg: 1d4 plus poison NA: 1d6 Save: F1 Mle: 7 Int: 2 Stunts: A 1d4 XP: 100



Spider Demons are monstrous combinations of giant spider body with a female torso and head. They are natural shape-shifters, and can appear as normal human females to lure prey to their doom. In spider form, their body is 15' across, and they may attack with 2 of their eight legs each Round. They may also either bite with their poisonous fangs (Save vs. Wood or suffer an additional 3d10 damage), or by shooting an entangling web up to 40' away. Those entangled may take no other actions besides trying to break free of the web (Might Stunt, TN 18). In their human form, spider demons may only use their bite or web.



Poison: save vs. Wood or take 2d8 damage.



Tiangou (Meteor Dog)* [Yang] AC: 14 HD: 4 Move: 120 fly 120 Att: 1 bite (+2) Dmg: 1d10 NA: 2d4 Save: F4 Mle: 9 Int: 8 Stunts: M 1d6, S 1d4, I 1d3 XP: 575 Tiangou are large black monstrous canines that prey on human flesh. They get their name from the glowing trail of mist they leave behind them when they fly. Rumors say that they are evil spirits of the stars which fall to Earth to plague mankind. Tiger AC: 14 HD: 6 Move: 90 Att: 2 claws, 1 bite (+2) Dmg: 1d6/1d6/1d12 NA: 1d3 Save: F6 Mle: 9 Int: 2 Stunts: M 1d8, A 1d4 XP: 1000



Spider Demon [Spirit] AC: 18 HD: 6 Move: 90 Att: 2 legs, 1 bite (+2) Dmg: 1d8/1d8/1d6+poison NA: 1d3 Save: W6 Mle: 9 Int: 16 Stunts: M 1d6, A 1d3, F 1d6, S 1d4, I 1d6, C 1d4 XP: 1125 80



Ch. 7 Monsters and NPCs Were-Tiger* AC: 17 HD: 6d10 Move: 90 Att: 2 claws, 1 bite, or 1 weapon (+3) Dmg: 1d6/1d6/1d12/by weapon NA: 1d6 Save: F7 Mle: 9 Int: 10 Stunts: M 1d6/1d8, A 1d4, F 1d4 XP: 1050 Were-Tigers are shape-shifters who can assume human or tiger form. They are magical creatures, and can only be damaged by magic weapons or spells. In human form, they appear to be normal, and fight with weapons. When they change into tiger form, they appear like animals, but retain their intelligence. In tiger form, a were-tiger's Might stunt increases to 1d8. Were-tigers prefer to feed on humans, and even in human form often resort to cannibalism. It is said that those eaten by a were-tiger are cursed to return as ghosts, luring other victims into the were-tiger's lair.



Wang Liang [Wood] AC: 16 HD: 5 Move: 60 Att: 2 claws, or 1 weapon (+2) Dmg: 1d10/1d10/by weapon+3 NA: 1d10 Save: F5 Mle: 8 Int: 10 Stunts: M 1d8, A 1d2, F 1d6, S 1d4 XP: 910 Wang Liang are 10' tall, brown furred ogres. They are reclusive, dwelling in deep forests, marshes, or along remote waterways. They occasionally raid human settlements, but are just as likely to fight amongst themselves, or with other monsters in the wilds. Wang Liang can become invisible once per day, automatically gaining surprise but becoming visible again as soon as they attack. Chimei [Metal] are similar ogre-like monsters, but they live in mountains and hills. Instead of the ability to become invisible, they can instead shape-shift into the form of a human once per day. This is typically that of an old person in need of assistance, or a young beautiful person in peril. If they attack (again, usually with surprise), they automatically shift back into their natural shape. 81



FLYING SWORDSMEN RPG Yecha (Night Goblin) [Spirit] AC: 14 HD: 1 Move: 60 Att: 2 claws, 1 bite (+0) Dmg: 1d4/1d4/1d4 NA: 4d6 Save: S1 Mle: 6 Int: 13 Stunts: A 1d3, S 1d3, I 1d2 XP: 110 Yecha are small demonic spirits, standing 1-2' high. They have pointed noses and ears, clawed hands, needle-like fangs, and skin that can be nearly any color. Yecha are associated with specific locations, much like local spirits, but they are not bound by those locations. River yecha appear reptilian or piscene, forest yecha are mammalian, mountain yecha are bird-like, etc. Each yecha will have a single 1st level spell it can cast three times per day (either Shaman or Wizard, determined randomly).



Xing Tian AC: 13 HD: 9 Move: 60 Att: 1 weapon (+4) Dmg: 2d10 NA: 3d4 Save: F9 Mle: 7 Int: 6 Stunts: M 1d10, F 1d6 XP: 2100 Xing Tian are 12' tall giants with no heads. They always go shirtless, as they have eyes where nipples would be on their chest, and their mouth is where their navel would be on their stomach. They are primitive and not overly intelligent, but are cunning and use their size and numbers to their advantage.
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Ch. 7 Monsters and NPCs



Zhenniao AC: 17 HD: 2 Move: 30 fly 180 Att: 1 bite (+1) Dmg: 1d6+poison NA: 1d6 Save: F2 Mle: 5 Int: 2 Stunts: F 1d6 XP: 200



Yeren AC: 15 HD: 4 Move: 60 Att: 2 strikes (+1) Dmg: 1d8/1d8 NA: 1d10 Save: F4 Mle: 9 Int: 3 Stunts: M 1d4, A 1d3, S 1d3 XP: 500



Zhenniao are goose-sized birds with purple abdomens, green wings and tail, and a head with a bright scarlet beak. They prey only on poisonous snakes, and so acquire a poison of their own. Anyone bitten by a zhenniao must Save vs. Wood or take 3d6 damage and be weakened (all Stunt dice reduced by two die types) for one week. Even if the save is successful, the target will still suffer a reduction to all Stunt dice of one die type for one day.



Yeren are ape-like humanoids with shaggy red fur. They live in small family groups in remote mountain valleys, and rarely come into contact with humans. Some hunters will capture yeren, and train them as guards. They are semiintelligent, strong, and have keen senses. Exceptional yeren occasionally learn to speak a few words. They are also excellent trackers, being able to Track (as the Thief skill) at +16, plus Savvy bonus. In combat, if they hit an opponent with both strikes, they then hug automatically for an additional 2d8 damage. 83



FLYING SWORDSMEN RPG Zhi Ren* [Wood] AC: 10 HD: 3 Move: 90 fly 90 Att: 1 strike (+0) Dmg: 1d8+drain NA: 1d4 Save: S3 Mle: 11 Int: 2 Stunts: A 1d4, I 1d4, C 1d3 XP: 325 Zhi Ren are evil, undead spirits that appear as vaguely humanoid shapes made of paper. Evil Shamans and demons sometimes control zhi ren through their magic. Zhi ren are completely silent when they choose to be, and can never make more sound than an unsettling moan. Their Charm stunt may only be used to frighten others. In combat, zhi ren strike with one of their long arms, draining off body energy. The target struck takes normal damage, and also loses the stunt related to their Primary Ability Score. Drained stunt dice return at a rate of 1 die type per day of rest. As undead creatures, zhi ren are immune to all poisons, sleep, and mind-affecting magic.



Zombie AC: 12 HD: 2 Move: 30 Att: 1 strike (+1) Dmg: 1d8 NA: 3d8 Save: F2 Mle: 12 Int: 1 Stunts: M 1d3 XP: 125 Zombies are undead, animated corpses in a semidecomposed state. They are mindless, and attack any living things they can find. Luckily, they move slowly, and always attack last in combat (Initiative 0). As undead creatures, they are immune to poisons, cold based damage, and mind-affecting spells. 84
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Temporary Magic Items may have effects that mimic spells, grant the use of Martial Arts Maneuvers, increase a character's normal capabilities, or have some unusual effect that lasts for a short time (usually 10 minutes, or 1 hour). Some items must be eaten, drunk, or inhaled to activate the magic, and nothing is left over afterward (save for any containers they may have been stored in). They can include potions, pills, elixirs, incense, powders, or the fruit or nuts of magical trees. Other items must be manipulated in some way to activate, but once used become a mundane object. These can include scrolls, tablets or prayer strips that must be read to activate, divining sticks or animal shells, paintings or drawings, amulets and charms, or nearly anything else. They are typically activated by speaking a command word or writing the correct character on the item with a brush and ink.



MAGIC ITEMS Magical items are one of the main treasures that Xia crave. Whether they are rare or ubiquitous, they provide additional edges over the competition that the Xia face. Flying Swordsmen isn't a game of treasure hunting, although occasionally that may the theme for an adventure or two. Because of that, there are no exhaustive lists of the magical treasures that could be found in the game. Instead, the following is a brief overview of the types of magical items and their purposes, with guidelines and examples to help GMs create their own items to suit the campaign. There are two primary types of magic items, each with a different purpose within the game. First are temporary or consumable items. These provide short term bonuses, and once used, they are destroyed or used up. In most campaigns they will be the more common type. Second are permanent items that never lose their enchantment no matter how many times they are used. Because they provide the PC who owns it with a new special ability, they should be designed with care not to provide too powerful effects. Permanent items, though, are very suitable as the goals of quests, or as the 'secret weapon' needed to defeat some powerful foe.



Example Temporary Magic Items Crimson Pill of Tranquility: This tiny, extremely bitter red pill will dispel all magical effects currently active upon the user, except for a curse. Egg Shen's Elixir: This potent steaming concoction, found in a small gourd canteen, grants the user a +1 bonus to hit rolls, and use of any two Martial Arts Maneuvers of level 2 or less that the user desires. Its effects last for one hour.



The sample magic items below all have a unique name and a bit of flavor text. Not every item needs a long and detailed history, but a bit of information about who made it or used it in the past, why, where or when, along with a physical description of the item, can go a long way toward making each item feel special and unique. And usually, the more flavor text an item is given, the more important or powerful it may seem to the players. Clever GMs can use the flavor text they create to good effect in their games, using it for adventure hooks, or as the fruits of research or rumor gathering, to keep the players moving things forward in the game.



Essence of Xong Fe: This small crystal bottle contains a swirling, inky smoke. If opened, the cloud forms into the form of Xong Fe, a Baigu Jing, who will serve as directed for one hour before disappearing back into inky smoke. Hao Liao's Invigorating Rice Wine: If the contents of this small ceramic bottle are imbibed, the user will be healed of 2d6 hit points of damage, and have an increase in the stunt of the user's choice of two die types (for example, a 1d4 stunt will increase to 1d8) for 10 minutes. Jade Leaf: A leaf taken from a magical tree in the Jade Emperor's Celestial Garden. Each leaf bears 85



FLYING SWORDSMEN RPG a symbol that when read creates a spell effect just like any one Wizard spell. The GM may select the spell, or roll randomly. Once the spell is cast, the leaf withers and the symbol fades.



Permanent Magic Items Unlike temporary magic items, permanent items never lose their magic, and may be used over and over again. Some are always 'on' as long as the item is worn or held. Others need to be activated to be used, and typically work a limited number of times per day. Permanent magic items are divided into two sub-groups. The first is magic weapons and armor. All magical weapons and armor are given a 'plus' value, from +1 to +3. For magic weapons, this increases the chance to hit and the damage inflicted by the stated amount. For armor, it increases AC beyond what the armor normally would allow. Some weapons and armor may have other special abilities in addition to the bonus from 'plusses.' The second sub-group consists of anything else that is enchanted. This could include jewelry, clothes, tools, animal parts, furniture, music instruments, vehicles, containers, game pieces, flags and banners – literally anything the GM desires. Effects may grant spell abilities, attacks, defenses, increases to stunts or other PC attributes, bonus martial arts maneuvers, or any unusual abilities the GM desires.



Moon Cake: This small, sticky, pounded rice treat was made by the Moon Rabbit. Eating it allows the user to fly at 240' per Round by concentration alone. This lasts for 1 hour. Peaches of Immortality: These large, fresh peaches from the garden of the Queen of the Western Sky prevent the user from aging for 10 years. Also, 1d4 points of damage to ability scores will be restored by eating one peach.



For magical weapons and armor, the GM may simply create the item as desired. If randomness is preferred, consult the following chart to determine the weapon or armor's strength: Po's Warding Hairpin: This tin hairpin, decorated with a small red ornamental stone, will absorb and neutralize the first harmful Yang spell cast at the wearer. After that it will crumble to dust.



Roll d12 1-4 5-7 8-10 11 12



River Dragon's Claw: A brittle claw shed by a Hornless Dragon, prepared with certain rituals under the light of the Harvest Moon. If snapped in two, a blast of energy will shoot up to 90', striking one target unerringly for 2d6 fire damage. Sacred Scrolls of Lingdao Temple: If the prayers upon one of the scrolls are read aloud, the reader and all allies within 30' are protected from harm caused by undead or demons. Neither physical attacks nor magical effects of undead or demons will have any effects. This lasts for one hour. 86
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Type II



Type I



Exorcist's Flute: This bamboo flute was carved from a branch of an immortal bamboo tree, and has a holy sutra branded into the underside. When played, all undead must Save vs. Earth with a -2 penalty or flee the area. The music of the flute may be used only three times per day.



Arrows of the Tun-Shu Fairy: Made by the Fairy of Tun-Shu Lake, these arrows cause victims hit to Save vs. Metal or be stunned for 2 Rounds when hit. 2d4 of these arrows will be found at a time. These are Arrows +2, ability.



Flower Umbrella: This is a red silk umbrella on a bamboo frame. It can project a cone of magical flowers out to 60' (30' wide at far end). These flowers cause 2d6 damage to all in the cone, and the victims must also Save vs. Wood or become drowsy, reducing all stunts by one die type. The Umbrella may be used only once per encounter.



Emperor Gao's Blade: This is the legendary steel jian (double-edged sword) of the righteous Emperor Gao. It is a Double-Edged Sword +3. Ma Chao's Spear: A long bamboo spear with a tiger's tail tassel and a broad steel blade. This is a War Spear +1.



Fuzhen's Horn: The divine dragon Fuzhen gave one of her horns to the hero Lao Lai. Looking similar to a deer antler, only laced with glowing silver veins, this horn protects the owner from poisons of any sort. Once per day, it may be used to make an attack (1d6 damage, Fast 6) against a poisonous monster. That monster's poison becomes inert until sunrise of the following day. General Ho's Helm: This large iron helmet, with a red feathered plume and iron lamellar aventail, belonged to the famous General Ho, who never lost a battle. The wearer gains an increase in his Savvy stunt of one die type, and also gains the ability to read others' minds at a range of 120' and may be used as often as desired. The target may Save vs. Earth to avoid this. Inspector's Seal: This is a small wooden plaque with a silver badge set in it, of the type used by Imperial Inspectors. When carried, the user gains a +2 bonus to Save vs. Earth, may re-roll an Insight stunt (take the better result) once per day, and is immune to the Thief skill Bribery.



The Shield of the Seventh Prince: A large bronze shield set with ornamental bosses around its rim as well as in the center. This is a Shield +2.



Master Zu's Brush: This plain looking calligraphy brush can be used to write the ideogram (written character) for any one normal piece of equipment on any surface. The item will appear there, and may be used for the next 1d6 hours. Master Zu's Brush may be used only once per day.



Wo-Shan Harness: A suit of leather lamellar made by the Immortal of Mt. Wo that grants the wearer the ability to apply Acrobatics stunts to AC, use Martial Arts Maneuvers, and use Thief abilities while wearing it. This is a Leather Lamellar Suit +1, ability. 87



FLYING SWORDSMEN RPG Miao-Yin's Jade Locket: This small curio, carved out of jade, makes the wearer resistant to fire damage. Any normal fire will not harm the wearer. The wearer gains a +2 bonus to Saves vs. any magical fire, and the damage from magical fire attacks is reduced by -1 per die of damage (with a minimum of 1 point of damage per die).



Cursed Items Unfortunately, demons sometimes seek to undo heroes. Mad wizards wish to hinder anyone who tries to steal their magic. Crazy alchemists misunderstand formulas given to them by spirit beings. For whatever reason, sometimes magic items are cursed. They will have detrimental effects. This could be the opposite effect of what it would normally have (in the case of magic weapons or armor, a -1 to -3 penalty instead of a bonus). It could also be something original and creative. Just as a normal magic item could have nearly any power, a cursed item could have nearly any sort of penalty imagined. Some items may have a few benefits as well as drawbacks, making it tempting to accept the penalties in order to access the benefits. Once a character has used a permanent cursed item, they have a magical compulsion to keep and use that item whenever possible. They can't simply throw them away.



Robe of the Nightingale: This indigo robe accented with pearlescent flower petal patterns grants the wearer the ability to cast the spells: Spirit's Blessing, Eyes of Heaven, Five Elements Charm, and Immortal's Aura, each once per day.



Cursed items should be rare, and in a campaign where magic items are already rare, they may not even appear at all. Even if the campaign has a high number of magic items, cursed items should be used more as a springboard to more and interesting adventures than as a punishment inflicted on a character. Getting the curse removed can lead to all sorts of interesting adventures. And it may be possible to not only remove the curse from the character, but to remove the curse from the item, making it into a normal, beneficial magic item.



Victorious Banner: This yellow battle standard, mounted on a tall pole, has the ideograph for “Ever Victorious” written on it. All allied troops within 60' of the banner gain a Might stunt die of 1d4 if they do not already have one. Zhuge's Ox Cart: Said to have been created by a master military strategist of antiquity, this unusual item is a self-propelled hooded cart shaped like an ox. Its owner (and only its owner) can command it to go, stop, turn, open, or close. It can hold up to 1000 lb. of cargo.
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Ce Sun opened the final lock on the



While Flying Swordsmen is not a game that revolves around treasure hunts, treasure is a natural part of the world in which the game takes place. Royalty and nobility are often buried with grave goods. Some monsters may hoard the treasures taken from their victims in their lairs. Bandit camps will have store-houses full of the loot from the villages and caravans they raid. Areas where the barrier between the Spirit World and mortal realm are thin may have many wondrous items that seem commonplace to the spirit creatures that live there. Finally, heroes may be rewarded with treasures by the people they serve (be it a great emperor or a village of peasant rice farmers).



chest and pulled it open to reveal the fabled Crimson Tiger Sabre. The steel of the blade still shone with a bright polish, and the jade inlaid handle seemed to glow with its own light. Huang Zhao couldn't help but gasp as he laid eyes on the legendary wo dao. With its power and his skill... Before the Blade Master could reach for the weapon, a rainbow cloud swept through the entrance to the secret chamber and a



Treasure can take the form of cash (tael and fen coins), gems and jewelry, art objects, trade goods, finely crafted weapons, or less tangible things like appointments to an official position, grants of land, charters for trade, or even just influence with and favors from powerful NPCs. There are no guidelines about how much or how little treasure should be in a campaign. Some stories will have Xia who are near penniless their entire careers, wandering from land to land doing heroic deeds. Others will involve the Xia gaining wealth, political power, followers, students, and influence within the game world, becoming movers and shakers. It is up to each group to find the level of treasure that suits the themes they wish to emulate within the game.



strong female hand grasped the blade. An ageless woman with loose white hair stood holding the object of the Xia's quest. “I am Chuan Ning, the final guardian of the Crimson Tiger Sabre. If you wish to possess it, you must wrest it from my grasp.” “An Immortal!” Ce Sun blurted out as Chuan Ning soared up through a hole in the ceiling. “What are you waiting for, after her!”



Game Masters should keep in mind that their own preferences may clash with that of their players. It's often best to discuss such things before a campaign starts, or between game sessions. It's not hard to switch things mid-game, if everyone agrees. Disasters can reduce the greatest nobles to paupers, or sudden windfalls may raise up a wandering ne'er-do-well to the ranks of the elite.



Huang Zhao focused his chi, lightening his body and soared up through the hole after the fleeing Immortal. I must catch her, he thought. I will catch her. With that blade



and the Four Brother Demons technique, I can defeat Grand Master Leng and take his place as head of the Swallow-tail Sabers.
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FLYING SWORDSMEN RPG Having been left to deal with most matters on their own, many provincial governors and army generals now rule their provinces or sections of provinces as semi-independent kingdoms. Peasant uprisings have been common in the past two years, and one full-fledged rebellion lead by General Han Ji-Shen has wrested control of a large portion of Wei Province. There have also been some minor clashes between and within some provinces.



Ch. 9 The Campaign World Zhongyang Dalu (The Central Continent) is the setting for Flying Swordsmen. The Empire, currently ruled over by the Chen Dynasty, covers most of the continent. The empire is vast, and the population is large, requiring a massive bureaucracy to keep order. Some remote sections of the continent are nominally independent kingdoms, but most pay tribute to the Emperor and the Empire considers them as vassal states. The Empire itself is divided into twelve provinces, each ruled over jointly by an appointed civil governor and a military commander.



In addition to the internal problems, there are always the nomads and barbarians on the fringes of the Empire waiting for the army to let its guard down. Yu and Han Provinces often see raids by the steppe and desert tribes. The jungle tribes of the Lei-Cao River basin have been quiet lately, but there are rumors of a new Great Chieftain building an army deep in the heart of the jungles to the south. Foreigners from the Southern Continent have brought with them new strange customs, foods, and missionaries preaching a populist religion. The Spirit World also seems to be in turmoil, as monster sightings and attacks have been on the rise.



The common people of the Chen Empire, farmers, artisans and merchants, are generally hard working, kindhearted, conservative folk. They simply wish to live peaceful lives, enjoy their traditions, and rarely question those who are their betters. An aristocracy of wealthy educated elites pride themselves on learning, government service (civil or military), and stewardship of the land. They form the core of the bureaucracy and officers in the military. Above the aristocracy there are the nobles, families related by birth or marriage to the royal family or occasionally those ennobled for meritorious service. Nobles tend to devote their time and wealth patronizing the arts and sciences, and of course taking part in court politics.



The Empire needs heroes if it is to survive.



The current Emperor, An Ming, is a mere seven year old boy. The Queen Mother Qiang and the Regent Gan Sho rule in his stead, but Regent Gan is corrupt and allows himself to be dominated by the Queen Mother's eunuch attendants – many of whom are secret eunuch sorcerers. Taxes are high, laws are strictly enforced where the army or bureaucracy is strong, and the nobility are treated to lavish feasts and parties on a regular basis by Regent Gan. Nearly all of the commoners, many aristocrats, and even some nobles in the provinces far from the capital have grown weary of the excesses. 90
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his forces to prevent an invasion by Han Ji-Shen's rebels in Wei Province. Either would welcome Xia to support their efforts. Wei – The southern Hong Sha He River Basin is fertile farmland, and quite populous and wealthy. The northern Bowu Mountains are populated by Xing Tian, Yeren, and other monsters, and the human population is poor. Most of the province is under the control of General Han Ji-Shen and his rebels. Only the city of Ganjing and the regions south to the Hong Sha He river defy his control. Xia could join him or start loyalist resistance movements in the province. Mount Gong-Du, a major outlaw stronghold, resists both Han's control and that of the Empire.



Song – The center of the Empire, Song Province is still firmly in control of the Empire. The bureaucracy and army are fiercely loyal to the empire, if not to the rule of the Regent and Queen. Most of the nobles and aristocrats are happy to be indulged and pampered by Regent Gan Sho, although they fear and mistrust the eunuchs. The populace leans more to craftspeople than farmers, as much of the land is divided into plantationestates by the rich and powerful. The garrisoncity of Piyo, often raided by pirates and creatures from the Bowu Mountains, needs Xia to defend it.



Qin – The silk producing province of Qin is governed by Duke Li Fao-Gong, a wily political manipulator. Many of his numerous children and nearly 100 grandchildren serve in posts within the province. Military command, however, is now divided between the generals of each of the four major cities, who each operate as independent warlords. Not even Duke Li's smooth tongue has kept them from warring with each other.



Lian – The religious heart of the empire, Lian Province is dotted with temples, monasteries, convents, cloisters, and shrines. Unlike the other provinces, Lian is ruled by a Council of Elders, one representing each of the five largest temples. The Spoken Word Sect has recently constructed a grand new temple in Enlai, the provincial capital, and has petitioned the Emperor to provide them a seat on the Council of Elders. This has sparked ire from the leaders and Xia of traditional sects.



Wu – The long, coastal Wu Province is sparsely populated. Its economy is based around a combination of mining and maritime industry. General Gao Xiu has assumed control of both the military and civil authority in the province in order to battle incursions by Han Ji-Shen's rebels and the rise in raids by monsters from the Bowu Mountains. He has recently cracked down on the Wing Kong, Silent Walkers, Golden Seal Tong, and other criminal organizations. Xia could easily get caught up in this crackdown.



Jing – The island province of Jing is the ancestral home and stronghold of the Chen family from before they seized the throne 250 years ago. The terrain is rough and rocky, but has abundant clay, which makes it the pottery producer of the empire. General Pang Kong of the Society of the Vermillion Pagoda is the military commander, and the scholar Xie Mi-Ling is the governor. She detests the general for his immoral habits that he indulges blatantly in the Commandery, but needs



Yu – The border province of Yu is highly militarized, with the north being populated by garrison-colonies where soldiers farm and train to repel raiders from the Juda Caodi Steppes. The southern regions are suitable for grain and vegetable production, much of which goes to feed the troops along the border regions. There is a fierce rivalry between most of the garrison 92



Ch. 9 The Campaign World commanders and the civil governor, Ou Tan-Lo, who has a large force of troops personally loyal to him in the provincial capital of Qiumi.



pilgrimages to the temple every year. Ming – Ming Province is one of the major rice growing areas of the Empire, and most of the Empire's tea is grown in the hills that divide the peninsula. An annual fleet of grain ships assembles in the city Luoguan to transport rice and other goods to the Capital as the province's tax. The southern coastal area is now being rocked by peasant uprisings, but General Jia Feng has been reluctant to crack down, fearing a backlash that exacerbates the situation. One of his captains, Guo Li-Ao, has been pushing the general to suppress the rebellions harshly, but has been repeatedly denied. Governor Er Zhu agrees with Guo, but has little pull with General Jia.



Han – The desert province of Han is one of the few where the civil and military leaders see eye to eye on most matters. The Barbarian Road, a trade route to the far-off Western Continent, passes through Han Province, and both Governor Lao Lai, and General Wing Di know it is in their best interest to work together to protect the caravans from the desert raiders and steppe tribes. Many criminals escape to Han Province because of both the low population and the lax law enforcement of the two leaders, so the criminal organizations and Secret Societies have a strong presence here. Xia may also find it a convenient place of refuge in times of trouble. De – The largest and most populous province, De, is divided into eleven semi-independent fiefs by warlords and nobles. They all still pledge allegiance to the Empire, but each runs his or her territory as if it were its own small kingdom. Minor skirmishes occur between the warlords, but none have escalated to the point of being labeled a rebellion, a fate that would bring the other warlords and the Emperor's troops down upon them. The populace just wishes to get on with their lives, but they are faced with higher taxes and forced conscription at an unbearable rate. It would not be hard for charismatic Xia to organize peasant uprisings here.



Liu – The province of Liu is a major rice growing area, as well as providing a wide variety of fruits to the other provinces. The province has a low population, though, as disease is widespread and there are often raids from the barbarians of the Hei'an Conglin and the Dongnan Peninsula. Governor Dai Zhi-Pi controls the western half of the province, while General Ping Yin-Ying controls the east. General Ping accuses Governor Dai of egregious corruption, while Governor Dai claims that General Ping is the puppet of a rogue Shaman who wishes to destroy the Empire. The Shaman, Huo E-Yue, offers to teach her secret knowledge to any Xia who join her.



Yong – The remote mountainous province of Yong is famous for the variety of medicines that are produced there. It is also the major supplier of hardwoods to the rest of the Empire. Princess Chen Huaxiang, a second cousin of the Emperor, is the civil governor, and her lover General Zhang Pi is the military commander. A Wizard named Jing So, who has been building a force of both Xia and monsters in the remote mountains, currently challenges their authority. Righteous Light Path Temple, where the Jade Fist Society was formed, is in the Qing Yan Mountains south of the city of Yao. Many Jade Fist members make 93
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known for its artists and doctors. The kingdom of Pa-Gao is famous for its mercenaries and merchants who trade with the City States of the Southern Continent.



Yu Archipelago – These islands are considered semi-civilized by the Empire, as the people there have adopted many aspects of Imperial culture. Each small island is ruled by a local ruler (prince, duke, or warlord), while the larger islands are divided into several territories.



Huoxing Island – This volcanic island is unsettled by humans, and is believed to be the home of many immortals and spirits. The Southern Continent – The tropical Southern Continent is divided into numerous small kingdoms, city states, and principalities. The people are darker skinned and generally taller than those of the Empire, and have a culture at least as old as the Empire's. Still, the people of Zhongyang Dalu think of them as barbarians and tend to interact with them only through Pa-Gao intermediaries. The Western Continent – Beyond the steppes, deserts and the great plateau lies the little known Western Continent. A large barbarous culture of strange humans with pale skin and strange eyes and hair exists there, and trades many goods with the Empire along the Barbarian Road.



Juda Caodi Steppes – Numerous tribes of nomads and herders live in the steppes. While most tribes will war with each other, at times a strong leader can unite enough of them to form a threat to the empire. The hilly eastern coastal area has many small settlements, and forms a haven for pirates and outlaws.



The Northern Continent – North of the steppes is a sea, and beyond that is, according to the rumors that have come back, a continent of ice and primitive barbarians and fearsome monsters.



Huangwu Gaoyuan – This highland plateau is ruled by a priest-king who purposefully rejects influences of the Chen Empire. The culture is focused on their folk religion, which is based around worship of deified royal ancestors. Despite the antipathy toward the Empire, the king pays tribute in order to maintain lucrative trade rights. The Queen of Hsien is rumored to have her Sky Palace somewhere in the plateau.



The Eastern Continent – Across the ocean is another rumored land, the famed Eastern Continent. It is said to be the Kingdom of the Dragons, a paradise where riches and magic are everywhere.



Hei'an Conglin – The jungle tribes are quite savage by Imperial standards, and often raid the borders of the Empire. They are known for using trained exotic animals such as tigers and elephants in their war-bands. They have an animist religion, and are very superstitious. Dongnan Peninsula – The peninsula is divided into two kingdoms, both of which are considered semi-civilized by the Empire. Both kingdoms pay annual tribute. The kingdom of Ni-Chung is 94



Ch. 9 The Campaign World proud of those traditions. The Brotherhood is believed to be the oldest militant society in the empire.



ORGANIZATIONS There are many organizations in Zhongyang Dalu. While some of these organizations are open to anyone, others are more exclusive. PCs are not required to join an organization, but may choose to do so. The Game Master may also wish to use these groups as allies or enemies of the heroes. In some campaigns, access to certain profiles or martial arts maneuvers may be restricted to members of specific organizations. Organizations can give support to a Xia, but they also may impose requirements or restrictions on the Xia as well.



Swallow-tail Sabers: This is a group of Weapon Masters devoted to the study of the saber, ninering sword, or war sword. Members seek personal perfection in their fighting style, and often duel with others to prove their prowess. Pillars of Heaven: This is a group of Weapon Masters devoted to the study of the spear, lance, halberd, tiger fork, and monk's spade. They are a quite popular group, and are always on the lookout for new students willing to learn the way of spear-based weapons.



WARRIOR SOCIETIES Imperial Guards: While the Chen Dynasty has been weakened, several legions still protect the imperial family and the capital area. Their school is open to all who wish to join and teaches all things martial. Full members must be Fighters, and the majority have the Guardian profile. Jade Fists: This group of Martial Artists and Ancestral Mediums believes in not only perfecting their unarmed combat skills, but also in helping others. They tend to be wanderers and mendicants, seeking to help others in need, although they maintain at least one monastery in each province.



Eyes of Wang Zhou: This group of Weapon Masters are devoted strictly to the study of the straight sword. They are typically from the upper classes, and are quite arrogant about their skills. Many refuse to duel other Weapon Masters, believing that to accept a challenge is to question their own ability, a practice that goes against the core of their teaching.



Autumn Moon League: This group of mostly Martial Artists seeks to perfect their physical condition through martial arts as a way to achieve not only self-purity but also superiority over others. They congregate in small schools, each led by a Master of the League. The Masters in each province gather annually to elect a Grand Master for that province. Once a decade, the Grand Masters convene to select their Master of the Falling Leaves, who leads the League from the headquarters in Xidun, Ming Province.



Society of the Vermillion Pagoda: When the rebel Han Ji-Shen crushed the Imperial Guards and sought to remove Emperor An Ming five years ago, a group of Xia led by Animist Shaman Ding Chun-Fen rallied together to defend the emperor. They maintain fortified temples in the Capital and on the island of Jing, and are fierce defenders of the Chen family. They welcome anyone to fight alongside them to defend the imperial house.



Bamboo Brotherhood: This is a group of Weapon Masters devoted to the study of the staff, club, great club, monk's stick, double stick, and three-section staff. They are quite traditional, and 95
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Inner Light: These Yang Magicians spread a message that immortality can be achieved by anyone who cultivates the active principle of Yang. Their leader, Fu Long Zhi, is 672 years old but appears to be a man in his middle fifties. Members favor flashy fire and metal spells, and tend toward an aggressive and prideful outlook. They are more popular in urban than rural areas.



Bell and Lotus: This organization is for non-profile, Ancestral Medium and Animist Shamans. Their goals are to heal sickness, to serve the Celestial Bureaucracy, and protect others. Bell and Lotus Shamans tend small shrines in each town or city, and run one infirmary in each major city.



Mystic Guardians: This group of Animist Shamans, Taoist Wizards and Ghost Hunter Thieves exist to battle evil spirits and exorcise demons. They are more focused on practical action than with philosophical or theological ideals. While they have few followers among the lay population, their services are sought out when spirits beset a household or town.



Black Drum Order: This organization is for non-profile and Demonist Shamans. Like their counterparts the Bell and Lotus, they believe in the Celestial Bureaucracy, but serve the Ten Kings of Hell. Most of them actively seek to punish wrongdoers as the Jade Emperor commands demons to do; others find dealing with demons preferable to the agents of the Jade Emperor and their overly rigid strictures of morality. A few are simply evil, and use demonic powers to further their own selfish agendas.



Silver Road: This group of Taoist Wizards believes that balance between the cosmic forces leads to immortality. As such they practice magic of all five elements, so that they can act properly when Yin is called for, and when Yang is needed. They serve as astrologers, mediators, and matchmakers, pairing up couples with complementary Yin and Yang. Falling Rain: These Yin Sorceresses and Eunuch Sorcerers believe that Yin will lead them to immortality. Members are mostly female, subtle in their actions and conservative in nature. They tend to favor earth and water magics, and any spells that have subtle effects. The Five Elemental Schools: Wizards who study a single element as a means to understand the universe and the self tend to join one of the Elemental Schools. Members belong to the college of their chosen element, though the teachings of each college are similar. The colleges are as follows: Yellow Unicorns: Earth (Longho, De Prov.) Red Phoenixes: Fire (Hao, Liu Prov.) White Tigers: Metal (Yojeng, Han Prov.) Black Turtles: Water (Baoxin, Wu Prov.) Green Dragons: Wood (Bilu, Qin Prov.)



Spoken Truth Sect: This group of mostly nonprofile Shamans believe in Karma. Their magical power derives not from spirits but from qi developed through virtuous conduct in a previous life. They preach that the cycle of existence can be broken by reciting certain prayers at important moments in one’s life, and immediately before death. This sect is fairly popular with Mystic Archer Fighters, the lower classes and criminals, but has faced resistance from the upper classes, as it is a recent import from the Southern Continent. 96



Ch. 9 The Campaign World SECRET SOCIETIES AND CRIMINAL GROUPS



joining the band. Palace Warlocks: Emperors of the Chen Dynasty used eunuchs as servants for the imperial wives and concubines. Many of the eunuch leaders studied Yin magic and became Eunuch Sorcerers. They control the young emperor through his regent, but are careful to hide their powers to avoid suspicion. An earlier cabal of Eunuch Sorcerers was exposed and executed nearly a century ago, and this group plans to avoid the mistakes of their predecessors.



Blue Scarf Snakes: The origin of the Blue Scarf Snakes was a peasant rebellion long ago. While the rebellion was crushed, the surviving members formed a secret society of agitators and saboteurs. They serve the peasants, trying to protect them from the excessive greed of the nobility. Members are typically Outlaws, although any lower-class character may join. Silent Walkers: This group was originally formed when a plague of undead swamped the city of Hofung in De Province. The original Silent Walkers were Ghost Hunter Thieves, and many members still are. However, once the undead threat was dealt with, they turned to extortion and smuggling operations to maintain the status and benefits they had come to enjoy. They are tolerated due to their allegiance with the Mystic Guardians, but the authorities are constantly seeking to oppose their non-undead related businesses.



Wing Kong: This criminal organization thrives on the slave trade, but also deals in dark arcane arts. They kidnap, buy and sell slaves, run brothels, and also serve as merchants of harmful spells. Low-level members are mostly Fighters and Thieves. The Wing Kong's leadership consists only of non-profile Wizards, Yang Magicians and Demonist Shamans. Hidden Cloud: An outlaw society of all types of Thieves, the Hidden Cloud is opposed to the bureaucracy, believing that it has become corrupt over time. Their goal is to bring down the very structure of the Empire. To accomplish this, they use harassment and intimidation of bureaucrats and scholars who work for the government, thereby disrupting the cogs of the great machine. They generally have no problem with feudal governments or direct rule by monarchs, only with the cumbersome bureaucracies that manage affairs in the empire.



Golden Seal Tong: This group was a criminal organization from the beginning. They specialize in the opium trade, but have also been known to branch out into other illicit businesses. They have a reputation for thuggery, and they are constantly battling with the Silent Walkers for territory. Members are usually non-profile Thieves or Fighters. Outlaws of Gong Du: This is a group of assorted Xia (any class and profile); many have either been sentenced for crimes or are wanted on suspicion of crimes. They have banded together on Gong Du Mountain in Wei Province, and have resisted all efforts by the authorities to subdue them. They are fiercely loyal to one another, and welcome anyone who can impress them with their martial or magical skill, or their criminal record. Members sometimes travel abroad, seeking skilled Xia who might join their band, and they are not above framing potential recruits for some crime in an attempt to force them into 97



FLYING SWORDSMEN RPG THE SPIRIT WORLD



The positions are filled by a combination of lesser gods, immortals, the ghosts of especially virtuous or famous mortals, and spirit creatures of all sorts. Its agents and inspectors control the winds and waves, the sun, moon and stars, the seasons, and much more. It is their job to see that all remains orderly within the mortal realm.



The Spirit World coexists with the mortal realm, being metaphysically 'beside' or 'within' Zhongyang Dalu. It is the home of spirit creatures of all types, including the undead. It sometimes appears to humans as small pockets of space hidden within physical objects, or as a magical fairy realm, both more beautiful and more horrifying than the real world.



THE 1000 HELLS The Underworld is the realm of the dead, and a place of punishment. Mortal souls travel here after death to await reincarnation. Most go through a series of the various hells in order to be purified before reincarnation. Judge Yanluo, one of the Ten Kings of Hell, presides over this process, using his legions of demons and evil spirits to make sure every soul pays the necessary price to be reborn. King Yaomo is in charge of policing the Celestial Bureaucracy. If a Celestial defies the Jade Emperor, Yaomo dispatches demons to tame the rebel spirit. The other eight kings attend to various aspects of the mortal realm, keeping especially wicked mortals in check. Some demons refuse to return after this work is complete, while others are drawn to the mortal realm by magic. Either way, these demons are then free to cause havoc.



Local and nature spirits live the closest to the mortal realm. They inhabit a mirror world, where they reside or rule over the similar object in the mortal world. Dragons are the most powerful residents of this near-spirit realm, and the Five Dragon Kings, each of whom has a grand palace in one of the Five Directions (North, South, East, West, and Center) rule this area. There are two semi-independent sections of the Spirit World, although parts of them relate to locations in the physical world as well. The Celestial Bureaucracy is metaphysically 'above' Zhongyang Dalu. The 1000 Hells are 'below.' THE CELESTIAL BUREAUCRACY



Zhongyang Dalu's imperial system is modeled after that of the Jade Emperor in the heavens. The Jade Emperor's court is made up of civil and military officials, various ministries, noble fiefs, and the bureaucrats needed to administer all of the workings of the universe. 98



Ch. 9 The Campaign World PUTTING A CAMPAIGN TOGETHER



PC will need some contacts in the tournament circuits, some rivals who will rise through the ranks with the PCs, and some famous higher level warriors to strive to overcome.



Todd wants to run a game of Flying Swordsmen. He pitches the game to his friends, and they're all on board, but they want to know some details. Todd gives it some thought. He's seen a few Wuxia movies, and he enjoys playing fighting video games. He decides to base his game on the tropes of fighting video games.



Todd decides that the Golden Seal Tong and Wing Kong both have a hand in backing the tournaments, while the Jade Fists, Autumn Moon League, and all four weapon master schools are involved in running the events. While none of the magical or religious groups are directly involved in the tournaments, Wizards or Shamans are welcome to participate. Todd initially thought that the Autumn Moon League would be attempting to rig the events, but one player wants her PC to be a member. Todd decides there is a schism in the league's members, and the PC is on the 'good' side.



First, he thinks about the scope. A trope of the fighting games is that warriors from all over come together to fight in tournaments. He decides to use all of Zhongyang Dalu, allowing for the possibility that PCs could come from anywhere on the map. He thinks there will be one major martial arts tournament every two months, and if the PCs go up one level between each tournament, the entire campaign will play out in about two years' worth of game time.



Todd makes some notes on the major NPCs involved in the initial tournament. He also jots down some ideas for later tournaments, and potential complications. He's got a few ideas for the locations of magical weapons, and an idea to maybe work some demons into the plot later, pulling the strings behind the tournaments to further some evil goal. These are all things to be detailed later, though.



The style of the game will be action focused, but training from masters will be important. In order to beat the toughest opponents, Todd wants the PCs to have to seek out rare techniques from secretive masters. Still, the PCs will need to learn the new maneuvers in time for the next tournament, so he won't make it too hard to find and learn from them.



As Todd has a pretty solid idea of the game he wants to run, he starts setting limits on the campaign. Since the players want important magic items to hunt, he decides that there are only about ten magic weapons, all fairly powerful, in the entire campaign. Temporary magic items will be more common, but expensive and hard to find. Next, he decides that the only people who can teach Level 5 Martial Arts maneuvers are six quirky Grand Masters. He won't need them for a long time, so he doesn't do more than write down the idea for now. Finally, he thinks that some of the tournaments might have barriers to entrance, jotting down a few ideas he has at the moment to flesh out later.



Todd wants the game's goal to be for the PCs to compete in and possibly win the Grand Martial Arts Tournament in the city of Piyo in Song Province. There will be lesser tournaments in other cities around the map, with circuits or leagues that the PCs can move through. After some discussion with his players, who would like to get some magical weapons, he decides that the Grand Tournament contains fights to the death, with weapons allowed. Now, learning about and acquiring magical weapons also become goals in the campaign. With training and participating in the tournaments as the central action, the PCs' masters will be important. Each PC will need to start with some sort of master, or belong to an organization that provides training. Also, each



Now, he's ready to start his campaign!
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FLYING SWORDSMEN RPG Appendix I: Inspirational Media Books, Fiction: Cha, Louis (Jin Yong) The Book and the Sword, The Deer and the Cauldron, Heaven Sword & Dragon Sabre, etc. Gu Long The Eleventh Son Luo Guangzhou Three Kingdoms McLeod, Kagan Infinite Kung Fu Shi Nai'an Outlaws of the Marsh (also known as The Water Margin) Wong, Tony/Jademan Comics The Blood Sword, Oriental Heroes, etc. Wu Cheng'en Journey to the West (also known as Monkey) Books, Mythology: Pu Songling Strange Tales of Liaozhai Werner, E.T.C. Myths & Legends of China Yang Lihui and An Deming Handbook of Chinese Mythology Books, Non-Fiction: Benn, Charles D. China's Golden Age: Everyday Life in the Tang Dynasty Roberts, J.A.G. A Concise History of China



Film and Television: A Chinese Ghost Story (1987) A Touch of Zen (1971) Ashes of Time (1994) Big Trouble in Little China (1986) Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon (2000) Dragon Gate Inn (1992) Drunken Master (1978) Encounters of the Spooky Kind (1980) Enter the Dragon (1973) Hero (2002) House of Flying Daggers (2004) Legend of the Liquid Sword (1993) Mr. Vampire (1985) Seven Swords (2005) Swordsman Trilogy (1990, 1992, 1993) The Bride with White Hair (1993) The Legend of Fong Sai Yuk (1993) Zu: Warriors from the Magic Mountain (1983) A variety of adaptations of Journey to the West and Three Kingdoms for both film and television. Games: Dynasty Warriors series (Koei) Jade Empire (Bioware)
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Appendix II: Names Appendix II: Names Some GMs and players may need help giving appropriate names to their characters. 李 王 張 劉 陳 楊 黃 趙 周 吳 徐 孫 朱 馬 胡 郭 林 何 高 梁



Lǐ (Lee) 鄭 Wáng (Wong) 羅 Zhāng (Cheung) 宋 Liú (Lau) 謝 Chén (Chun) 唐 Yáng (Yeung) 韓 Huáng (Wong) 曹 Zhào (Chiu) 許 Zhōu (Chow) 鄧 Wú (Ng) 蕭 Xú (Tsui) 馮 Sūn (Suen) 曾 Zhū (Chu) 程 Mǎ (Ma) 蔡 Hú (Wu) 彭 Guō (Kwok) 潘 Lín (Lam) 袁 Hé (Ho) 于 Gāo (Ko) 董 Liáng (Leung) 余



Zhèng (Cheng) Luó (Lo) Sòng (Sung) Xiè (Tse) Táng (Tong) Hán (Hon) Cáo (Tso) Xǔ (Hui) Dèng (Theng) Xiāo (Sio) Féng (Fung) Zēng (Tseng) Chéng (Ching) Cài (Choi) Péng (Pang) Pān (Poon) Yuán (Yuen) Yú (Yue) Dǒng (Tung) Yú (Yu)



蘇 葉 呂 魏 蒋 田 杜 丁 沈 姜 范 江 傅 鍾 盧 汪 戴 崔 任 陸



There's nothing wrong with making up a name, but some players may wish to use actual Chinese names. The following are 100 common Chinese family names in Mandarin (Cantonese).



Sū (So) Yè (Yip) Lǚ (Lui) Wèi (Ngai) Jiǎng (Tseung) Tián (Tin) Dù (To) Dīng (Ting) Shěn (Sum) Jiāng (Keung) Fàn (Fan) Jiāng (Kong) Fù (Foo) Zhōng (Chung) Lú (Lo) Wāng (Wong) Dài (Tai) Cuī (Chui) Rén (Yam) Lù (Luk)
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廖 姚 方 金 邱 夏 譚 韋 賈 鄒 石 熊 孟 秦 閻 薛 侯 雷 白 龍



Liào (Liu) Yáo (Yiu) Fāng (Fong) Jīn (Kam) Qiū (Yau) Xià (Ha) Tán (Tam) Wéi (Wai) Jiǎ (Ga) Zōu (Chow) Shí (Sek) Xióng (Hung) Mèng (Mang) Qín (Tseon) Yán (Yim) Xuē (Sit) Hóu (Hau) Léi (Lui) Bái (Pak) Lóng (Lung)



段 郝 孔 邵 史 毛 常 萬 顧 賴 武 康 賀 嚴 尹 錢 施 牛 洪 龔



Duàn (Tuen) Hǎo (Kok) Kǒng (Hung) Shào (Shiu) Shǐ (Sze) Máo (Mo) Cháng (Seung) Wàn (Man) Gù (Gu) Lài (Lai) Wǔ (Mo) Kāng (Hong) Hè (Ho) Yán (Yim) Yǐn (Wan) Qián (Chin) Shī (Sze) Niú (Ngau) Hóng (Hung) Gōng (Kung)



FLYING SWORDSMEN RPG Here are some common given name elements for men. Take the initial only, double it, or combine it with an ending: Ai Bai Bing Bo Chang Chao Chen Cheng Chuan Da De Ding Dong En Fa Fang Feng Fu Gang Ge Gen Guang Gui Guo Hai Han He Heng Hong Huan Huang Hui Jia Jian Jiang Jin Jing Kang Lei



Initial Li Liang Ling Liu Long Mei Meng Ming Nian Niu Pei Peng Ping Qi Qiang Qiao Qing Qiu Quan Ren Rong Ru Shan Shao Shen Shi Shou Shun Song Tao Teng Ting Wei Wen Xiang Xiao Xin Xing Xiu



Here are some common given name elements for women. Take the initial only, double it, or combine it with an ending:



Xue Yan Yang Yao Ye Yi Ying Yong You Yuan Yun Yu Ze Zhao Zhen Zheng Zhi Zhong Zhu Zi



-jie -jing -jun -lai -li -liang -lin -lun -min -ming -nian -pu -qiang -qin -qing -ren -rong -ru -rui -shan -sheng -shu -si Ending -ting -an -tong -bo -wei -cheng -wen -dan -xiang -dong -xin -fei -yan -feng -yao -ge -yi -guang -yu -guo -yuan -hai -zhe -hao -zheng -hong -zhi -hui -zhong -jian -zu



Ai Ao Bi Chang Chen Chun Cui Dai Dan Dong E Fan Fang Fen Guang Hong Hua Huan Hui Jia Jiao Jie Jin Jing Ju Juan Lan Li Lin Ling Liu Lu Mei Ming Ning Niu Nu O Pei
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Initial Qi Qiang Qiao Qing Qiu Rong Ruo Shan Shu Shuang Song Su Ting Tung Wen Xia Xiang Xiao Xi Xing Xiu Xue Ya Yan Ying Yu Yuan Yue Yun Zhen Zhi Zhong Zhu



-an -chang -chun -dan -fan -fang -fei -fen -feng -ge -guang -hua -huang -hui -jing -juan -jun -lan -li -lian -lin -ling -mei -rong -tai -tao -qian -qin -qing -qiu -xia -xiang -xiu -yi -yin -ying -yu -yue -zhai



Ending -zhao -zhen -zhi -zhu



Appendix III: Alphabetical Spell Index Appendix III: Alphabetical Spell Index Assassin's Needles (Wiz 3) Aura of Reverence (Wiz 1) Blast of Wind (Wiz 4) Blinding Star (Wiz 3) Burning Blood (Sha 5) Channel Spirit (Sha 2) Charm Person (Wiz 1) Cloud Feet (Sha 2) Cloud Trapeze (Sha 5) Contact Deity (Sha 5) Contact Minor Spirits (Sha 1) Contact Major Spirit (Sha 3) Cure Disease (Sha 3) Curse Weapon (Wiz 1) Deadly Scarf (Wiz 5) Delude (Wiz 2) Demon Weapon (Wiz 4) Demoralize (Wiz 2) Diagnose Curse (Sha 2) Dispel Magic (Sha 3, Wiz 3) Dragon's Breath (Wiz 5) Dream (Sha 3) Earthshaker (Wiz 3) Earth Form (Wiz 4) Earth Grave (Sha 4) Exercise Spirit (Sha 3) Eyes of Harmony (Sha 1) Eyes of Heaven (Wiz 1, Sha 1) Fire Eyes (Sha 1) Fire Form (Sha 2) Fire Ring (Sha 4) Five Elements Charm (Wiz 1) Flame Whip (Sha 3) Flaming Spikes (Wiz 2) Foretell (Sha 2) Fury of Battle (Sha 4) Generate Chi (Sha 5) Guardian Figurine (Wiz 4) Harden Scarf (Wiz 1) Hasting Tatoo (Wiz 3) Heart Crusher (Wiz 2) Heaven's Blessing (Sha 5)



p. 42 p. 39 p. 44 p. 42 p. 54 p. 49 p. 39 p. 49 p. 54 p. 54 p. 47 p. 51 p. 51 p. 39 p. 45 p. 41 p. 44 p. 41 p. 49 p. 42, 51 p. 45 p. 51 p. 43 p. 44 p. 53 p. 51 p. 47 p. 39, 47 p. 48 p. 50 p. 53 p. 39 p. 52 p. 41 p. 50 p. 53 p. 54 p. 44 p. 40 p. 43 p. 41 p. 54



Hungry Dead (Sha 3) Immortal's Aura (Sha 1) Light (Wiz 1, Sha 1) Manikin Needles (Wiz 4) Metal Form (Wiz 5) Needle Storm (Wiz 2) Neutralize Poison (Sha 4) Oracle (Sha 1) Protector Figurine (Wiz 2) Read Magic (Wiz 1) Refresh Chi (Sha 1) Remove Curse (Sha 3) Replenish Chi (Sha 4) Restore Chi (Sha 2) Restore Life (Sha 5) Ride the Wind (Sha 3) Scales (Wiz 1) Serpent Arrow (Wiz 4) Shield of Spirits (Sha 4) Shield of the Wind Dragon (Wiz 3) Shout (Wiz 4) Snake Breath (Wiz 1) Snake Charm (Sha 1) Snaring Scarf (Wiz 2) Spirit Wall (Sha 2) Spirit's Blessing (Sha 1) Spirit's Vengeance (Sha 2) Steal the Essence (Wiz 5) Stone Shape (Wiz 4) Suppression (Wiz 1, Sha 1) Tattoo of Transformation (Wiz 5) Toad's Kiss (Wiz 2) Tomb of Ice (Wiz 5) Voice of the Dragon (Sha 2) Water Form (Wiz 3) Winter Blast (Wiz 2) Wood Form (Wiz 3) Wood Shape (Wiz 3) Wood to Ash (Wiz 5)
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p. 52 p. 48 p. 40, 48 p. 44 p. 46 p. 41 p. 53 p. 48 p. 41 p. 40 p. 48 p. 52 p. 54 p. 50 p. 54 p. 52 p. 40 p. 45 p. 54 p. 43 p. 45 p. 40 p. 48 p. 42 p. 50 p. 49 p. 50 p. 45 p. 45 p. 40, 49 p. 46 p. 42 p. 46 p. 50 p. 43 p. 42 p. 43 p. 43 p. 46



FLYING SWORDSMEN RPG Appendix IV: Quick Reference Charts Ability Score Stunt Die



3-10 no



11-13 d2



14-15 d3



16-17 d4



XP



HD Att/ (d12) Rnd 1 0 1d12 1 2 2,000 2d12 1 3 4,000 3d12 1 4 8,000 4d12 1 5 16,000 5d12 2 6 32,000 6d12 2 7 64,000 7d12 2 8 128,000 8d12 2 9 256,000 9d12 2 10 512,000 10d12 3



1 2 2 3 4 4 5 5 5 6 7



Martial Arts 2 3 4 1 2 2 2 3 3 4 4 5



1 2 2 3 3 3 4



1 2 2 2 3



Lvl 5



1 2 3



The Shaman Lvl



XP



1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10



0 1,500 3,000 6,000 12,000 24,000 48,000 96,000 192,000 384,000



HD (d10) 1d10 2d10 3d10 4d10 5d10 6d10 7d10 8d10 9d10 10d10



Spells per Level 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 2 1 3 2 3 3 1 3 3 2 3 3 2 1 3 3 3 2 4 4 3 2 1 4 4 3 3 2



Martial Arts 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 1 2 2 3 2 1 3 3 1 3 3 2 1 4 3 2 1 4 4 2 1 1 4 4 2 2 1 5 5 3 3 2



1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10



XP



1 0 2 1,250 3 2,500 4 5,000 5 10,000 6 20,000 7 40,000 8 80,000 9 160,000 10 320,000



HD Back (d8) Stab 1d8 x2 2d8 x2 3d8 x2 4d8 x2 5d8 x3 6d8 x3 7d8 x3 8d8 x3 9d8 x4 10d8 x4



1 2 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 5



20* d10



21* d12



Martial Arts 2 3 4 1 2 3 3 3 3 3 4



1 2 3 3 3 4



1 2 3 4



XP 0 2,500 5,000 10,000 20,000 40,000 80,000 160,000 320,000 640,000



HD (d6) 1d6 2d6 3d6 4d6 5d6 6d6 7d6 8d6 9d6 10d6



Spells per Level 1 2 3 4 5 2 3 4 2 5 3 6 4 2 6 5 3 6 6 4 2 6 6 5 3 6 6 6 4 2 6 6 6 5 3



1 1 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 4



Martial Arts 2 3 4 5 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 3



1 1 1 2 2 3



1 1 1 1 2 2



Turn Undead Ancestral Medium's Hit Dice HD 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 10 7 4 I I D D D* D* D* 2 16 13 10 7 4 I I D D D* 3-4 19 16 13 10 7 4 I I D D 5-6 — — 19 16 13 10 7 4 I I 7-8 — — — — 19 16 13 10 7 4 9-10 — — — — — — 19 16 13 10 I=automatically immobilized D=automatically destroyed D*=automatically destroy double the stunt die number



Thief Skill Bonus Stunt Bribe +2 Charm Climb Sheer Wall +13 Acrobatics Disguise +3 Charm Escape +2 Might or Acrobatics Hear Noise +2 Savvy Hide in Shadows +1 Acrobatics Move Silently +3 Acrobatics Open Locks +1 Acrobatics Pick Pockets +3 Acrobatics Sense Undead +1 Insight Track +4 Savvy Trap Finding +0 Savvy (find), Acrobatics (remove)



The Thief Lvl



19* d8



The Wizard



The Fighter Lvl



18 d6



5



1 2
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Appendix IV: Quick Reference Charts SAVING THROWS FIGHTER



Normal Saving Throw Wood (Yang) Fire (Yang) Earth (Chi) Metal (Yin) Water (Yin)



Man 14 17 17 16 15



1-2 12 15 16 14 13



3-4 10 13 14 12 11



1-3 13 16 14 15 12



4-6 11 14 12 13 10



5-6 8 11 12 10 9



7-8 6 9 10 8 7



WIZARD 9-10 4 7 8 6 5



1-5 14 16 15 12 13



SHAMAN Saving Throw Wood (Yang) Fire (Yang) Earth (Chi) Metal (Yin) Water (Yin)



7-9 9 12 10 11 8



WIZARD SPELLS



THIEF 10 7 10 8 9 6



1-4 14 12 16 13 15



5-8 12 10 14 11 13



SHAMAN SPELLS



1st Level Aura of Reverence Charm Person Curse Weapon Eyes of Heaven Five Elements Charm Harden Scarf Light Read Magic Scales Snake Breath Suppression



2nd Level Delude Demoralize Flaming Spikes Heart Crusher Needle Storm Protector Figurine Snaring Scarf Toad's Kiss Winter Blast



1st Level Contact Minor Spirits Eyes of Harmony Eyes of Heaven Fire Eyes Immortal's Aura Light Oracle Refresh Chi Snake Charm Spirit's Blessing Suppression



2nd Level Channel Spirit Cloud Feet Diagnose Curse Fire Form Foretell Restore Chi Spirit's Vengeance Spirit Wall Voice of the Dragon



3rd Level Assassin Needles Blinding Star Dispel Magic Earth Shaker Hasting Tattoo Shield of the Wind Dragon Water Form Wood Form Wood Shape



4th Level Blast of Wind Demon Weapon Earth Form Guardian Figurine Manikin Needles Serpent Arrows Shout Stone Shape



3rd Level Contact Greater Spirit Cure Disease Dispel Magic Dream Exorcise Spirit Flame Whip Hungry Dead Remove Curse Ride the Wind



4th Level Earth Grave Fire Ring Fury of Battle Neutralize Poison Replenish Chi Shield of Spirits



5th Level Deadly Scarf Dragon's Breath Ice Prison Metal Form Steal the Essence Tattoo of Transformation Wood to Ash



5th Level Burning Blood Cloud Trapeze Contact Celestial Generate Chi Heaven's Blessing Restore Life
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6-10 12 14 12 10 11 9-10 10 8 12 9 11



FLYING SWORDSMEN RPG RANGED WEAPON DETAILS Weapon Rate Short Medium Horse Bow 2 50 100 Foot Bow 2 70 140 Light Crossbow 1 60 120 Heavy Crossbow ½ 80 160 Rep. Crossbow 2 50 100 Siege Crossbow ½ 90 180 Dagger 2 10 20 Hand Axe 1 10 20 Spear 1 20 40 Throwing Spike 3 5 10 Weapon Axe, Battle Axe, Hand Bow, Horse Bow, Foot Club Club, Great Crossbow, Light Crossbow, Heavy Crossbow, Repeating Crossbow, Siege Dagger Double Stick Halberd Lance/War Spear Meteor Hammer



ARMOR Type Leather Lamellar Corselet Leather Lamellar Suit Hide Corselet Hide Suit Iron Lamellar Corselet Iron Lamellar Suit Steel Plate Corselet Steel Plate Suit Small Shield Large Shield



Long 150 210 180 240 150 270 30 30 60 15



Cost Damage Size Speed 5 1 30 75 5(f) 7 35 50 75 100 2 1 10 10 3



Services Inn (1 night) Meals (per day) Bath house Porter (per day) Lantern Bearer Musician (per hour) Dancer (per hour) Alchemist (per job) Diviner/Seer Banquet (per guest) Bodyguard (per day) Bureaucratic Documents Forged Documents



1d8 1d6 1d6 1d6 1d4 1d10 1d8 1d10 1d6 1d12 1d4 1d6 1d10 1d8 1d6



Price 50(f) 10(f) 10(f) 2 1 5 5 500 25 5 10 15 50



M M M L M L M L M L S S L L S



4 4 4 4 6 2 4 2 6 2 6 6 2 4 6



Weapon Monk's Spade Monk's Stick Sickle Spear Staff Sword, Butterfly Sword, Nine Ring Sword, Saber Sword, Straight Sword, War Three-Section Staff Throwing Spike Tiger Fork/Trident War Fan/Fire Wheel Whipping Chain



AC 11 13 12 14 13 15 14 16 +1 +2



Cost Damage Size Speed 7 2d4 1 1d6 1 1d6 3 1d6 10(f) 1d6 10 1d6 15 2d4 10 1d6 15 1d8 25 2d4/1d10 2 1d6 20(f) 1d4 15 1d8/1d10 3 1d4 2 1d8



GOODS AND SERVICES Transportation Price Equipment Boat Fare 1 Candle Small Boat 50 Clothing (plain) Small Sailboat 2000 Clothing (fine) Sedan Chair 1 Clothing (rich) Sedan Chair 100 Flint and Steel Horse 100 Lantern Wagon 200 Musical Instrument Chariot 400 Preserved Food (1 day) Travel Documents 10 Rope (50') Tool Torch Traveler's Pack Wineskin 106



Price 20 30 30 50 40 60 50 70 10 20



L M M M L S M M M L M S L S M



2 6 4 4 6 6 4 6 4 4/2 4 6 4/2 6 4



Price 1(f) 1 5 30 25(f) 10 5 1 1 5-25(f) 1(f) 60(f) 10(f)



Open Game License indicating that the Open Game Content may only be Used under and in terms of this License. You must affix such a notice to any Open Game Content that you Use. No terms may be added to or subtracted from this License except as described by the License itself. No other terms or conditions may be applied to any Open Game Content distributed using this License.



Open Game License
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